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Abba 

Albee 

Amole 

A tete 

Ardqe 

Ato 

Awraja 

Azai 

Bejrond 

Balambaras 

Banda 

Barca 

Birka 

Birr 

Bisinga 

Ddjazmai' 

Ddrg 

Enddrase 

Eeboo 

Fitawrari 

Gdbbar 

Glossary 

a learned priest 

sickle used to collect crops from farm land 

salt bar used as medium of exchange 

spiritual offertility 

home-made distilled alcoholic drink 

a civil term to address an adult male which is equivalent to "Mr" 

an administrative unit below the level of province 

chief of the royal court or a head who gives order 

chief treasurer 

A military title just below that of Grdzmai' 

Ethiopians who collaborated with the Italians during the period of 

Occupation 

khat ceremony mainly chewed with friends 

standpipe used for public 

the currency of Ethiopia 

staple crops in most parts ofHiiriirge 

commander of the gate a politico-military title bellow ras. 

the military government of Ethiopia which replaced the imperial 

government 

provincial governor 

spear used for various purposes by farmers 

a commander of advance guard 

tribute paying peasant 



Haakaafaa 

Jdir 

Iqub 

Jumma 

Irrecha 

Kiintiba 

Kella 

Khat 

Kidus 

Kiremt 

Killa Qala 

Kuraz 

Li} 

Miilka/ia 

Mamre 

Manafaranjica 

Manca 

Miiriidaja mahebiir 

Miisiiriitii temeheret 

Nac liibas 

Na/liina 

spade used to dig the ground 

mutual help association formed by individuals during the death of 

their members or the relative of their members 

a rotating savings and credit association 

Friday pray of Muslims 

spiritual ceremony conducted to honor Qallu every eight years 

a mayor of a town or city 

custom post to levy tolls 

a bushy plant whose leaves contain mild narcotics 

blessed 

summer and rainy season of Ethiopia 

traditional spiritual worship among the I1u Oromo 

lanterns from diesel fuel put in a can with a floating wick, as 

sources oflight 

a young nobleman of the highest rank (royal family) 

the northerners who settled an area following the conquest 

traditional title given for priest 

foreigner's house 

metal made material looks like sickle held by farmers used to cut 
wood and other things 

Self-help associations 

basic education adopted by Diirg to eliminate illiteracy 

local police (militia) with uniform 

the one who carries a gun, soldiers who were settled in the area 

following the conquest 
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Najjaar 

Qabii!e 

Qottu 

Ras 

Rist 

Safar 

Sa/aqa 

Tabot 

Taj 

Talla 

Taq/ay Gezat 

Waaqa 

Wadaajaa 

Waaqeffanna 

Wariida 

Wareega 

Wayna Daga 

Wayzaro 

Zamaca 

persons with different skills 

the lowest tier of local government 

axe used to cut woods 

chief of a region under the emperor and the head of a regional 

army; highest rank under emperor 

hereditary land use 

neighborhood or camp 

a local representative of a higher official during the 

imperial period. Now it is equivalent to Major 

Ark of covenant 

alcoholic drink made from fermented honey 

home-made beer 

administrative unit during imperial period equivalent to province 

Supreme God in the religion of Waaqeffanna 

spiritual believes practiced chewing khat mainly at night 

indigenous religion of the Oromo before converted to Islam 

district 

spiritual scarification worshiped by slaughtering goat, chicken, etc. 

temperate zone 

a title given to married women, which is equivalent to "Mrs." 

Development through Cooperation Campaign 
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Key to Transliteration System 

Key to the Transliteration System as Used by the Institute of Ethiopian Studies (IES) 

L The seven orders of the Ethiopic alphabet are represented as fo llows: 

Values 

I Sf order (ge 'ez) 

20d order (kaa'eb) 

3,d order (saales) 

4'h order (raabe'e) 

5'h order (haams) 

6'h order (saades) 

7'h order (saab'e) 

Symbols 

u 

a 

e 

e 

o 

II. Palatalized sounds are represented as follows: 

Symbols 

i'i 

'7' 

OJ 

'If 

§ 

C 

N 

Z 

III. Glottalized sounds are represented as follows: 

m 

GJ;l, 

8 

Symbols 

Q 

T 

<; 

$ 

iv 

Examples 

11 Ba 

11' Bu 

fL Bi 

IJ Ba 

/l, Be 

11 Be 

(l Bo 

Examples 

i'i'l' Sawa 

tt""if Zamaca 

'r11 Tagana 

fir Gaz 

Examples 

Qiibiile 

Tiiqlay 

<;ii r9ar 

~ahiiy 



V. Geminations should be indicated by doubling consonants: 

Examples: hn,g 

7'1C 

IV. General Examples 

711' 

~}fH"'I:f 

</>Ot\. 

m.p",e 

'V'.9' n.9" 

l'i'l' 

Kabbada 

Gabbar 

Zamaca 

Gaz 

Dajazmac 

Qaba le 

Taqlay 

<;:eqa Sum 

Sawa 

<;:ar,ar 

Taj Safar 

For commonly used forms like Addis Ababa, this system has not been used. 
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Preface 

The thesis is about a history of Him a town from its foundation in 1924 up to 1991. The year 1924 is 

taken as a landmark since it was the period that Hima was made the administrative center of Tullo 

warada following the appointment of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat as governor of <;:aryar awraja in 

1923. On the other hand, the year 199 1 is taken as a landmark because it saw the end of the Darg 

regime and its highly centralized political structure in the country and Hima. 

When I chose the topic it was my interest to conduct historical research about the social, economic, 

political, religious, institutional and administrative history of Hima town. This is because Hima has 

not a well organized written history except a little research conducted by anthropologists and a BA 

Thesis. 

The thesis therefore, attempts to deal with social, economic and administrative themes. The thesis has 

five chapters. The first chapter gives a brief introduction on urbanization in relation to the foundation 

of Hi rna . It also gives an ~xplanation how small towns emerged in Ethiopia in general and in Htirarge 

in particular. Naming of Hima town and its historical foundation are also explained. The second 

chapter deals with the historical development and evolution of Hima town from 1924-1941. Under 

this chapter the role of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat in the evolution of Hima from a small market site 

to town, the effect of Ya C;arr;ar Danb (The Administrative Regulation of <;:aryar) for Hima 's 

evolution as a town and the Italian occupation of Hi rna and its effect on the town are explained. 

The third chapter discusses the history of Hima from the restored imperial government in 1941 to 

1974. Under this chapter the formation of municipal administration in Hima, the in-migration of 

people into Hima, the growth of service sectors in Hima, the student movement and the downfall of 

the imperial regime and its subsequent event in Hima are discussed. The fourth chapter of the thesis 

focuses on a history of Hima from 1974-1991. This was a period that Hima showed real urban 
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features so that the growth of sefVIce sectors consolidated fo llowing the proclamations and 

declarations of the Darg government. This chapter covers the implementation of the decrees and 

proclamations of the Darg in Hirna, the means of livelihood of the people of Hirna, production of 

cash crop (khat and coffee) outside Hirna and its effect in the town. The last chapter of the thesis 

explains the peopling, religion and voluntary associations establ ished in Hirna for the consolidation 

of the social relationships of the people. 

Historical data used to write the thesis are secondary sources, primary sources and oral informants. 

The secondary sources included books and chapter in books dealing with the general history of 

Hararge in which Rirn a is also included. However, secondary sources that directly explore historical 

development of Hi rna are scanty. The primary sources used to reconstruct a history of Hi rna included 

manuscripts and archival materials from Tullo warada and Hirna town municipal office. I have also 

made every possible effort to collect additional archival documents from the National Archival 

Library Agency and Walda Maskal Tariku Memorial Archival Center of the Institute of Ethiopian 

Studies, Addis Ababa University. Access to archives in the warada, awraja, National Archival 

Library Agency and Walda Maskal Tariku Memorial Archival Center of the Institute of Ethiopian 

Studies, Addis Ababa University remains extremely difficult. Archival materials from Harar were 

very difficult to collect because of the unwillingness of the officials who worked in the arch ival 

center. 

Oral informants are also the sources of information for the thesis. Knowledgeable people were 

selected based on the information they have either directly or indirectly and proximity to the 

historical events in the town. They included leaders, elders, participants, administrators and 

observers. The oral sources, archival materials and secondary sources used for the thesis were 

collected between September 2014 and August 2015. 
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When I conducted the thesis I faced severa l problems and challenges mainly in colleting sources. The 

archival sources in the Aawraja and wiiriida were either destroyed or burnt during the changes of 

government. Therefore, both at the Aawraja and wiiriida level I have scanty archival sources which 

created a burden for the completion of the thesis. On the other hand, archival sources found in 

National Archival Library Agency and Walda Maskal Tariku Memorial Archival Center of the 

Institute of Ethiopian Studies, Addis Ababa University were not directly related to the historical 

development of the town. 

At last [ would like to state that I make no claim to have carried out a comprehensive and full 

research of history of Hirna town from 1924-1 991 due to the above stated problems and limitations. 

But I hope that the research conducted under the above problems and limitations will nevertheless 

contribute significant sources for others who may be interested to conduct further research of the 

town. 
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EECMY 

EELPA 

EPRDF 

EPRP 

IHA 

NCB 

OETA 

OLF 

ONDF 

PMAC 

SIDA 

Acronyms 

Africa Orientale Italiana 

Central Statistical Office 

Ethiopian Evangelical Church Makane Yesus 

Ethiopia Electric Light and Power Authority 

Ethiopian People Revolutionary Democratic Front 

Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Party 

Imperial Highway Authority 

National Coffee Board 

Occupied Enemy Territory Administration 

Oromo Liberation Front 

Oromo National Democratic Front 

Provisional Mil itary Administrative Council 

Swedish International Development Agency 
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Abstract 

The thesis tries to reconstruct the social, economic, administrative, religious, institutional, and 

population history of Hirna town focusing on the period between 1924 and 1991. 

Hirna grew from a caravan route resting place into a market site and then into a small town 

following the appointment of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat over C;arrar in 1924. Therefore, Hirna also 

grew from one ethnic group into a settlement of multi-ethnic and linguistic groups. From 1941-1974 

there was a significant social change in Hirna mainly following the construction of a hard surface 

trunk road that crossed Hirna into Harar and Dire Dawa. From 1974-1991 Hirna grew with more 

social changes due to its strategic locatioll at a crossroad. This created a good opportunity for the 

jlow of the multi-ethnic groups into Hirna. 

The caravan merchants rested to Hirna when they traded between Harar and Sawa. When Takla 

Hawariyat planted a market in Hirna the area continued to serve as a point of exchange mostly 

originating out of Hirna around Burqa, Doba, Masala and Galeli. Hirna then developed into the 

center of cash crops (khat and cojJee). Economic change in the town started to jlourish following the 

establishment of private and government organizations in Hirna. This economic change and growth 

of production in and outside Hirna hastened the process of urbanism in the town. 

After the conquest of Dajazmac Walda Gabrel a new administrative ;ystem was arranged in which 

the nafiana replaced the local Itu traditional administrative system called Gada system. In 1923, 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat adopted new administrative regulation called Ya C;art;:iir Danb (The . 

Administrative Regulation of C;iirrar) and implemented in Hirna. Hirna continued to serve as the 

administrative center of Tullo until recently. 

Religious life of the people in Hirna included waqeejJanna, Islam, Ethiopian Orthodoxy and 

Protestant believers. WaqeejJanna was the earliest religion of Hirna followed by Islam and 

Ethiopian Orthodoxy. Protestant religion was introduced to Hirna much more recently. The 

formation and introduction of service sectors in Hirna had also a long history mainly after the 

restoration of the imperial power and consolidated with the coming of Darg to power. Institutionally, 

the formation of idirs, iqubs and maradaja mahbars dated back in the early formation of Hirna as a 

town. The population of Hirna formed relationships and networking through the above institutions 

that played an important role to consolidate the harmonious life in the town. The relationships 

among the people of Hi rna is said to be strongfor the period of discussion of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Historical Background and the Rise of Urbanization in Africa and Ethiopia 

Urbanization is one of the most important developments in human history which started long years 

before. I In this development of human history the origin of urban centers has been traced back to the 

period of state formation in the Middle East and ancient Egypt.2 Mesopotamia saw the advent of the 

first towns in the world which developed near the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.3 Therefore, the study 

of urbanization (towns and cities) is a pivotal point in the study of human history because it changes 

the life of people from rural to urban life -

Towns and cities are defined on the basis of various features such as agglomerated settlements whose 

populations are overwhelmingly engaged in urban occupations.s However, sometimes urban centers 

are difficult to differentiate from villages, because there are town-like agglomerated villages. There 

are many town-like agglomerated villages in Ethiopian history which were founded many years ago. 

Therefore, the majority of towns in Ethiopia are grouped under the category either small or medium 

sized. According to Jonathan Baker, the small sized towns have a population number of 2000-5000. 

The standard of judging whether these towns are small or medium sized, is based on Ethiopia' s own 

JDereje Tekle,"M ilitary Garrisons as Factors of Urban Formation and Socio-Cultural Transformation : The Case 
of Fiche Town in North Shewa",(MA Thesis, Institute of Ethiop ian Studies, Addis Ababa University, 2007), p. 8. 

'Michael Pacione, Urban Geography: A Global Perspective Second Edition, (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2005), pA2. 

l Ibid. 
4 Jonathan Baker. "The Growth and Functions of Small Urban Centers in Ethiopia," Seminar Proceedings in 

Small Towns in Africa: Studies in Rural-Urban Interaction, (Uppsa Ja: The Scandinavian Institute of African Studies 
No. 23, 1990), p. 2 10. 

' Ronald J.Horvath, "Towns in Ethiopia (Stfidtische Siedlugen in Athiopien)", Erdkunde, Bd.22, H.1 ,1968, 
pA3. 



standard.' As Markakis noted also, the majority of Ethiopian towns (like Hirna) are difficult to 

describe as fully urban and so is difficult to categorize them according to different urban forms. ? 

Towns are the centers of government institutions such as schools, health centers, transportation, 

communications and other services, such as postal services . These towns played a pivotal role in the 

rural part of Ethiopia to link the farmer with a market and limited urban technological development. 

Many Ethiopian towns do not fulfill all the standard of urbanization as described above; nonetheless, 

they served as a central place in providing goods and services mainly for the rural population. For 

service sectors the rural communities depended on and visited towns which increased the towns' 

importance and urbanized featnres. Towns also act as the final link in the cultural, social, political, 

administrative, bureaucratic and economic interaction between urban and rural soc iety.s 

The term town can also refer to functions with some form of municipal administration, and the 

community pursuing an urban way of living and with various social services. The following are some 

of the criteria that identified a town. These are being a chartered municipality, jurisdiction of the 

municipal departments, having local officers for collecting tax and quite simply if the town is taken 

to be a town by the chiefs and elders of the area: 

In 1968 the CSO (Central Statistical Office) also defined a settlement as urban or a town if it fulfilled 

the following. At this time the number of population settled in an urban area or in a town was not 

taken into consideration. The following criteria were some of the cons iderations taken by the Central 

Statistical Office: - if the buildings were contiguous ly a ligned, if there was at least one public bar 

selling alcoholic beverages, if there was at least one hotel, i.e. a place where a stranger could pay for 

6 Baker, p.210. 
7John Markakis, Ethiopia: Ana/omy of Traditional Polity.(Addis Ababa: Division of Shama 

plc.,2006).p.169. 
8 Baker, p,210. 
'Ibid., p. 211. 
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a bed for a night, ifthere was at least one permanent shop selling different types of goods and if there 

was a weekly market. 10 

There are also other many characteristics that can define a place to be an urban center (town or city). 

For instance, if the town is the seat of a province or district governor it is considered as urban. 

Following the estab li shment of a place as the seat of a provincial or district governor many new 

settlers flocked to the towns and gave a new face of urbanization. Baker, moreover as noted above, 

defined towns on the basis of various features including the size of population settled in the town, the 

geographical extension of the town and availability of social services in the town. II However, the 

council of ministers approved the revised definition of urban places in Ethiopia in March, 2005. 

The foundation of towns in Africa in general and in Ethiopia in particular has a long history. Many 

studies show that Africa has had its own mode of urban areas. 12 The instrumental individuals in the 

foundation of those towns in Africa were merchants and artisans who developed the markets and 

marketingD Generally, urban foundation in Africa was the result of internal and external facrors. 14 

The internal factors included caravan trade, religious centers and local markets. The long distance 

caravan merchants on the caravan trade routes needed resting places. Later some of these resting 

places became urban sites . People in Africa came together for market purposes on fixed days. On 

these fixed days therefore, varieties of commodities were brought into the market places. They 

10 Baker,p.2 11. 
II Ibid., p.208. 
12 Yohannis Abate, "Urbanism and Urbanization", A Quarterly Journal ofAfricanist Opinion, Vol. 8, No.4 

Africa 2000(Winter, 1978), p.23. 
13 Alula Abate, "The Growth and Development of Small and Medium sized Kiilama Settlement in the 

Harar Highland."IV Congress Inlernationale di Studi Ethiopic, (Roma:Academia dei Lincei, 1974),p.83. 
14 Yonas Sieyfu, "A Historical Survey of Jimma Town (1936- 1974)." (MA Thesis, Department of History: 

Addis Ababa University, 2002), p. I . 
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exchanged commodities at these market places and the market places also served as a place where 

people met every day of the week. Through time these market places changed into urban forms ." 

The coming of European colonial power was the external factor for the foundation of more towns in 

Africa. There are many African urban sites that were founded because of European colonial 

expansion and administration in different parts of the continent.'6 The European colonial powers 

established new urban sites and consolidated the already established towns in Africa. Following the 

foundation of towns by the colonial expansion and the consolidation of the already established towns, 

new urban elements were introduced by colonial power. Hence, colonial towns in Africa were 

founded in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century following the coming of European colonial 

powers.'7 European colonial powers in Africa established urban sites to administer colonial regions 

and to facilitate the colonial exploitation of African human and natural resources. During the 

European colonial conquest communication systems were improved, new towns were built and 

preexisting ones were expanded'8 and so there was more reason for the foundation of towns. 

The birth and growth of towns or cities in Ethiopia are not overnight phenomenon but a slow and 

steady historical process.' 9 Like other African towns, internal and external factors played a leading 

role in the foundation of towns in Ethiopia, too.20 According to H.J Days, for instance, "Ethiopian 

towns were established to defend or attack the enemy, meeting place for the local people to exchange 

IS Marina Ottaway, Urbanization in Ethiopia: A Text with integrated Readings . (Addis Ababa: Addis 
Ababa University Press, 1976), p.46. 

16 Bahru Zewde, Society, State and History: Selected Essay, (Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University Press, 
2008), p.48S . 

"Ottaway, p.46. 
'8 Tibebe Eshete, "A History of Jijiga Town 1891-1974." (MA Thesis, Department of History: Addis 

Ababa University, 1988), p. 3; Horvath, pp.4S-46. 
J9 Tesema Ta'a, "The Process of Urbanization in Wollega. Western Ethiopia: the case of Neqemete, Journal 

oJEthiopian Stlldies, Vol.26 No.1 (June, 1993), p.59. 
20 Dcrcje Tekle, p.ll; Ottaway, p.67; Tesema Ta'a, "The Process of Urbanization in Wollega. Western 

Ethiopia: the case ofNeqemcte",p.62. 
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commodities and government officials' administrative seat. ,,2 1 The internal factors also included 

garrisons, market towns or administrative centers. Garri sons (kalamas) are places where a group of 

soldiers living in an area which later transformed into a town. The contact of the people for market 

reason was also a cornerstone for the foundation of towns in Ethiopia in general and in Hararge 

province in particular. The establishments of administrative centers transformed into towns throw 

time. 

The external factor for the foundation of towns in Ethiopia was the Italian colonial occupation of 

Ethiopia from 1936-1941.22 The Italians consolidated the urbanism process of many kalamas 

(garrisons) emerged in different parts of Ethiopia for political and strategic purpW's which played a 

significant role in the foundation oftowns.23 The Italian colonial conquest also led to the foundation 

of new towns and the expansion of some old towns in the country as external factor. 24 

Generally, the period of the foundation of towns in Ethiopia can be divided into two. The first period 

in which the country experienced foundation of towns was the period of Aksumite civilization. 

During the period of Aksumite civilization Aksum town flourished in the northern part of Ethiopia. 

The second period that Ethiopia experienced foundation of towns was the period after the downfall of 

the Aksumite civilization. After the downfall of Aksumite civilization urban history of Ethiopia was 

characterized by mobile royal capitals but with some permanent urban centers, particularly towns 

2J H.J. Doys, "The Study of Urban History." In the Proceedings a/an [llternational Round Table Conferen ce 
of Urban HistOlY Grollp at Gilbert MlIrray Hall UniverSity of Leicester, (St. Martin's Press. 1968), p,156. 

22 Horvath,p.45; Robert L. Cooper and Ronald 1. Horvath, "Language, Migration and Urbanization in 
Ethiopia," Anthropological Lingllistics. Vol. 15. No.5, May, 1973, p.223. 

23Neison Anderson,(ed),"Urbanism and Urbanization" International Studies ill Sociology and Anthropology, 
(Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1964), p. 66; Asafa Jalata, "Urban Centers in Oromia: Consequences of Spatial Concentration of 
Power in Multinational Ethiopia" in Journal o[Oromo Studies, Volume 17, No.2 , 20l0,p.50. 

24 Ottaway, p.303; Horvath, p.4Z ; Mekonin Tamiru, "Gerawa: The History ofa Garrison town." (BA Thesis, 
Department of History, Addis Ababa University, 1988),p.51. 
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like Dabra Berhan which was founded by Zara Yakob in 1445 and Gondar as the capital founded by 

Fasiladas in 1636.25 

Beginning from the early twentieth century towns took a new turn in their expansion with new 

structural formation. The expansion of imperial power to the newly incorporated regions caused the 

establishment of kiitiimas (garrisons) which later transformed into towns.z6 The government bodies 

formed permanent seats of administration at provinces and SUb-provinces. The permanent seats of 

government bodies later became proper towns.27 

In Hararge there were also towns founded following the movement of the Oromo people to the east. 

These towns formed by the Oromo in Hariirge were served as the administrative center of gada 

system. For instance, towns such as Galamso and Baddessa were founded as centers of 

administration in <;:iiryiir following the movement of the Oromo population to the area." There were 

also towns founded in <;:iiryiir for traditional ritual ceremonies held every eight years. 

Trade routes in the middle ages passed through Hiiriirge and early towns. The Harar plateau and 

<;:aryiir Mountains have long been the center of commercial activities in Hiiriirge province. Districts 

such as Galamso, Badessa, <;:iro, Hima, Doba, Deder, Jijjiga and Harar are found within the <;:iiryiir 

Mountains and Harar plateau trade route. (See Appendix I) These trade routes extended as far as 

Harar, Zeila and Tajura. The imported goods included salt bars (amole), cloth, beads and metal-ware 

such as copper. The above commodities caused the expansion of markets for the local people to 

exchange these commodities and in the same way paved the way for the foundation of towns in many 

parts of Hiiriirge. Although the trade routes passed through many parts of Hiiriirge, the expansion of 

" Shiferaw Bekele,(ed), An Economic HistOlY of Ethiopia: The Imperial Era 1941-1974, (Codesria Book 
Series, 1995),p.30 I. 

26 Akalou Wolde-Michael. "Urban Development in Ethiopia (1889- 1925) Early Phase", Journal of 
Ethiopian Studies, Vol. II, No. I ,(January 1973),p.1. 

27Tibebe Eshete, p. I; Shiferaw Bekele, p.304. 
28 Gadaa Melba, An Introduction to the History of Oromo People, (Khartoum: Kirk House Publisher, 1988), 

p. 29; Baddessa Town Municipal Administration, "Historical Development of Baddesa Town" 2008, pJ. 
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towns was very limited when compared with other parts of the country. Ottaway strengthened this 

argument by describing Hararge as "a treeless savannah or a semi-desert in many of its parts, the area 

by itself never could have grown much urban life."29 

The central government needed permanent administrative centers that served to control the new and 

existing territories. This new turn in the major urbanization process was associated with the 

expansion of Menelik to new areas and consolidation of the central government. 30 As noted above, in 

conquered areas kiitamas (garrisons) were established which later became towns. However, the 

foundation of Hirna town is directly related to a market function as will be discussed below in the 

next sub-topic. 

1.2 Foundation of Urbanization in Hararge 

The Hararge zone has mountainous tracts on the Rift Valley edge, commonly known as <;:iiryar 

Mountain. The Oromo, in various clans, became the dominant ethnic groups in the region31
; 

especially in the Hirna area the Itu Oromo clans contro lled vast areas. Amhara and Somalis are also 

present wilh an infiltration of Arabs. Ahmed Gran's conquest, trade and trade routes and the 

Egyptian conquest (1875-1885) spread Islam in Hiirarge. The conquest by Menelik in 1887 brought 

Orthodox Christianity and Amhara and other settlers. 32 Hararge was on the Harar plateau that extends 

from <;:aryiir Mountains as far as Hargeiysa in Somalia. The geographical location of Hariirge is 5 

degrees and 11 112degree north latitude and 40 degrees and 48 degrees east longitude. The name 

Hararge was used to refer to eleven geographical areas namely: Harar, Dire Dawa, <;:aryar, Webera, 

29 Ouaway, p, 103. 
30 Tibebe Eshete, p, t. 
31 Clarke Brooke, "The Rural Vi ltage in the Ethiopian Highland", Geographical RevielV, Vol.49, No.1 

(Jan. 1959), p.62. 
32Addis Hiwct, Ethiopia: From Autocracy to Revolution, (London: Merlin Press, 1975),p.8; Tsehay Berhane 

Seiassie, "Menelik II Conquest and Consolidation of the Southern Provinces", Social Sciences a Miscellaneous 4, 
(Institute of Ethiopian Studies, (969), p.6. 
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Garamuleta, Jijiga, Adal-Issa and Gara-Guracha, Kebredehar, Kellafo, Degahabour, Walwal and 

Wardier.3l 

In Ethiopian history the name Hiiriirge was mentioned for the first time in the chronicle of Amda 

Siyon (r.1312-1342) 34where he made a military expedition to incorporate the area under his rule. 

However, the name Hariirge only came into existence as an administrative entity of the Imperial 

government as a result of proclamation 1943 which created 12 Ttiqlay Gezats from the existing 42 

provinces of varying sizes. Hiiriirge was one of the 12 Ttiq/ay Gezats and it was the most easterly 

region of the Imperial government with a vast territorial expansion.3s 

Towns came late in Hararge but Harar had a great importance to the communities around the Harar 

plateau and C;:iir~ar Mountain. Its geographical location and politico-religious importance enabled 

Harar to attract Oromo, Amhara and Arab merchants. Harar as the capital city of Harar Emirate 

emerged around 1521.36 

The main important Oromo and Amhara markets connected with the Arab merchants on the coast 

through Harar. Harar served as a link between the external and internal trade routes. Harar imported 

various kinds of goods and services from across the Red Sea and collected goods from the 

surrounding territories of the C;:iir~iir mountain area and areas surrounding the city. There were 

interior trade routes that connected Harar with the north (Awash and Ifat) and the south (the old 

33 Sileshi Wolde-Tsadik, Land Ownership in Hararge Province, (Dire Dawa: Artistic, 1966), p.6; National 
Archival Library Agency, report wri tten by Perry A.Fellows. "Development of Harargc Province: Ethiopia" written 
on February 28, 1951. 

34G.W. B Huntingford (ed.), The Glorious Victories of Amda !ieyon, King of Ethiopia, (London: 1956),p. 31. 
" Gabra Wald Engeda Wark, Yo lteyopiya Maret no Geber Scm, (Addis Ababa: Tensa'c Za Gubaa'e 

Printing Press, 1955), p.? 
J~homas Labahn, "Notes on the Islamicization and the Muslim shrines of the Harar Plateau" in Proceedings 

of the Second International Congress of Somali Studies: Archaeology and His/my. Volume II, (University of 
Hamburg: Helmut Buske Verlag, 1983),p.146. 
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Muslim states of Bali and Dawaro). Harar was also connected with external trade conducted by 

Tadjura, Dogarit, Zeila and Berbera extending as far as Mogadishu and Zanzibar. l7 

The socio-economic studies in Hararge have classified the foundation of towns into the following 

major historical events. These are Menelik's east and south east expansion, the introduction of the 

Djibouti-Addis Ababa railway and the Italian occupation of 1936-1941. This is not, however, to 

overlook the existence of earlier town-like settlements that had developed as market centers in the 

context of important caravan routes, political centers of the Gada system or as Bula (ceremony 

conducted every eight year to honor Qallu) ceremonial sites. According to Baddessa Town 

Municipality, the followings are also the other major factors for the foundation of towns in Hararge 

and <;:ar,ar: long distance trade, religion and the expansion ofMenelik II to the area. l 8 

Long distance trade routes of thel9th century passed through many areas of <;:ar,ar Mountain. As a 

result of these long distance trade routes for marketing reason in <;:arl'ar Mountain, towns such as 

Hima and Ooba emerged as towns. The long distance routes ran inland from the porI of Zeila passing 

the present site of Harar and Dire Dawa, then reached Hima and branched to Baddessa from Arba 

Rakte about 60km. south of Hima town. Hima served as a resting place for the pack animals and 

caravan traders because of its centrality between Sawa and Harar. As described above, to the whole 

of Hararge, Harar was serving as political and commercial center for the long distance trade.J9 

31 Ahmed Yusuf, "An Inquiry into Some Aspects of the Economy of Harar," Ethiopian Society Bulletill, 
(Univ.Col!. Addis Ababa, 1960), pp.7-62. 

38 "Baddessa Town Municipality Administration", p. 5. 
J9 Bahru Zewude, A History oj Modern Ethiopia (1855-1991) Second Edition, (Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa 

University Printing Press, 2005), pp. 21-22 . 
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2. Early Foundation of Hirna Town 

2.1 Geographical Location 

Tullo district is one of the ten districts in <;:ar9ar. It is bordered by Dobba district to the north, Masala 

district to the south, <;:iro district to the west, and finally, East Hararge Zone to the east. It accounts 

for about 14.8 percent of the total area of the zone. Tullo district is part of the Northwestern Rift 

Valley Escarpment. This includes the most part of Mieso and is bounded by the chain of <;:ar9ar 

highlands in the east. It stretches between altitudes 1600 and 2300 meters above sea level40
. Low 

levels of elevation of the district lie to the western part of Hirna town. 

Hirna is the capital town of the district, which is 373km. from the capital Addis Ababa and 45km. 

from Asaba Tafari (<;:iro), (See Appendix XIV) the capital of<;:ar9ar to the east. It is bordered by Juru 

Balina rural qabCile to the north, Bilisuma Haqaa rural qabCile to the south, Amansis rural qabCile to 

the west and Odaa Balinaa rural qabCile to the east. According to the Central Statistical Office survey 

the total population of Hiroa was 17,524 in 2007. The town is located on a busy road kading tu the 

eastern Ethiopia cities of Dire Dawa and Harar and to neighboring Somalia via Jijiga. Geographically 

Hirna is located at 90 12' 36" N latitude and 41 0 6' 0" E longitudes. The elevation of Hirna town 

ranges from 1775-1952 meters above sea level4 1 The approximate elevation of the town is 1885 

meter above sea level. The climatic condition of Hi rna is moderate, wiiyna dega. 

Compared to other towns in the district, Hirna is economically and politically important and 

expanding. This is perhaps due to its location as a crossroad to Harar, Dire Dawa and Jijiga and a 

junction point for towns located in the eastern parts of the country like Doba, Masala, Boroda and 

Biyo Karaba. It also serves as an international route connecting Ethiopia with the Republic of 

Somalia and Djibouti. There is one medium river, Hirna River (Lagaa Postaa) that flows through the 

40 Tullo Wlirtida Rural and Agricultural Development office, "Hima Town 2008", p. l . 
4l Hirna Town Municipal Administration, "Yti Hirna Ktitama Tarik 1983", p.l. 
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town towards the Galetti River heading to the Wabe Shebele River. This river divides Hirna town 

into east and west. Hirna town has been structured into two urban administrative units called qiibtiIe 

01 and qiibii!e 02 in 1976 which are managed by the Municipality of the town.42 However, before 

this new urban administration was made, the local traditional name of qiibiile 0 I was Ganda Sumaalee 

while qiibii!e 02 was Ganda Yafe. 

Qiibtite 01 was the first area of settlement in the town and it was the center of Hirna. The town later 

expanded into qiibtile 02 and other major siiflirs (villages) in both qiibtiles. However, qiibiile 01 has 

continued to serve as the center of the town with the administration bureau. The oldest and most 

popular church, Kedest Sellassie, the mosques and the biggest open air market are in qiibti", 0 I. The 

presence of old houses and long time residents serve as a living example of early settlement in the 

town. Compared with qiibtite 02 and other siiflirs, qiibiih! 01 is built on the hilly land of the town and 

it is densely populated and a slum area. It was and still is affected by flooding from the hills. The 

urban land of Hirna town stretches over 900,000 square meters of land in the year 19764 3 However, 

nowadays the town 's size is doubled because of the expansion of the master plan of Hi rna. 

As in other parts of Ethiopia the major source of livelihood for most of the population surrounding 

the town of Hirna is subsistence farming. The major crops produced around Hirna town are maize, 

teff, barley, wheat, legumes, sorghum and lentils. There is also abundant production of various kinds 

of vegetables and cash crops. Coffee, avocado and khat are the main cash crop production around the 

town. The people in the town are involved in small business, informal trade, civil service 

employment, brokers and hand crafts, such as carpentry, pottery and metal work44 

42 Rima Town Municipal Administration, "Ya Hirna Ktitama Tarik 1983", p.38. 
4J Ibid., p. l. 
44Jnrormats: Ala Yohanes Besrat and Ala Tafara Baqqala; My own personal observation during the 

fieldwork. The people in the town are still involved in various kinds of jobs to support their life. 
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2.2. Historical Background of Hirna Town 

There are conflicting reports about the name of Hima. All the information I got is taken from oral 

informants. Elderly informants reported that the name Hima relates to a man named Hirnoye, who 

used to live at a place now named Gandaa Sumaalee (qiibiih! 0 I). Many believed that he was the first 

among the Oromo who led the Itu to this area. The people of the area were under the leadership of 

this man and it was from this man's name that the town got its name. Because of Himoye's 

popularity, through time the name of the area became Hima and it still remains the name of the 

town.45 

However, there is also another version of the town 's name. Oral informants cited in a BA thesis 

reported that the name Hima relates to the Afaan Oromo word hirii naa. In Afaan Oromo language 

the words hirii naa stand for English words "share me." In the local language, when someone asks to 

take his/her share from others, it is expressed as hirii naa . The Oromo traditional leaders or the Abba 

Gada used the area as a meeting place to give solutions for land, marriage, divorce and homicide 

issues. After the case investigation, the plaintiff requested the Abba Gada to give his/her share. They 

asked the Abba Gada as "hirii naa" to mean "give me my share". Then through time the word hidi 

naa was changed into Hima and it remained the name of the town46 

Another possible assumption about the name of the town is associated with the Itu Oromo cIano The 

Itu divided the land in <;:iir9iir following their movement to Hariirge at present day Hirna. They 

divided the land in <;:iir9iir as far as Habro, Wabara, Balbaleti and <;:iro among themselves. Therefore, 

key informants relate the name Hima to the Afaan Oromo word hiree which means "divide" to 

indicate the Itu divided land in <;:ar9iir. Then the word hiree through time changed into Hima and 

" Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella; Ala Buzayehu and Wayzara Momina Kadir. 
46Hirna Town Municipal Administration, p.l ; Informants: Wayzal'o Momina Kadir and Ala Shemelis Haile; 

Ali Amin,"A History of Hima Town from 1974- 1991 ",(BA Thesis, History Department , Wollega University,20 1 0). 
p.7. 
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remained as the name of the town.47 However, lack of written documents and absence of living 

witnesses makes verification of the above oral traditions very difficult. 

Menelik's expansion to the east made Hirna and its environs fall under his occupation in the 1880s. 

Menelik appointed Diijazmac Walda Gabrel in the campaign to expand to the ltu Oromo in Carear. 

Menelik wanted to control Carear for two reasons. Firstly, in order to control Harar. This was 

because Harar was very important due to its closeness to the Indian Ocean to import military 

weapons.48 Secondly, Carear had military importance for the campaign against the Arsi Oromo. In 

order to incorporate the Arsi Oromo, Menelik had to subjugate the neighboring ltu and the campaign 

was started by Diijazmac Walda Gabrel in 1883. [t continued up to 1886 and proceeded to Harar in 

1887.49 However, the Itu of <;:ar9ar offered strong resistance to stop the forces of Diijazlllac Walda 

Gabrel from entering their land so As a result of this strong resistance his troops had a bloody fight 

around the present town of Hirna. He made a military camp at Hirna. However, the ltu were able to 

force back hi s troops to the Awash ." The camp at Hirna was then abandoned and remai ned grazing 

land. He asked military help from Menelik to conquer the [tu and in spite of their heroic resistance 

the Itu were finally defeated by the troops of Diijazmac Walda Gabn' l. Then in 1886 the whole of 

<;:ar9ar fell under the power of Diijazmac Walda GabreJ.s2 

Then <;:iir9ar became a hereditary land holding of the Sawan royal fami ly. The Sawan armies that had 

marched to <;:iir9ar passed through Guba Qorica from Baddessa to Galamso then to Borama. The 

newly arrived Sawan armies established their center at Galamso as a garrison town for governing the 

47 Informants: Ala Buzayehu Dhugaasa and Ala Wandrnagegnehu. 
" Paul S.Henze, Layers of Times: A History of Ethiopia , (London: Hurst &Company Ltd, 2000), p.152. 
49Sairu Tafla, "Ras Darghe Sahle Selassie," JOllrnal a/Ethiopian Studies, Vol. XIII, Number 1-2, pp. 17-37. 
5OR.H.K, Darkwah, Shewa. Mel/e/ik and the Ethiopian Empire 1813-1889,(London: Heinemann, 1975), p.1 07. 
" Harold G. Marcus, Th e Life and Times of Menelik II: Ethiopia 1844-1913, (Lawrencevi lle: Red Sea Press, 

I 995),p.9 I ; Damaraw Dagne, "A Short History of Galamso Town from its Foundation until 1974" , (SA Thesis, 
Department of History, Addis Ababa University, 1988), p.3 . 

52 Tibebe Eshete, pp. 16-1 7. 
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<;:ar9ar regionS3 However, within a short period of time the administrative center of the naJiaiza force 

(as the Sawan armies were called) in <;:ar9ar shifted to Quni. These were the first Sawan-Amhara 

generation settlements in the Hiiriirge region54 although a few groups settled around Gara Mulata. 

Quni remained as administrative center of Saw an power until Asaba Tafari (<;:iro) was founded as the 

governing seat in 1923.55 

After full incorporation of the llu in <;:iir9iir, the force of Dajazmac Walda Gabnil marched to Harar 

at the order of Menelik. Before that Hiirarge had been occupied by the Egyptians in October 1875.56 

They stayed for a decade and evacuated in 1885. From then on until January 1887 it remained under 

the local Emir, Abdullahi. Menelik then decided to march to the east hoping to acquire a seaport, 

besides territory to import military weapons. 57 Dajazmac Walda Gabnil asked military help and 

Menelik with Ras Makonnen mobilized forces to conquer Harar. They engaged in battle at <;:iiliinqo 

on January 7, 1887. The then Emir of the Harar Emirate, Abdullahi, sustained a cnlcial defeat; his 

army dispersed, leaving the greater part of its arms and supplies on the field. Ras Makonen had an 

important part in the <;:alanqo victory; already he was widely recognized as one of the ablest of 

Menelik's administrators. Menelik therefore, wisely conferred the governorate of Hiiriirge province 

on Ras MiikonenS8 

The battle of <;:a lanqo not only destroyed the independence of the Harar Emirate but also caused the 

incorporation of the whole Hiiriirge region that also included Hirna. After the victory of <;:iiliinqo the 

troops of Menelik marched to Hamaressa and waited for the full submission of Emir Abdullahi. After 

53 Richard Pankhurst, History of Ethiopian Towns jivm the mid Nineteenth century to 1935, (Stuttgart 
Franz Steiner Verlag Weisbaden Gmbh, 1985), p.191. 

"Addis Hiwet, p.8. 
" Ali Amin, p.30. 
S6 Mohammed Hassen, "The Relation between Harar and the Surrounding Oromo between 1800-1887", 

(B.A Thesis, Department of History, Haile Sellassie I University, 1973), pp.6-18. 
57 Addis Hiwet, p.7. 
58 Cedric Barnes, "Provinces and Princes- Power and the Eastern Ethiopian Periphery (1906-1916)", 

Journal O/Efhiopian Studies, Vo1.34, No. 2 (December 200 1), 97; Addis Hiwet, p.8. 
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Menelik was assured the full submission of Emir Abdullahi, he ordered the establishment of a 

military camp at Aboker and appointed Balambaras Makonen as Diijazmac to expand further to the 

whole of Hararge. No sooner had Menelik returned to the capital Addis Ababa than Diijazmac 

Makonen began to dispatch expeditions into the outlying ltu Oromo inhabited highlands using the 

soldiers Menelik had left behind59 This marked the final extension of Menelik's expanding power all 

over Hararge and appointment of administrators from the central government. 

2.3. The Role of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat in the Foundation of Hirna 

The coming of Takla Hawariyat into <;iiryar and Hirna had a great role in the development of Hirna 

as a town. He was Russian educated governor appointed in 1917 in Hariige in Jijiga. He had received 

education in Russia ' with the help of Ras Makonen. From the conquest of <;iir,iir until Takla 

Hawariyat came to Hirna the area was in the hands of government soldiers. But it was covered with 

dense bushes and long grass used for grazing land by the local people. In addition to the coming of 

Takla Hawariyat to Hirna, its strategic location on the crossroad of ~a't~rn Ethiopia to Dire Dawa, 

Harar and Jijiga was the most important factor that contributed to its emergence and later growth as a 

After Takla Hawariyat returned from receiving Russia education he decided to live somewhere in 

<;iir,iir by farming land and producing agricultural products and as a private orchardist growing 

various kinds of fruits. During that time <;iir,ar was the fief of Ras Makonen's son, Ras Tafari. In 

<;iir,iir, Hirna became the choice of Takla Hawariyat because of its fertile soil and suitability for a 

comfortable life. However, in order to plough the land in Hirna, Takla Hawariyat had to receive 

permission from Ras Tafari. Having received permission, Takla Hawariyat went from Dire Dawa to 

Hirna and built a small tent. He had put his belongings in the small tent and started to search large 

" Tibebe Eshete, p, 18. 
60 Ali Amin. p.30. 
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fertile land in Hirna for farming. As he wrote, he used this small tent as a base to buy agricultural 

land in <;:iiryiir (in Hirna) which laid the foundation of Hirna as a town . ... ID~ ,hoC" 1D'!'·1i M· '};J'" on&.~· 

1'< 1,"'<1>"9" Inc:: "' J went to Hirna and established a tent on Ato Nigatu 's private land and decided to 

search for farm land ... .1 ordered my servant to put the tent somewhere on Ato Nigatu 's land. At that 

time Hirna was not an urbanized area. 

As today, during that time Hirna was surrounded by four mountains and used to be covered with 

dense bush and the mountains that surrowlding Hirna were covered with varieties of species of trees 

and had different kinds of wild animals. The plain land or the swamp area of Hirna was covered with 

tall grass and acacia. However, there were a few farmers who ploughed land and produced 

agricultural products beneath <;:itu Mountain . This area was a village of nlifllina and the area around 

this mountain was called Ganda Niif1ti!la to mean the village of nafllina.6
' 

Ras Tafari gave Takla Hawariyat Hima as rist land as a gift because ofthcir close relationship . Then 

Hirna became the personal rist of Takla Hawariyat and he received Hirna in a Quni document, a 

document in which rist lands were registered, agreeing to pay 5 birr annually as a tribute to the 

central government. This laid another ground for the foundation of Hirna as a town. <h.C" nC!l:f-j'''' 

Tafari] allowed me that Hirna to be written on Quni Document ( a document in which rist lands in 

C;lin;lir documented) and ordered me to pay Walasma 5birr annually as a tribute. 

After Hima was given as the rist of Takla Hawariyat, Ras Tafari was accused by Fitawrari Asfaw 

Manaye. He accused Ras Tafari that Hirna must not be given as rist, where the horses ofMenelik had 

6' Filawrari Takla Hawaryat Takla Maryam, Autobiography (Ya Hiwole Tarik), (Addis Ababa: Addis 
Ababa University Press, 2012, p. 186. 

62 Informants: Alo Sentayehu Akl ilu and Alo Tesfaye Zigta. 
63 FitalVrari Takla Hawariyat, p. 194 . 
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grazed grass and Dtijazmac Walda Gabrel made his military camp. But the accusation was rejected 

and Hima was stabilized as Takla Hawariya' s rist. Then Takla Hawariyat began to think day and 

night how to transform Hirna into a town. He concluded that unless road, trade and market were 

combined, Hima could not be transformed to an urban form. Takla Hawariyat was given the 

authority to plant a market in Hima from the central government. After the market was planted in 

Hirna, road transportation became the main challenge. There was no modern road that connected 

Hirna with the surrounding areas except the caravan route. Then Takla Hawariyat decided to 

construct a modern road with his own money that would connect Hirna with Biyo Karaba. The road 

was constructed as an all weather road used for pack animals. " 'Hlt-f1 'f,'l"C: th.C<; .f?:t.f1 n}!'f1 nh·':-' 

r"lClV':-' ClV')1~ nnHo, hilt-v·" : :64 from Karaba to Hirna through Doba I constructed a road used for 

pack animals {Camels}. 

Takla Hawariyat brought 30 camels loaded with varieties of trade commodities to Hirna market and 

sold them there to retailers. These commodities were brought from Dire Dawa through Biyo Karaba 

and Doba (the new road built by Takla Hawariyat). Land in Hirna was also given to shopkeepers and 

small shops appeared near the market. {\{\.;p ovflt~ ~;J' O1n~ro· t~6.r h.~':-'h· :: fi..H 'mo;. 1n~ro· Milo 

!i,ClV</>: : 65 I gave pieces of land for the construction of shops around the town. Shops were built and 

the market flourished withi" a short period of time. 

However, the shop owners and the local people often came into conflict because of selling and 

buying and they created violence and disturbance around the residence of Takla Hawariyat. Then he 

decided to shift the market place to government land. On the new land many shops were built that 

gave a new phase for the foundation of Hirna as a town. Takla Hawariyat also ordered the 

64 FilalVrari Takla Hawaryat Takla Maryam. p. 210. 
65 Ibid. 
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construction of a church in the town. These things became important factors that played a leading 

role in the evolution of Hi rna as a town6 6 

The process of urbanization in Hima was intensified after Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat returned from 

Jijiga and was appointed as the governor of <;:aryar Awraja in 1923 . Before governing Jijiga Takla 

Hawariyat was given the title of bajerond. However, it was during his governorship of Jijiga that 

Takla Hawariyat received the title of Fitawrari67 Ras Tafari gave the title of Fitawrari for Takla 

Hawariyat as the governor of Jijijga in 1917. He governed Jijiga from 1917-1921. While he was the 

governor of Jijiga there was disagreement for uncertain reasons, not clearly explained, with the 

central government (Ras Tafari). Then he decided to leave his position and returned to his rist in 

Hirna. Without any government position he stayed in Hirna for two years. He was modifying and 

developing administrative regulations and plans for Hirna as a town during his two years stay in 

After two years stay in Hirna Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat was summoned to the capital, Addis Ababa. 

Ras Tafari wanted to make him the governor of <;:iiryiir Awraja and to adopt new administrative 

regulations in the Awraja. Ras Tafari wanted the administrative regulations to be adopted in <;:aryar 

Awraja first and then to be implemented in all parts of the empire. Then Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 

accepted this appointment from Ras Tafari as governor of <;:iiryar Awraja. Soon he started to make 

<;:iiryiir Awraja a "model sub-province." The first thing Fitawrari took into consideration was to shift 

the administrative center of <;:iiryar Awraja. He found that Quni as an administrative center of <;:aryiir 

Awraja was not suitable because it was not suitable for li fe and geographically far from the caravan 

route. He then decided to see another area for admini strative center of <;:iiryiir. . .. Y</l~ hofo"'lH 

66 Fitawrari Takla Hawaryat Takla Maryam, p. 2 10. 
67 Ibid., p, 353. 
68 Ibid. 
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was aware that Quni was not suitable for a township ... time abolished the importance of Quni as the 

Awraja's capital. 1 understood that a new town must be established. 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat then proposed three possible areas as <;:ar,ar Awraja's administrative 

center. These were Hirna, Borama and <;: iro. He wrote a letter to Ras Tafari stating that Hirna was a 

better selection as <;:aryar Awraja's administrative center. However, Ras Tafari delayed the response 

to his letter. Then Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat decided himself to make <;:iro the administrative center 

of the <;:ar,ar Awraja in 1924 because Ras Tafari delayed the response of the letter sent by Fitawrari 

Takla Hawariyat that requested Hirna as the administrative center of <;:iiryar. After he founded the 

administrative center of the <;:ilr,iir at <;:iro. he divided <;:ar,iir Awraja into ten districts namely: Tullo, 

Doba, Kuni, <;: iro, Bishan Haraawacha, Boke, Guba Qoricha, Habro, Balbaletti and Ada!. 70 The 

process of urbanism conducted by Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat in Hirna will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

69 Fitawrari Takla Hawaryat Takla Maryam, p. 358. 
70 Ibid., pp.363-364. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Expansion and Growth of Hirna Town 1924-1941 

2.1. The Role of Yii f;iirriir Diillb for the Growth of Hirna as a Town (1924-1936) 

After Menelik conquered the whole of Hararge province under his imperial rule in 1887, there were 

many regional administrators appointed from the central government to govern Hararge province and 

yar,ar Awraja. At that time yar,ar Awraja was made one of the eleven Awraja in Hararge province. 

The yar,ar Awraja was divided into three large districts and each of the three districts was put under 

its own commanders called Sambel who was responsible for governing his district. I According to 

Count Gleichen, who travelled in Ethiopia and reached Quni in 1897, yar,ar Awraja was under the 

governorship of Fitawrari Asfaw2 

Before his appointment as the governor of yar,ar Awraja, Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat was asked to 

prepare a draft proposal for national administrative regulation during the reign of Li) Iyasu. However, 

the draft proposal for national administrative regulation faced challenges. Firstly, before he 

completed the administrative regulation he became sick with malaria and stopped preparing the draft. 

However, after he recovered from malaria he completed the draft and presented it to Li) Iyasu in the 

capital, Addis Ababa. t'lU7C '"I(H··.,Y,tY .n(1 9<;: . ,. .(1~ )(1C::(1ovTov"'L </'mC: ·1·<\t'lt.·(1"i::~779"h· (1:\<\ 901.tr,, 

Y/'t- t'lC\~ il..yn. t'lu~<Pt..(1 m.~ h!l.1l h(1Q U Ol7]tr::3 1 was ordered to prepare (the] administrative 

regulation used to govern the state. Because of my illness 1 could not write the regulation. After [ 

recovered from malaria 1 wrote the regulation and went to Addis Ababa to present it to Li) 1yasu. 

Secondly, Li) Iyasu was so careless to see and evaluate the draft national administrative regulation. 

Li) Iyasu was not interested in the new draft administrative regulation prepared by Fitawrari Takla 

J Damaraw Dagne. p.5. 
2 Count Gleichen, With the Mission to Menelik, (London: Edward Arnold, 1898), p.96. 
'Fitawrari Takla Hawar iyat Takl Maryam, p. 225. 
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Hawariyat. This was because there was political disagreement between the central government [Lij 

lyasu] and Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat. Lij lyasu had also disagreement with the Sawan nobility even 

before his disagreement with Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat4 Therefore, Filawrari Takla Hawariyat 

decided to join the Sawan nobilities to eliminate Lij Iyasu from power and participated in the war 

against the forces of Lij Iyasu. ' Following the battle of Sagalle between the forces of Lij Iyasu and 

Sawan nobilities Lij lyasu was removed from power6 

After the deposition of Lij lyasu from the throne, Filawrari Takla Hawariyat was appointed by Ras 

Tafari as a governor of Jijiga in 1917. However, Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat resigned governing 

Jijiga in 1921 because a few individuals related to Ras Tafari interfered in his administrative tasks7 

and stayed in Hirna at his private farm and orchard for two years without any admin istrative tasks. 8 

In his autobiography Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat simply stated that he resigned because of the 

interference of Ras Tafari in his administration post. Nearly all informants recall that he was deposed 

and sent into Hirna as punishment. But FitaIVrari Takala Hawariyat himself stated in his 

autobiography that he came to Hima not by punishment but because of his own resignation . 

After Ras Tafari consolidated hi s Regency in the imperial government Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 

was summoned to Addis Ababa from Hima. Ras Tafari summoned him in order to review the 

national administrative regulation draft prepared at the time of Lij lyasu. This was because Ras Tafari 

wanted to evaluate the administrative regulation draft and implement it first in <;:aryiir Awraja then in 

the empire. Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat stated the following in his autobiography. " OtljC h.yo· vt. ~7C 

4 Marcus, p.I IS. 
5 Fitowrari Tak la Hawariyat, p.320; Tebebe Eshete, p.47; Leul Ras Emru Haile Selassie, p.65. 
6 Cedric Barnes, p.ll3; Bahru Zewde, A HistolY of Modern Ethiopia 1855- 1991 Second Edition, p.128. 
7 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.xxi. 
8 Filawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.356, Tebcbe Eshete, p.56. 
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M'i'·~~C r? .. har'} .n·n 11m'!" t\aoC9"iar MI-'!! nm~·rar .. ::9 He [Ras Tafari] asked me to give him the 

administrative regulation draft that [ prepared during the time of Lij [yasu. He wanted the draft to 

evaluate and implement in the empire and [ gave it to him. Ras Tafari decided that the administrative 

regulations draft was good and needed to be implemented first in Carciir and then to be implemented 

in the whole of the empire. 

In 1923 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat was appointed by Ras Tafari as a governor <;:iir9iir Awraja from 

Addis Ababa10 He became the choice of Ras Tafari as the governor of <;:ar9iir Awraja because of his 

rist land in the heartland of <;:iir9iir Awraja, which was Hirna. There was also close friendly and 

parental relationship between Ras Tafari and Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat. He had spent his childhood 

at Harar with Ras Makonen until he was sent to Russia. He was also one among the earliest elite 

groups in Ethiopia who received education in Russia II . As governor of <;:iir9ar Awraja he had drafted 

administrative reh'Ulation called Yii C;:iirriir Diinb (The Administrative Regulation of <;:iir9iir) and this 

also created a good opportunity for his appuintment as governor of <;:ar9ar Awraja. 12 Ya C;:iir"iir Diinb 

later became the 1923 model administrative regulation which was implemented in <;:iir9iir Awraja. 

Yii 9iir"iir Diinb (The Administrative Regulation of <;:ar9ar) had 48 sections. The administrative 

regulation dealt with several kinds of social, political, judicial and economic matters of the A wraja. 13 

It also dealt with the formation of towns in each wiiradas of <;:ar9ar. It divided all territories of <;:ar9ar 

Awraja into wiiriidas and qiibiiilis for better administration and infrastructural expansion. Each 

wiiriida and qiibiile was to be governed by its own administrator appointed by Fitawrari Takla 

9 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.356. 
10 Lelll Ras Emm Haile Selassie, Kayahllt KamastalVsaw, (Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University Press, 

2001 E.q, p. 121. 
J I Bahru Zewde, Pioneers of Change in Ethiopia: The Reformist lntelleCluals of the Early Twentieth 

Centlll:V, (Addis Ababa: Addis Ababa University Press, 2002), p.57; Sa heed A. Adejumobi, The HistOlY of Ethiopia, 
(London: Greenwood Press, 2007), p.59. 

12 Lell/ Ras Emru Haile Selassie. p.121 . 
t3 Damaraw,p. 6. 
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Hawariyat himself. Until the Italian invasion, the administrative rel,'1.tlation was in force in <;aryar 

Awraja. Moreover, after the liberation period the former territorial arrangement and the 

administrative regulation continued to operate in <;aryar Awraja for some time. 14 

Filawrari Takla Hawariyat had great suspicion of Ras Tafari to implement administrative regulation 

in <;aryar. He suspected Ras Tafari because of his unpredictable behavior and the vacillation in his 

ideas. However, Ras Tafari assured him that nothing would be done against the administrative 

regulation that would be implemented in <;aryar. And Ras Tafari encouraged him to implement the 

A1C:f arll'l' t:I<;ll1llar A'}:ff)II,}"M-:: 15 He [Ihe Regent] said Ihal "it is possible 10 lesllhe regulalion in 

C;:iirr;iir. After il was lesled in C;:iirr;iir, it could be implemented in Ihe resl of Ihe imperial 

administrative regions . .. 

Therefore, Filawrari Takla Hawariyat was empowered to implement the administrative regulation in 

<;aryar. <;aryar then became a "model province,,' 6 He hoped for tbe rise of government revenue, 

improvement of the life of the people, elimination of bandits and thieves from <;aryar as well as 

benefits for labor and employed workers. He also hoped and had zeal to stop and eliminate the 

giibbar system and implement a qurx gibir (fixed land tax) in <;aryar'7 

Hoping for the above advantages both for the government and the people, he accepted the order of 

Ras Tafari and started to implement the administrative regulation in <;aryar. His agreement to 

implement the administrative regulation in <;aryar made Ras Tafari express his happiness. And 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat put the following preconditions before he tested the administrative 

J4 Ibid .. p.8. 
" Ibid., p. 357. 
16 Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY a/Modern Ethiopia 1855-1991 Second Edition, p.145. 
J7 FitalVral'i Takla Hawafiyat,p.373; Lelli Ras Emfu Hai le Sclassic, p.120. 
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... he expressed that he was glad. I noted/or him what to do next. 

The preconditions that he put included: to shift miilkiinas (northerners who were occupied in the area 

following the conquest and controlled land) from <;:iiryiir Awraja to other areas; to select individuals 

who were responsible for looking after land taken away from the miilkiiiws; to prepare the 

administrative regulation in two copies, one for himself and the other for the endiirase, the Hararge 

provincial governor; to write a letter to Fitawrari Gobaw, the governor of Carear Awraja to transfer 

his post to him and to instruct Grazmac Walda Madihn, appointed by Ras Tafari from the center, to 

protect the judicial administration in <;:iiryiir Awraja under him19 

After the final preparation of the administrative regulation, he was involved in the evolution and 

growth of towns in <;:aryar Awraja including Hirna. He 1?elieved that the country would be 

modernized and more people would live an urban way of life, if there were markets, roads and other 

urban facilities and the new administrative regulation was implemented in <;:aryar Awraja for good. 

He also believed that the country would exhibit urban progress if agriculture, trade and industry were 

integrated together.'o Then he was occupied in establishing a new administrative center for <;:aryar 

Awraja. 

As stated above, he found that Quni, the administrative center of <;:iiryar Awraja, was not suitable as 

administrative center because of many reasons. However, before he came as governor, Quni was a 

better selection for its strategic location between Addis Ababa and Harar" but not in the caravan 

route and it was serving as a kella or custom post to levy tolls. Despite these advantages, however, he 

decided to shift the administrative center of the Awraja from Quni to somewhere more suitable for a 

18 Filawrari Takla Hawariyat, p. 358. 
19 Ibid. 
2O Ibid. , p.202. 
21 Gleichen, p.88: Leu! Ras Emru Haile Selassie, p. 97. 
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township. Therefore, he decided to shift the administrative center from Quni because of lack of 

construction materials such as stone and wood, because its weather was cold and windy and because 

there was no running water. 22 

He proposed Hima, Borama and Ciro as the administrative center of the Awraja. Hima became his 

first and best choice as the administrative center of the awraja. Then he wrote a letter into Ras Tafari 

to approve Hima as the center of the Awraja. The letter of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat sent to Ras 

Tafari stating the following. "llt\fl.Ul m.c<;' <\.e yort.~·or') h-t°? A4I,:</lCn'r-1 t\~ ,)"l1-') 11.<\ ant-.r- ,e.t-h·A"I 

·M. <\CI,9OJt.7ilM;J-lD;P"''I'·7'OJ-''::'3 Therefore, J [Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat] told the Regent [Ras 

TafariJ that J planned to make Hirna the capital of the Awraja and you would replace my rist land 

[in HirnaJ by other rist land outside Hirna. However, although he sent a letter to Ras Tafari for the 

approval of Hima as the administrative center of the Awraja, Ras Tafari delayed responding to his 

letter. This was because Ras Tafari did not like his choice that he wanted to make Hirna the capital of 

the Awraja.24 

When Ras Tafari delayed to respond to his letter, he assumed that the Regent thought he had selected 

Hima for his own advantage (since Hima was his rist land) and therefore he decided instead to make 

Ciro the administrative center of the Awraja. And at last Ciro became his final choice as the new 

administrative center of Car9ar Awraja. As soon as Ras Tafari heard the news of the foundation of a 

new administrative center of the Awraja, he asked him the name of tbe town. He told Ras Tafari that 

he wanted to name the town Ciro or Moti after the name of a big mountain beside the town.25 But 

Ras Tafari asked him to name the new town "A saba Tafari" (Tafari wished it). He preferred the new 

town to be named either Ciro or Moti. Nevertheless, he was obliged to accept the request of Ras 

22 FitawJ'(fl'i Takla Hawariyat, p. 358; Ali Amin, p.S. 
23 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.359. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid .• p.360. 
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Tafari and named the town Asaba Tafari and the name of the town was then changed from <;;iro to 

Asaba Tafari26 despite the name changes under the Darg which eliminated TafarifHai le Selassie 

nomenclature. Today <;;iro is the official name of the town in West Hararge Oromia Regional State. 

As soon as Asaba Tafari was founded as the administrative center of the <;;iirl'ar Awraja, construction 

of buildings, roads and administrative offices started. The founder of the town (See Appendix Jl) also 

sold land to individuals who could build houses and shops. Houses and shops were built and the town 

took an urban appearance within a short period of time. The news of the foundation of a new town 

[Asaba TafariJ in <;;arl'ar Awraja soon spread everywhere and people began to move into the town. 

New settlers both from the nearby areas and distant places built their houses in Asaba Tafari. 

Soon Asaba Tafari took a new urban look as a town. One of the clearest manifestations of a town, a 

municipality was also established and guards were employed.27 And Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 

started to take new measures in <;;arl'ar that he thought could change the life of the people in <;;arl'ar 

Awraja. The frrst administrative measure he focused to do in <;;arl'ar was destroying khat fro m 

Hiiriirge in general and <;;iirl'ar in particular. He was also taken under consideration of the 

construction of road that linked each waradas in the Awraja. Expansion of infrastructures in towns of 

the Awraja including Hirna was taken into consideration as urban progress. 

26 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.360. 
27 Ibid" p. 359. 
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2.2. Administrative Measures for the Evolution of Mirna Town 

Khat is a brain stimulant green plant grown and consumed in most parts of the Horn of Africa. 

Huffnagel noted that khat originated in Hararge with gradual expansion to different parts of Ethiopia, 

Yemen and other parts of the Horn of Africa. Hararge was considered as the main khat growing 

province in the whole of the empire,>8 Farmers benefited greatly from this green plant. Khat chewers 

do not consume all parts of the leaves of the khat. They ingest the soft parts found on the top of the 

leaf. Some of khat chewers ingest the soft leaf with sugar and groundnuts in order to reduce the 

bitterness of the leaf.29 Sometimes khat is chewed in a ceremonial setting or barea at which the name 

of Allah is invoked and after the prayer, coffee is served.3o Khat had also economic and social values 

in most parts of Hararge including Hirna. 

However, during Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat's governorship of <;arl'ar there was opposition to the 

growth of the demand for khat. Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat imposed a high tax on khat to discourage 

farmers from planting it on their farmland. Under the new administrative regulation in <;arl'ar, 

farmers were forced to pay high khat taxation when compared with grain taxation. He made thi s 

difference in order to discourage farmers from planting khat on their farmland. However, he was 

accused by Ras Tafari that his action was against the interest of the farmers in <;arl'ar. Therefore, Ras 

Tafari sent a prosecutor, Diijazmac Walda Sellassie to investigate the reason why Fitawrari Takla 

Hawariyat was discouraging khat plantation in CalCar. " ... "1,1' '}</'(\- Mtlh 1-C''1'''P,} O~!itXl,j</,V I\9D
'} 

,enl\'tI 'nllV jar? ... 'why did you create worry and frustration among the Oromos to uproot khat 

plantation from their farmland?" He responded to the prosecutor as follows .... I-~ "I,.} '}</'II' Mtltr9" 

28 Gessesse Dessie and Peter Kin lund, "Khat Expansion and Forest Decline in Wondo Genet, Eth iopia", 

Geografika Anlla/er, Series, B Human Geography, Vol. 90, No.2 ,(Wiley, 2008), p.1 88. 

29 My own knowledge. 

JO W.Lesalu, Ethiopians Speak: Harari (Berkeley, 1965). p.97. 
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·n7' hc:qD:(: har.par h,.ll.j'!>C\· n),OD.# "I·nc M''l'M''f'l'c\tr Mtt1·,,::31 ... [ [Fitawrari Takla HawariyatJ 

was not saying uproot khat plantation but I imposed a high khat tax over the farm ers every year to 

reduce khat plantation. " 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat believed that khat is a temporary stimulant plant that awakens users' 

mental activity for the time being but soon weakens the body. For this reason he planned to destroy 

khat from <;ar,iir in particular to improve the life of the people in and out the town. However, unless 

the plant was destroyed in alI parts of Hararge it would have no effect just destroying it from <;aryar. 

Then he became hopeless in destroying khat from <;ar,iir because of Ras Tafari's refusal to take the 

same measure in the whole parts ofHararge . 

.. .... 1· hmCmC h'.P,.m<i- Q.\:C"I: nmn,:.r, n;r1-<;'m· U'IC h,~tLtr I]C\H':1 M C:YmCmc 

hC:'I"1- hH1.P,. YMar U':CI?'1- I'l.m.p"", jar: : MH.U nu,:C7, "lIlt aro'l' nH9" M.~ 

mcmC h'.ll.~':"1 )'ot.c.:>c.::" If [ forced them [9iirriir Oromo] to destroy khat from 

9iirriir and the same was not done in Wabara and lower parts of Hiirlirge, the 

9iirriir Oromos would be affected and other Hliriirge regions would benefit. 

Therefore, [ recommended Ras Tafari to take the same measure all over Hiiriirge 

province. 

However, Ras Tafari refused to take measures that Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat recommended for the 

destruction of the temporary stimulant green plant, khat. The reason Ras Tafari gave was that a vast 

area of land in Hariirge was under the mli/kanas (northern settlers). And it was impossible to enforce 

the mli/klinas to destroy their property from their land. Then Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat gave up his 

plan of destroying khat generally from Hararge and particularly from <;ar,ar33 Then the high tax on 

khat was lifted and this encouraged farmer in <;ar,ar and outside Hirna to plant more khat plantation 

31 Fila wrari Takla Hawariyat, p.375. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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on their farmland and even some of the farmers replaced grain production by khat.34 Since then khat 

has been the main means of income for many farmers and khat merchants in Hirna and its environs. 35 

The other important administrative improvement that Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat wanted to 

implement in <;:aryar was expansion of road construction. He believed that unless the districts in 

<;:aryar Awraja were connected through a road network, there could not be progressive urban 

development and change. Then road construction that could connect areas in <;:aryar was started in 

1924. However, before his appointment as the governor of <;:aryar A wraja he had connected I-lirna 

with the neighboring districts. He cOlUlected Hirna with Biyo Karaba with his own money hoping for 

progressive urban development in Hirna. This played a leading role in the evolution of Hirna from a 

caravan route into a market site then into a town. Therefore, he carried out the opening of a new 

caravan route connecting Hirna with Dire Dawa and Asaba Tafari, establi shing also a new market 

place and telephone line in Hirna36 

During his <;:aryar Awraja administration (1923-1930) Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat attempted to 

introduce a new urbanism in many towns of <;:aryar Awraja including Hirna. Since the opportnnity 

for religions practice had a leading role in bringing urbanism by attracting people from distant areas 

and nearby places for religious purposes, Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat decided on the construction of 

churches in Asaba Tafari and Hirna. This was because the constmction of churches attracted people 

to settle around the church. In Hirna he ordered the constmction of Kedist Selassie (Holy Trinity) 

church. Construction of schools was also one of the main focuses of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat for 

the progressive changes and development of towns in <;:aryar Awraja including Hirna. He stated that 

an elementary school was constmcted in Asaba Tafari. However, before the scbool started enrolling 

34 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella; Ala Shimelis Haiye and Gessesse and Kinlund, p.198. 
35 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella and Alo Shimel is Haile. 
36 Ali Amin, p.6. 
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students and employing teachers he abandoned his administration in 1930.37 He showed how 

modernization would come to many towns of <;iirl'iir. In his autobiography Filawrari Takla 

Hawariyat stated that he had a plan to construct piped water in Asaba Tafari and Hirna.38 But before 

completing his plan in the town he had abandoned his administration because of the disagreement 

with Ras Tafari for unknown reasons. 

After Filawrari Takla Hawariyat gained his rislland in Hima, he decided to live there and establi sh a 

family. He was attracted by the landscape of Hima because of its fertile soil and suitabi li ty for 

irrigation from Hirna River (Laga Postaa). Hima is bounded by a series of hills and a mountain 

which gives the town beauty. The land that extended beneath the mountains and hills was plain land 

and very ferti le that could be irrigated and used for the production of various kinds of agricultural 

products and vegetables as well as fruits . Filawrari Takla Hawariyat had a private orchard in Hima 

where he produced various species of avocado.39 

Avocado was first introduced into Ethiopia in Hirna. Filawrari Germacaw, the son of Fitawrari 

Takla Hawariyat brought the seeds of avocado from Europe where he stayed during the Italian 

colonial occupation of Ethiopia. He kept two seeds of avocado while he was coming by ship to his 

country. As noted in the autobiography of Filawrari Takla Hawariyat, he planted the two seeds of 

avocado in two jars of earth and the seeds grew healthy and arrived in Hirna. Then the son of 

Filawrari Germacaw, Magdala, planted the seeds at Doba farmland 12 kilometers north of Hirna. 

Both avocado trees became healthy and big trees and soon began to give fruit. The people of the area 

also started to learn the use of the fruit. Therefore, these two avocado trees were the first avocado 

trees to be introduced in Ethiopia. After that the seeds of avocado spread to the rest of Ethiopia. Later 

37 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p. 364. 
38 Ibid. , p.385 
]9 Informants: Alo Berhan Haile Meskel and Alo Masarat Alamu 
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missionaries played a significant role in the spread of various kinds of avocado seeds in Ethiopia.'o 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat produced a quantity of grains and fruits (like avocado) at Rima after the 

period ofliberation. 

As already mentioned above, the coming of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat into Hirna and his 

administrative regulation in <;aryar had a leading role in the evolution and growth of Hirna. As a 

result, Hima grew from a small caravan route resting place into a market site and later into a town. 

This was because the new adm inistrative regulation focused on the establishment of towns in <;iiryiir. 

For the establishment of towns market, road and churches were the primary attention of Fitawrari 

Takla Hawariyat. He planted a market center in Hirna and ordered the construction of Kedist Selassie 

(Holy Trinity) church in the town. People began to flock from different parts of the nearby areas and 

built their residential houses in Hirna. 

However, it was the house of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat that was seen as a modern house built with 

a corrugated iron roof. The house of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat was built at the western edge of the 

current Hirna town and was called "mana faranjica," Afan Oromo word to mean the foreigner 's 

house. The people who passed by his house were amazed and pleased with the house. The people 

named his house "mana faranjica" because the house was constructed with cement and corrugated 

iron roof in a modern way. The building had two storeys which was the first of its type in the area 

and was new to the local people why they called it "manafaranjica,,·J (See also Appendix Ill) 

That was another important turn in the evolution and growth of Hirna town. It had leaped from a 

small market vi llage into an urbanized community because people started to build houses near Takla 

Hawariyat's house. Therefore, the urban features of Hirna town dated back to the coming of 

40 Filawrari Taklahawariyat, p. xxx.iii. 
41 Informants: Alo Mohammed Mume and W/ro Aberash Habte. 
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Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat into Hirna, the development of the 1923 administrative regulation (Ya 

(:arr;:ar Danb) and the appointment of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat as the governor of <;1iry1ir Awraja. 

However, in 1930 he quitted his governorship of <;::iiry1ir Awraja and another western educated 

persona lity, Azai Warkenah Eshate, was appointed in his place as the governor of the <;1iryiir 

Awraja. 42 The process of urbanism in <;::1iry1ir remained slow during the governorship of Azai 

Warkenah Eshate. 

After Azai Warkenah Eshete was appointed as the new governor of <;::1iryiir Awraja in 1930, 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat returned to his rist land in Hirna and started to consolidate the process of 

urbanism in Hirna. The return of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat to Hirna had a significant role for the 

introduction of new urban features. My informants underscore that when Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 

resigned from governing <;::iiryiir Awraja and came back to Hirna the town got a grinding mill 

operated by a diesel generator and telephone, although the services were restricted to a few people 

around his house ." The governorship of Azai Warkenah in <;::1iryiir was short lived and no changes 

were made in Hirna during his governorship. The period of hi s administration was followed by the 

Italian occupation of <;::iiry1ir and Hirna from 1936- 1941 in which there was no important urban 

progress in Hirna. 

2.3. Mirna during the Italian Occupation and its Administrative Effect (1936-1941) 

The Fascist Italian government violated the sovereignty of Ethiopia and waged colonial war because 

of a long colonial ambition to control Ethiopia and the need caring to revenge their humiliating 

defeat at the battle of Adwa in 1896. After the Fascist government took power in Italy in October 

1922, the preparation to take Ethiopia as their colonial territories began. Fascism was also inspired by 

" Ali Amin, p.5. 
43 Informants: Ala Abdurahman Usso and Ala Tesfaye Zigita. 
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the idea of the return of the glory of the ancient Roman Empire. Plans and preparation for the war of 

1935 continued and war came in October 1935 . Before the outbreak of the co lonia l war Ethiopian 

intelligentsia warned Emperor Haile Selassie to modern ize the imperial military power" . One of that 

intelligentsia was Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat who received modern military training in Russia. The 

war continued up to 194 1 because of patriotic resistance in many parts of the country.45 

The southern front of Italian coloni al attack was not started at the same time as the Italian attack of 

the north front. Under the leadership of Marshal Graziani the southern front started a month later than 

the northern front. On the southern front the Ethiopians were grouped under Ras Dasta Damtew and 

Dajazmac Nasibu Zamanuel, the governors of Sidamo and Harar respectively. Although the south 

front was not successful in defending the sovereignty of the country, it had more youthful and 

energeti c Ethiopian leaderships and slightly better armaments.'6 Without any serious challenges the 

Italians entered Addis Ababa on 5 May 1936.'7 

The Fascist Italian government faced serious resistance to control many parts of Ethiopia'8 That 

resistance included Hararge in general and <;:aryar awraja in particular in the south east. The two 

patriotic leaders in the resistance against the Italian Fascist government in <;:aryar Awraja were 

Dajazmac Haile Habtawald and Ababa Dagafu. These patriotic leaders of the resistance movement 

played a significant role to resist the Italians in <;:aryar, although they were not successful. According 

to Damaraw, the two leaders had disagreement over how to attack the Italians.'· The brutal war that 

the Fascist Italians waged and their di sagreement weakened the res istance group and later enabled 

44 Bahnl Zewde, "The Ethiopian Inte lligentsia and the Italo-Ethiopian War, 1935 -1 941", The International 
Journal of African Historical Studies, Vo l.26, No.2, (Boston University African Studies Center, 1993), p.275. 

45 Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY of Modern Eth iopia 1855-1 991 Second Edition, p. 15 1. 
46 Ibid. , p.157. 
47 Ibid.,; Gabra-Wold Engda- Worq, Maye" ew: Ya Mayehew Zamee"a na Ya Guzow Tarik, (Addis Ababa: 

Addis Ababa Uni versity Press, 2000), p.1 05 . 
48 Markakis, p.1I 3. 
49 Damaraw, p.23 . 
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the Italians to control the whole C;;iiryiir under their occupation. The two leaders were then captured 

by the Italians and put to death. However, the patriotic resistance movements continued for seven 

months in C;;iiryiir Awraja after Italian occupation of the area. 50 

When the Italians approached Hirna they were not welcomed by the people in and around the town. 

The Italians marched from the east into many towns of C;;iiryiir, which also included Hirna. However, 

the road into Hirna and other towns was not safe and free from resistance. Therefore, although the 

resistance movement was not united and organized, the Italians faced a resistance in their movement 

to occupy Hirna on October 7, 1936. My informant told me that even foreign residents in Hirna 

joined the strong resistance against Italians colonial occupation of the town. Yemenis and Arabs 

constructed trenches and resisted the Italians advance on Hirna. The remnants of the trenches are 

still to be seen as I observed during my fieldwork at the end of 20 14. My informants underscored that 

the Yemenis and Arabs gave fierce resistance against the Italian occupation of Hi rna because of their 

property in the town." 

After the Italians were assured of their control over most parts of Ethiopia in early June, Rome 

formed a new empire called Italian East Africa in its Italian rendering Africa Orientale ltaliana 

(AOI) in the Horn of Africa.52 This empire was formed by merging Ethiopia with Italian Somaliland 

and Eritrea.53 After the occupation of Hiiriirge, the Italian colonial government in the region set up 

Harar as the focal point for Harar region.54 Harar was made the regional capital and the main seat of 

the Italian governor of Harar. Following the formation of the regional administrative divisions the 

Fascist Italian government was pre-occupied with the work of pacification of the new Italian empire 

50 Damaraw, p.23. 
51 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella and Alo Abdurahman Baker. 
" Bahru Zewde, SOCiety. State and HistolY: Selected Essays, p.493. 

"Anthony Mockler, Haile Selassie's War: The ftalian-Ethiop ian Campaign f935-1941,(Oxford: Oxford 
Universi7. Press, 1984), p.148; Bahru Zewde, A HistolY o[Modem Ethiopia 1855-1991, p.162; Adejumobi, p.77. 

AdeJumobl, p.78; Henz, p.223. 
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in the Horn of Africa. In the pacification of the empire in the Horn of Africa, the Italian government 

invested a large amount of money in the construction of roads and other infrastructures hoping to 

achieve the pacification of their empire.55 

After the Italians controlled <;;iiryiir they shifted the capital of the Awraja from Asaba Tafari to 

Galamso, 60 kilometers to the south east of Asaba Tafari due to its central location in <;;aryiir. The 

Italian colonial period in Ethiopia in general and in <;;iiryiir in particular was a time in which a few 

towns showed some socio-economic changes. They brought some socio-economic changes in 

Galamso. And Galamso then developed into the administrative center of the Italians in <;;iiryiir 

Awraja5 6 

As soon as they establi shed their administrative center at Galamso a military camp was built to 

control the surrounding areas . They also intended to develop Galamso as an important town in 

<;;aryiir. Anticipating a permanent stay in the Awraja, the Italians constructed infrastructures for 

administrative control and to exploit the wealth of the region effective ly57 Therefore, important 

infrastructural changes (roads) were made for the more secure administration of the <;;aryar. The local 

people who practiced Islam were not given important administration posts in <;;iiryar. However; under 

the Italian colonial occupation a few more minor administrative posts were given to Muslims of 

<;;aryiir including in Hirna . This was in order to get the support of Muslims of the areas.58 

However, the development of other urban facilities such as education, health care, clean water and 

communication did not take place in many towns of <;;iiryar Awraja, including Hirna, during the 

Italian colonial occupation, unlike other parts of the country. This is visible as one cannot see 

" John Markakis, Ethiopia: The Last Two Frontiers, (New York: Boydell &Brewer Ltd, 201 I). p.114; Paul 
Henze, Layers of Tim e: A HistDlY of Ethiopia , (London: Hurst &Company Ltd, 2000), p.224; Baker, p.214. 

56 Informant: Alo Masarat Alemu; Ali Amin, p.6. 
" Markakis, p.1 14; Henze, p.219. 
58 Henze, p.224; Informant: Ato Mohammed Abdella. 
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edifices of Italian colonial urbanism in many towns of <;:iiryar including Hima. However, the Italians 

constructed new road routes that linked Galamso with Hima, Doba and Masala. According to 

Mekonin, the Italians built road routes from Galamso to other towns for political and military 

administrative reasons and the road served to connect these towns .'9 

The Italians promoted urbanization in Ethiopia in several significant ways such as new towns being 

founded, and existing towns having added new functions. Reorganization of the economy was 

promoted and land was given freely to the new urban settlers.60 The Italian administration in Ethiopia 

also engaged in some developments and improvements in public services tied to road construction, 

bridges, hospitals and schools. 61 However, the Italian occupation resulted in no real socio-economic 

changes in Hima. The only important development they made in Hima, which is still remembered by 

the people of Hirna, is the bridge called Meto Bridge or by the local people Dildilaa Meexoo that 

linked Hirna with its environs crossing Laga Postaa.62 Before the Italians period the road that 

connected Hirna with Asaba Tafari and Dire Dawa was constructed by Fitawrari Takla Hawariyal. 

During the Italian colonial occupation the road route that connected Hima with Galamso and other 

towns in the east was repaired and Galamso served as the center of <;:aryar Awraja.63 

The Italian colonial occupation and administration in <;:aryar Awraja, like most other parts of the 

country, stayed from 1936-1941. While Emperor Hailii Sellassie T was in exile in Bath, there was a 

patriotic resistance against Italian colonial occupation in many different parts of his empire. The 

Italian colonial occupation faced challenges from Britain as well as the patriots after Italy decided to 

59 Mekonin Tamiru, "Gerawa: The History of Garrison Town," (BA Thesis, Department of History, Addis 
Ababa University, 1988),p.5 1; Bahru Zewde, A HistDlY of Modern Ethiopia 1855-1991 Second Edition, p.164. 

6Q Horvath, pp.45-46. 
61 Adejumobi, p.78. 
62 Informants: Ata Mohammed Abdella and Ata Abdurahman Mohammed. 
63 Informants: Ata Gizaw Ababa and Ata Ababa MablIiya. 
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join Nazi GermanyM As stated above, like many parts of the country, there was also patriotic 

resistance against the Italians colonial occupation in <;:iirl'iir. However, the patriotic res istance in 

Hima was crushed quickly and the Italians administered the town from 1936-1941 without fierce 

resistance from the patriots and the town population. The Italians took the properties of rich people of 

the town. An oral informant underscored that Ital ians took the property of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 

from his house without any resistance and after liberation the central government attempted to return 

the properties of individuals in the country that also included Hirna.65 (See also Appendices IV) 

However, in 194014 I a favorable condition was created for the patriots in Ethiopia in general and in 

<;:iirl'iir in particular after Mussolini decided to side with Hitler, which induced Britain to give support 

for the Ethiopian patriotic resistance.66 When Ita ly decided to join Nazi Germany in the World War 

II , a favorable condition was created for the patriotic resistance. 67 Following this British military 

assistance Emperor Haile Sellassie returned from ex ile and this encouraged the patriots who had 

fought the Italians in the country. When the news of the entrance of the Emperor was heard, Italians 

in Hirna town hurried to leave the town and retreated to Galamso, their administrative center in 

<;:iirl'iir. The combined power of Ethiopian patriots and the British military powers defeated the 

Fascist Italians colonial administration in Ethiopia and following the defeat of Fasc ist Italy Emperor 

Haile Sellassie was assured of his restoration and entered Addis Ababa on the May 5, 1941.68 

Following the announcement of the return of the emperor to Addis Ababa, Italian colonial occupation 

force withdrew from Hirna and other regions of <;:iirl'iir. As my informant told me there were a few 

64 Darnse Tala, Ka Zaman Guzo Ache,. Tarik: Sel Amsl Amatal La Arbaglloch Matasabiya Ya Tewled 
Mastawasha, (Marcha Tebcb Printing Press, 1948 E.C), p.38. 

65 Informant: Ala Tesfaye Zigeta. 
66 Theodore M. Vesta l, The Lioll of Judah in the New World: Emperor Haile Silassie of Ethiopia and the 

Shaping of Americans' Attitudes toward Aji-ica, (Denver: ABC-CLIO,LLC, 20 11), p.33; Damese Tala, p.38 ; Bahru 
Zewde, A Histol)' of Modern Ethiopia 1855-1991 Second Edition, p.176. 

67 Adej umobi , pp.74-75 . 
" Henze, p.229. 
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Italians in Burqa where they made their small center for punishment of those who resisted the 

colonial occupation of the area in particular and Ethiopia in general. Therefore, those Italians who 

had established their base at Burqa went to Galamso, their administrative seat.69 

69 Informant: A la Tesfaye Zigeta. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Hirna in the Restored Imperial Period (1941-1974) 

3.1. Hirna after the Liberation of <;:ar~ar mvraja 

When Emperor Haila Selassie entered Addis Ababa from ex ile in 1941 he encountered various 

problems. First, he found Ethiopians divided into patriots and collaborators. Second, the people were 

more divided by ethnic and religious differences, since the Italians had adopted a "divide and rule" 

policy by which they had favored other ethnic groups against the Amhara . On the other hand, the 

Italians had favored Islam against Orthodox Ethiopian Christianity in some parts of the country, 

hoping to get the help of the Muslim communities for the pacification of their colonial empi re in the 

Horn of Africa l
. Finally, Emperor Haile Sellassie was subordinated to the British Military 

Administration in the military, administration, finance and education fields. In this way Ethiopia was 

treated as an Occupied Enemy Territories Administration (OET Af Despite the above problems, 

Ethiopia in general and (aryar in parti cular showed economic change and urban progress after the 

liberation period. 

After the period of liberation, the imperial government proclaimed the reorganization of the empire 

into a new administrative system. In this new administrative system Tullo wiiriida remained under 

Hararge Tiiqlay Gizat and (aryar Awraja . According to a new administrative arrangement, (aryar 

Awraja was divided into eleven wiiriidas of which Tullo was one. However, after the mid-l970s the 

Ministry of Interior divided (iiryiir Awraja into two parts in order to facilitate the system of 

administration and tax collection3
. These were Habro Awraja (southern part) and (iiryiir Adal and 

Gara Guraca Awraja (northern part)'. It was in (aryar Adal and Gara Guracha Awraja (northern 

part) that Hima town was placed. 

'Henze, p.225. 
'Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY o[Modem Ethiopia 1855·1991 Second Edit ion, p. 180; Marcus, p.152. 
3 Damaraw, p.8. 
4Mekonin Tamiru, p.St. 
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After the period of restoration some government and private organizations were established in 

different towns of Ethiopia. From 1941 to the mid-1970s government and private organizations were 

established in Hima too, which made the town the center in eastem <;ar,ar Adal and Gara Guracha 

Awraja. The government and private organizations that had a significant effect on the growth of 

Hima after restoration were district offices, the bure·au of education, agricultural office, finance 

office, postal and telecommunication offices, a branch of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia and the 

two gasoline stations run by private companies (Mobil and Shell). For most of the above government 

and private organizations, Hima served as a center for people who came from the nearby towns such 

as Doba, Masala, Biyo Karaba and Hadas. Therefore, the establishment of the above organizations in 

Hima contributed to the coming of people who sought the services given by these organizations in 

the town. In addition to this, people both from the surrounding areas of the town and distant areas 

visited Hirna on market days to purchase trade items which boosted business activities.s 

Another important development after the restoration was the expansion of road construction across 

the empire. Although the Imperial Highway Authority had no branch office in Hima, it played a 

pivotal role in the construction of the road that passed through the town. Following the construction 

of the road, various shops and hotels were built near the road which contributed much to Hirna 's 

expansion and importance. This was because shops and hotels had a great role in attracting buyers 

and customers from different areas. The establishment of the above organizations also contributed to 

the development and expansion of service sector businesses like hotels and bars. The development 

and expansion of hotels and bar services on the other hand played a leading role in the economic and 

physical expansion of the town. All the above improvements after the restoration created a role for 

the in-migration of people to Hima from different parts of the country6 

5 Informants: Ala Bcrhan Hai le Meskel and Ala Ahmed Yusuf. 
6 Informants: Ala Tasfaye Zigta and Ala Masarat Alamu. 
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3.2. In-migration into Hirna Town from 1941-1974 

Migration of people from rural parts into urban areas had a significant contribution for physical 

growth and evolution of many towns in the country', which also included Hirna. This is mainly due 

to the expectation of large numbers of in-migrants to the urban centers of work and better social 

facilities 8 When the size of population in a town is increasing the need for urban services such as 

housing, health centers and education will grow. Most of the in-migrants into those towns (Badessa, 

Asaba Tafari and Hima) came from short and long distances.· This in-migration of population played 

a crucial role for the expansion of towns in the country and increase of the number of population 

living in towns 10 and in Carear too. This was true in case of Hima town. When the municipality was 

established in 1960, the size of population in the town was 5,617. Then the size of population 

increased to 9,648 in the mid-1970s. This was because the newcomer population settled outside the 

town in houses which later were included as part ofthe town. " 

Hima received in-migrants from 1941-1974 from Doba, Biyo Karaba and Masala di stricts which 

caused increase of the need for housing, water and other urban infrastructures. '2 People from Doba, 

Biyo Karaba and Masala moved into Hima because of the interest of urban life and expectations of 

earning income. For this reason many people from those areas in-migrated to Hirna. Most of the 

residents of Hirna qabiile 02 came from those areas and they contributed to the expansion of Hima 

into important safars such as Ganda Uso, Ganda Dinqu and Mariyam Safar. Gradually these safiirs 

7 Gashaw Teshomc, "Patterns, Causes and Consequences of Urban-Ward Migration in Ethiopia: The Case 
of Kombolcha Town," (MA Thesis, Department of Geography, Addis Ababa Univers ity 2002), p. 33. 

8 Ibid .• p. 27. 
9 Ibid." p.21. 
10 Dereje Tekle, p. IS ; Cooper and Horvath, p.223. 
I I "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.2. 
12 Informanls: Ala Kedir Abrahim and Ala Abdurahman Usso. 
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were included into the urban area of the town which played a leading role in the physical growth of 

Hirna.13 

In addition to the need for urban li fe in Hirna, the in-migrants came into Hirna following the 

improvement of road constmction. The road that passed through Hirna town to major towns of 

eastern Ethiopia which was built after the restoration of Emperor Haile Selassie in 194) had a 

significant role for the increase of in-migration into Hirna. The road was constructed in the 1960s by 

an international road contractor company called Marphlis. '4 This international road contractor 

company constructed the Asaba Tafari-Kulubi and Dire Dawa-Harar road and Hirna town had more 

than Skm of this international road. The final completion of this road enabled different linguistic and 

ethnic groups to move into Hima more easily both from short and long distances. 

Following the period of restoration government offices were built in Hirna. After the formation of 

government offices many of the in-migrants who came into Hirna town were government employees 

such as administrators, judges and court officials, soldiers, tax officials and other civil servants. 

These groups of the population came into Hirna mainly after 1960 fo llowing the establishment of the 

town' s municipal administration . They came from areas of either long or short distances to Hirna 

town. Because of these reasons the numbers of government employees who came into Hirna from 

long distance areas increased throughout the study period of the town. The employees from long 

distance mainly came from Sawa and Arsi while the short distance migrants were from Badessa, 

Galamso and Asaba Tafari. 15 

JJ Informants: Ala Kedir Abrahim and Ala Abdurahman Usso. 
14Ethiopian Road Authority, "Environmental Impact Analysis of the Five Roads Selected for Rehabilitation andlor Upgrading Awash-Kulubi-Dire Dawa- Harar", £-22 I, Vol. I, (Finland: Helsinki, Plancenter, October, 1997), p.l?; Informant: Ala Masaral Alamu ( He told me that during the construction of the road foreign people from Sweden and England were served in their hotel which enabled the towns people to earn money). 
J5 Informant: ALa Gizaw Ababa. 
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In addition to this, there were in-migrants who came into Hirna because of drought and the Somali 

invasion of 1977-78. In- migrants came from Biyo Karaba and eastern Htirtirge into Hirna due to the 

drought of 1973 and as refugees from enemy attack. This was mainly because Hirna offered hope of 

food relief and was a safe place from the invasion because of its geographical location. The refugees 

took shelter to the north east side of the town which is today included as part of the town because of 

the town 's expansion. They have remained in Hirna as permanent settlers of Hirna town up to this 

time. 16 

According to Gashaw Teshome there were in-migrants into many Ethiopian towns for education 

opportunity l7 which also included Hirna town. For education opportunities students from Doba, 

Masala, Karra Mille and Biyo Karaba came to Hirna until 1974. At that time Hirna Number One 

School was the only junior school in the whole of the area mentioned above. The primary school 

students in Hirna who came from the above areas counted as parts of the town population and also 

played a significant role in the opposition movement at the end of the imperial regime.ls 

The in-migrants who settled in Hirna were involved in various kinds of occupations. The mam 

important occupations which attracted in-migrants included agriculture (renting or buying land out of 

the town), oxen fattening (a few), handicrafts, commerce and services. In ratio the number of in-

migrants who participated in commerce was high when they were compared with others occupations 

in the town. There were a few individuals who were involved in oxen fattening. Fattening oxen was 

traditional in most parts of Htirarge that also included Hirna and the famous fattened oxen of Hararge 

were different in their quality of beef. 19 

16 Informants: Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa and Ala Abdurahman BakaL 
17 Informants: Alo Ababa Makuriya and Ala Masarat Alamu; Gashaw Teshome, p.28. 
18 Informants: Ala Ababa Makuriya; Ala Gulelat Fanta and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
19 Informants: Alo Lulu Endashaw and Alo Gulelat Fanta. 
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Although, their number was not clearly identified by the town municipal administration, there were 

also a few individuals who were involved in craft occupations. These craftsmen made different kinds 

of household materials including beds, chairs, tables and tools. However, the majority of the in-

migrants relied on the occupation of commerce and services.2o Hirna was a transit for contraband and 

a few people in the town were engaged in this illegal commerc ial activity until the mid-1970s. For 

this commercial activity some people of the town used donkeys and mules to send out the contraband 

commodities as far as Meiso and Awash through Arba Rakate and Galamso, then sending then by 

bus or railway to Addis Ababa illegally.2 1 Generally from 1941-1974 Hirna had received in-migrants 

from different parts of the surrounding areas and beyond who still reside in the town. 

3.3. Rirna Town Municipal Formation and Administration (1960-1974) 

In the new proclamation that was made about urban administration in Ethiopia, Proclamation No. 74 

of 1945 categorized Ethiopian towns into townships administered by either municipality or without 

municipality22 Based on the Proclamation No 74 of 1945 Ethiopian towns were grouped into two 

categories namely; schedule A and schedule B. Those towns grouped under schedule A were towns 

with well developed infrastructure while towns grouped under schedule B were towns with fewer 

infrastructures.23 The main important towns in Ethiopia such as Harar, Dire Dawa, Jimma, Gondar, 

and Addis Ababa were grouped under schedule A and were given the status of municipality town to 

be administrated by a kiintiba (a mayor)Z4 However, many Ethiopian towns of the period were 

grouped under schedule B whose infrastructure was not well developed. 

20 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.l. 

21 Informant: Ala Ahmed Yusuf. 

22 Negarit Gaze/a," A Proclamation to provide for the control of Municipalities and Townships," March 

30, 1945, pp.4549. 
2 Yon.s Siefu, p. 88. 
24 Ibid. 
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Hirna became one of those Ethiopian towns whose infrastructure stains was categorized under 

schedule B and to be governed without a kantiba until 1960. The economy of the town showed 

progress and improvement from commercial activities and other sectors. It was therefore, decided in 

1960 to make Hirna under the administration of a kantiba. Commercial growth and development then 

caused the extension of social services and government offices in the town. Because of the increase 

of the tax collected in the town, the Awraja and wariida administration decided on the formation of 

Hirna town municipality in 1960. In 1960 Hirna Town Municipal Office offici ally started its tasks. 

The establishment of a municipal administration meant that the town was administered by a kanliba 

from then on25 And the first man to be appointed as kiinliba of Him a was Ata Gizaw Dejene. 

Hirna was not the only town in Tullo warada with a town infrastructure and urban facilities for 

municipal formation . There were also other towns such as Dabaso, Mataqasha and Dhagaa Cabsaa, 

all of them found along the hard surface trunk road, which had town infrastructures. However, Hirna 

had more infrastructure and urban facilities than these smaller towns. Hirna had been serving as 

administrative center of Tullo warada since the appointment of Filawrari Takla Hawariyat as a 

governor of Carcar Awrajabut the other towns were town-like agglomerated villages. However, 

before the appoi ntment of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, the administrative center of the warada was 

Tullo by which name the warada itself was called. Tullo town was located at about 20km. from 

Hirna to the east beyond the main caravan route that ran to the eastern towns and geographically 

Tullo town was found in the hilly area of Tullo wiiriida.'6 

In 1924 however, Hima was preferred to Tullo as the wiiriida administrative center because of the 

following factors. First, Hirna was crossed by the caravan route and this could create favorable 

conditions for the development of social services and government and private organizations. Second, 

2S Informants: Ala Ababa Makuriya; Ala Lama Oadi and Ala Abdurahman Bakar. 
26 Ali Amin, p.30. 
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Hirna was crossed by a perennial river that gave a great opportunity for cash crop production ncar the 

town. The local people used the river for irrigation and they produced various kinds of vegetables 

and fruits for sale. The production of vegetables and fruits near the town played a significant role in 

the growth of the economy of the town. Finally, Hirna has central location for all areas found in the 

warada.27 

In addition to these, the other important conditions for the establi shment of Hima as a town 

municipal administration were the existence of good farming around the town, geographical 

centrali ty to the surrounding regions, good and favorable climatic condition, existence of a hard 

surface trunk road, government institutions, and availabil ity of social facilities?8 Nevertheless, from 

1924-1960 Hima town administration was at warada level which was responsible to the Awraja. 

After 1960 Hirna town reached the level of town municipal administration because of the increase of 

the amount of revenue collected from different sectors . Municipal administration set up of Hima had 

great rule in the development and growth of the town. 

The municipality then formed councils and departments each having their own responsibility of 

collecting tax from service sectors in the town. The municipality registered private and government 

organization in the town. (See Appendix V) Hotel services as refreshment services registered in 

Hima to facilitate tax collection. The establishment of hotel services in Ethiopian history really 

started fo llowing the foundation of Addis Ababa as the capital city. Following the opening of hotel 

services in Addis Ababa many other hotels started to give services for customers in many towns of 

the country and then even smaller towns. Hima was not an exception. The establishment of hotel 

services in Hima started in 1956. The hotel service was started by a person named AIo Biru Gabra 

Wald, a well known businessman in Hima. He started to give hotel service by selling tea and bread 

27 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.l. 
28 Ali Amin, p. 30. 
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after he had established a small house in Rima around the current warada administration office. Re 

sold a traditional piece of bread for IO cents and a cup of tea for 15 cents. The main customers of the 

service came from the surrounding area and people of the town. Re was the only service giver in 

Rima until the Gurage came and replaced him in the 1960s. Re built a medium size hotel in the town 

around 1968 and resumed his business activities in Rima'9. 

There were also a few traditional drinking houses located in Rima. Local traditional drinks such as 

{iilla, araM and {ajj were prepared by a few individuals who made them for sale as a livelihood after 

1941. Mainly, after the construction of the hard surface road in the 1960s the number of bars and tea 

rooms in the town increased in number. There was one public tea room in Rirna and 24 tea rooms 

were established after the 1960s owned by private owners.30 

Following the construction of the hard surface road that passed through Rima in the 1960s the 

growth and development of hotel services in the town was flourishing. The number of passengers 

from Addis Ababa, Dire Dawa, Rarar and Jijiga who rested and ate lunch and dinner in Rima was 

high. Passengers also spent the night in Rima which led to hotels renting beds for the customers. 

Since Rirna was a strategic location between Addis Ababa and the eastern towns the demand for 

hotel services increased. As a result of this more hotels and bars began to appear near the hard 

surface road.31 

The first and oldest hotel in Rirna town was Shuferoch hotel (i.e. chauffeur in French pronunciation) . 

Shuferoch hotel was constructed in 1964 and owned by a private business man named Alo Alamu 

Gabre. The name of the hotel was related to its well known customers i.e. bus and lorry drivers. The 

hotel was built in the oldest part of the town along the road. The hotel was the only well known hotel 

29 Informants: Ala Ababa Makuriya; Ala Lama Dadi and Ala Abdurahman Bakar. 
30 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p. 8. 
1I Ibid. 
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in Hirna that gave services and rented bedrooms mainly for passengers and drivers who came from 

Addis Ababa, Dire Dawa, Harar and Jijiga. Although the hotel was in the hands of a private 

individual, in the Darg period it was nationalized and today it is rented for household residents. The 

other well known hotels built in Hirna were Anbassa Hotel, Tesfaye Jima Hotel, Korabta Hotel, 

Jegnoch Hotel, Aster Hotel and Wugagen Hotel. Most of these hotels were built during the imperial 

government period and some of the hotels still give hotel services in the town.32 

Hirna town municipal administration built one abattoir in 1962. The establishment of this abattoir 

had a significant ro le in the production of hides and skins and increasing the revenue of the 

municipality. Until that time Hirna did not benefit from hides and skins produced in the town. After 

the town municipal administration built the abattoir, the collection of hides and skins began using 

traditional and modern systems. Householders who slaughtered goats and sheep on their house 

compound for holidays had previously sold the hides and skins to saflir (village) collectors. The 

village collectors then put the skins together and sold them to the town collectors who then took them 

to large markets in Asaba Tafari and Dire Dawa. But from 1962 on the safar collectors sold skins and 

hides for the municipal abattoir.33 

Religious holidays were important events in Hirna when a large amount of hides and skins were 

co llected for large markets. Private butchers who slaughtered oxen and goats every day were also 

considered as important dealers in hides and skins. Prominent hotels in the town such as Shuferoch, 

Jegnoch and Wugagan had a contribution in dealing in hides and skins in Hirna. The most well 

known individuals who collected hides and skins in Hirna and sent to the large markets [Asaba Tafari 

and Dire Dawa] were Ala Abara Habta Mariyam and Ala Asfaw Buta34 The town municipal 

32 Informants: Ala Balay Haylu and Ala Masfin Bahiru. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Informant: Ato Yohannis Bisrat. 
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administrations co llected hides and skins and sent out to Dire Dawa and eam money for town 

infrastructure. 

In 1974, Hima town municipal administration built a livestock market in Hirna surrounded by fences. 

This was in order to create the chance of collecting tax from livestock entering the town during 

market days. Many farmers and merchants brought livestock into Hirna market and they paid tax to 

the municipality. In fact, the town municipal administration also established other market centers in 

Hirna for commercial exchange in the town. There were markets for grains, clothes, vegetables, etc. 

in the town. This consolidated the growth of trade activities in Hirna. Trade items were exchanged 

for money and with the money earned individuals bought salt, sugar, kerosene, soap, food oil and 

clothes.3' The trade exchanges in turn lead to the growth of the income of the municipality. 

Then the municipality identified the main sources of revenue for the town. Khat and coffee were 

identified as the main sources of revenue although the collected money was not used for the town 's 

transformation . Khat had made a great contribution to the economic activities of the areaJ6 since the 

time of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyal. Growing, harvesting, sorting, packing, transporting, loading and 

unloading khat created job opportunities in Hirna for the jobless. For a long period of time farmers of 

<;:iir,iir were involved in the production of khat more than grain. As a result of this most peasants sold 

khat and purchased grain for food and in this case khat has had economic values in most parts of 

<;:ar,ar that also included Hirna. Khat had also social values in most parts of Hararge, <;:iir,ar and 

Hirna. Since khat was and still is chewed in social and cultural settings such as marriage and 

mourning it had brought together different groups of people at one place .37 

35 Informant: Alo Yohannis Bisrat. 
36 Amare Getahun and A.D. Krikorian, "Chat: Coffee's Rival from Harar, Ethiopia. I. Botany, Cultivation 

and Use", Economic Botany, Vol.27 No.4, (New York Botanical Garden Press, 1973), pp.366-367 . 
37Mahubub Yusuf, "Composing of Khat and Related Materials as Solid Waste Management Option in 

Awaday Town", (MSc Thesis, Department of Chemical Engineering, Addis Ababa University, 2008), p.4; Amare 
and Krikorian, p.370. 
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The other important revenues of the municipality of Hirna were sector services. Following the 

formation of the municipality in Hirna changes began to appear in the town administration and 

expansion of urban faci lities. The municipality of Hirna had departments for land, water, service 

sector and issues of trade licenses. Each department had its own responsibility and powers in the 

municipal administration. For instance, the land department was concerned with land sale for 

residents and business activities. In the municipal administration there were also departments which 

had the responsibility to fix and levy taxes from different sectors. Based on their responsibilities each 

department in the municipal administration had a role in collection of revenue. Therefore, the 

municipal administration was governed based on the income collected from merchants and other 

means of tax collection in the town. Hima town municipality registered private and government 

organizations in order to facilitate imposing and collecting taxes38 

However, the amount of tax collected from commercial activi ties was much greater than any other 

taxes. '-lirna market was attended by many merchants and farmers from different surrounding and 

distant areas. Saturday was Hima 's main weekly market day while Wednesday and Friday were less 

important market days attended by a few people. On these weekly and other market days various 

kinds of trade items came into Hima market. The municipality collected taxes from each commodity 

entering the town by assigning individuals who levied taxes.39 

The main important trade items which entered Hima on the market days included grains, vegetables, 

fruits, spices and livestock. Sorghum, tMf, maize, barley, wheat, peas, beans and lentils were some of 

the crops available in Hima market. Vegetables and fruits available during the market days included 

bananas, sugar cane, citrus fruits, avocado, potatoes and tomatoes while spices incl uded peppers, 

onions and ginger. The most important livestock in Hima market included sheep, goats, and calves, 

38 "Hirna Town Municipal Adminislration"p.23. 
" Informant: AID Ababa Makuriya. 
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fatted oxen and pack animals. In addition to this there were trade commodities like different kinds of 

clothes, various kinds of metal tools, sugar, salt, fuel and cooking oil. Based on the amount and 

identity of the commodities the municipality collected revenue on market days.4o Some of the above 

trade commodities were consumed in the town and there were a few individuals who sent the 

commodities to Dire Dawa and Jijiga. 

Land sale was one of the responsibilities of the municipality (land department) after its formation. 

Land sale for residential and business construction in Hirna dated back to the period of Fitawrari 

Takla Hawariyat. When he obtained Hima as his ris! land he established a market and sold land for 

merchants to construct shops and other business activities. He sold lands where the area could not 

support crop production and had infertile soil. That is why today the oldest part of the town found on 

the hilly parts of Hima. The town municipal administration sold lands in the town for residential and 

commercial purposes in what is now qiibale 02.41 Because of this reason Hima expanded in one 

direction, which is to the cast, which formed qtibtite 02. Nevertheless, even today many farmers 

control a large area of land as private property which has created a barrier for the town's expansion 

and growth to the northeast and southeast.42 

After the municipality was formed in 1960, the land departments so ld more than 163,739.82 square 

meters for private residences, private organizations and issued land for government office 

construction in Hirna.4l(See also Appendix VI) The revenue collected by the municipality showed 

improvement and progress from time to time. This enhanced the expansion of social services and 

infrastructures in Hima. The municipality extended its revenue into electricity, taxes on abattoirs, and 

40 Informant: Ala Ababa Makuriya. 
41 Informants: Ala Ababa Makuriya and Alo Lama Dadi. 
42 My own personal observation of the area around the town (during my fieldwork I witnessed that many 

peasants sti ll controlled large plot ofland around the town. Few peasants are selling their land systematically). 
43 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p. 4. 
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trade licenses. Generally, the municipality conducted fundamental office works from its 

establishment to 1983 . (See Appendix VII) 

3.4. The Growth of Service Sectors in Hirna (1941-1974) 

3.4.1. Education and Schools 

For long centuries Ethiopian education was traditional rather than the modern in which teaching had 

been deeply part of the religious education." Ethiopia experienced the introduction of modern 

education after the coming of Menelik II to the throne. Modern education was introduced for the 

noble families. The Emperor with some of his advisors believed that Ethiopia would be enlightened 

if its leaders were shaped by modern education. Therefore, by the order of Emperor Menelik II the 

first school was opened in Addis Ababa in 1908.45 The school started giving modern education with 

the following intentions. Firstly, it was intended to produce young educated groups who would 

devote themselves to the modernization of Ethiopia. Secondly, the school was opened to help 

Ethiopia remain independent in the international political atmosphere46 

Establishing modern schools in Ethiopia then continued with the coming of Emperor Haile Selassie. 

Modern schools expanded in Addis Ababa and other towns of the country. However, when Ethiopia 

was occupied by the Fascists the expansion of modern schools in the country was halted. Those 

schools constructed before the colonial occupation were either closed or used for colonial military 

camps. Following the liberation the government established a Ministry of Education and Fine Arts in 

44Christine Chaillot, ''Traditional Teaching in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church: Yesterday, Today and 
Tomorrow", in Proceedings of the /6th Intel'llational Conference of Ethiopian Studies Volume 2, ed. by Svein Ege 
and others, Trandheim, 2009, p.527. 

"Richard Pankhurst, Economic HistOlY a/Ethiopia, 1800·1935, (Haile Selassie I University Press, 1968), p.676. 
4~eshome Wagaw, Education in Ethiopia: Pl'o:,pects and Retrospect. (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan 

Press, 1979),p.28. 
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1942. This expanded modern schools in all parts of the country. It was also after this period that 

Hirna had its first modern school in 1946.47 

The expansion of modern schools in Hiirarge province was very low when it was compared with 

some other provinces in the country. (See Appendix Y IlI) According to Desta, out of 518 wiiriidas in 

Hiiriirge, 44 wiiriidas were without modern schools. Out of these 44 wiiriidas 36 wiiriidas were found 

in Hiirarge. This means most of the wiiriidas without modern school with chairs, blackboards, books 

and teachers were in Hiiriirge4 8 As informants also underscored, in the whole of C;;iirviir Awraja there 

was no modern school except in Asaba Tafari.49 

Before a modern school opened in Hirna there was traditional education given by local priest named 

Mamre Haile Maskel. 50 Mamre Haile Maskel gathered young boys to teach religious education in his 

own house. These young boys learnt parts of the Holy Bible and expected to read and write at the end 

of their course. After they completed the course they became deacons and assisted the priest in the 

Sunday li turgy.'l As stated above, the first modern school in Hirna was established in 1946. The 

school was constructed by the people of the town with the material and financial support of the 

government. The construction of the school was started in 1945 and it began to give modern 

education the next year. The school was named Hirna Number One School. First the school received 

students up to Grade six levels. Those who completed Grade six went to Asaba Tafari for the next 

Grade level. However, at the request of the parents of students, the school was upgraded to Grade 

seven in 1964. After two years in 1966 Hirna Number One School upgraded to grade eight and it 

became a junior school. In the same year the first batch of the school 's students sat for the then Grade 

"Ali Am in, "A History of Hirna Town from 1974- 1991",(BA Thesis, History Department, Wollaga 
Universilj., 2012), p. 13 . 

8 Oesta Asaychgn, Socia-economic and educational reforms in Ethiopia (1942-1974): Correspondence 
and Contradiction, (paris: International Institute for Educational Planning, 1979), p.S5. 

49 In forma nts: Ala Solomon Mama and Ala Buzayehu Dhugassa. 
"Ali Amin, p. 13. 
51 Informants: Abba Zawde Zararabruk and Mamre Tebebe. 
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Eight Ministry National Examination. All the students who sat for the exam passed to the next grade 

level. The former Deputy Prime Minister of Ethiopia, Ala Addisu Lagassa was one of them." 

There was also one private school in Hima owned by a person named Ala Hailu and the school itself 

was named Hailu Primary School. He built Hailu Primary School in 1964 with his own money 

hoping to enroll students of rich families who paid school fees . He also employed teachers with his 

own money. Following the coming of Franciscan missionaries around Hima they also establi shed 

and opened a modern school called Kidus Paulos Primary School in 1972 in Jaaraa area. The school 

received orphaned children and poor chi ldren. 53 Therefore, until the coming of the Diirg to power the 

total number of modern school in Hima remained two. Kidus Paulos Primary School was found out 

of the town in Jaaraa. 

3.4.2. Health Service 

Hima town experienced a hnge shortage of modern health services. The only medical treatment for 

the patients was traditional medicine collected from different kinds of herbs. There were individuals 

in Hima who collected herbs for traditional treatment. However, all the traditional medicines were 

not good enough to cure a ll kinds of diseases. The most deadly diseases in Hima, malaria and 

cholera, were not cnred by the traditional medicine and many people died of them. In the whole of 

<;iir,iir there was only one modern health center, the center in Asaba Tafari. However, this health 

center was not well organized in manpower, equipment and medicine. Malaria and cholera patients 

were therefore, taken to Asaba Tafari for medical treatment although they were not able to get 

effective treatment even there.54 (See also Appendix IX) 

" Ali Amin, p.14; Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
53 Informant: Alo Masarat Alamu; Ali Amin, p. 14. 
" Informants: Ala Tadasa and Ala Belay Hai lu. 
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The first modern health service in Hirna was started by Takla Hawariyat. After Takla Hawariyat 

returned from Russia he first visited Hima hoping to live there. When he came to Hima for the first 

time the people of the area suffered from different diseases. According to his autobiography, large 

numbers of patients visited him every morning for medical treatment while he was in a small tent. 

... '1"'1> 1'l.€I t\ 'hM~~: CTD'\';rh't:l' hJ.'.C;Jt\Ir::55 
... every morning I administer medicine on the wounds of the 

patients. He had no permanent place to give the medical treatment for the patients. He gave medical 

treatments and the patients were perhaps healed and recovered from their sickness. However, until 

the Franciscan missionaries came to Hima in 1954 there was no modem health center established in 

the town. The Franciscan missionaries established the first health center called Serriti Health Center 

in Jaaraa area. Soon in 1956 qualified manpower but not doctors employed and by the Franciscan 

medical treatment was started for the town population.56 

As stated above, malaria was an endemic disease in Hirna. Many people died of malaria in Hima. To 

reduce the risk of malaria the government launched the Malaria Eradication Program at a national 

level in 1959/60.57 Fo llowing the launching of this program, the government ordered the 

establishment of a Health Center in Hirna to support the government program. Then in 1964 Hirna 

Health Center building was constructed near the warada governorate office in today's qaM!e 0 I. 

Although the main goal of the health center was eradicating malaria in the town, it also gave different 

kinds of health services in Hirna. 58 

Malaria was one of the most common diseases in Hirna, usually reaching its cl imax in September and 

October. The geographical location of Hima made it vulnerable to the wide spread of the disease. 

This is because water accmllulating after the rains and the grassy swamps in the south east and north 

5S Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p. 186. 
so Addisu Ayalew,p.16. 
57 Helmut Kloos, "Primary Health Care in Ethiopia: From Haile Sellassie to Meles Zenawi", Northeast 

African Studies. New Series. Vol.5. No.1 (Michigan State University Press, 1998), p.91. 
" Informant: Ato Tasfaye Zigeta. 
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east part of the town served as good breeding places for mosquitoes. Hima River (Laga Postaa) 

added to the breeding because water accumulated particularly at the lower bed of the river. 

Therefore, Hima sector offices for malaria eradication was established in 1964 and 50 individuals 

were employed to spray DDT at each household in the town which continued until 1974. This 

decreased the problem of malaria in the town.59 

3.4.3. Electricity 

For a long period the people in Hima collected firewood from the nearby forest to get the fuel for 

heat and light. Most of the households in the town depended on this firewood and a few households 

used kuraz, lanterns from diesel fuel put in a can with a floating wick, as sources of light. The first 

person who introduced electricity to Hima was a private businessman named Ata Biru Gabra Wald.60 

Ata Biru installed the first diesel operated generator in Hima in 1958. He was the only person in 

Hirna who distributed electricity to the town population for only night light until the Darg period. 

The electric service stayed on for six hours from 12 noon to 5pm local time. The people who used the 

electric service for night i.e. for six hours paid 2.50 birr per month for the electric service they used 

only for light and television 6 1 

3.4.4. Transportation 

The construction of a modern road in Hirna and its environs goes back to the period of Fitawrari 

Takla Hawariyat's appointment as the govemor of <;:aryar Awraja in 1923 . However, before his 

arrival in <;:aryar and Hima there was a caravan route that connected Hirna and other areas in <;:aryar 

by a mere track road with Addis Ababa and Harar. 62 Before his appointment as governor of <;:aryar he 

had already connected Hirna, his rist land in <;:aryar, with Biyo Karaba through Doba. He constructed 

the road with his own money in order to fac ilitate the movement of goods and services. He gave 

59 Informant: Ala Tasfaye Zigeta . 
60 Informant: Wiiyziiro Emebet Bogale. 
61 Ibid. ; Informant: Ala Masarat Alamu. 
62 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, p.38. 
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wages to men in the construction of the road for pack animals and then the first 30 camels loaded 

with varieties of shop commodities entered Hirna from Dire Dawa through Biyo Karaba.63 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat carried out the construction of a modern road in <;:iiryar that connected 

several wiiriidas. He started the road construction from Asaba Tafari to Hima in 1925. Seven 

hundred daily laborers were employed to construct the road from Hima to Asaba Tafari and after 

seven months of construction Hima was connected with Asaba Tafari.64 In 1928, Asaba Tafari was 

connected with Mieso, which made it possible for Hirna to be better connected with Addis Ababa 

and Harar by a new modern road. However, this new road constructed by him did not serve during 

kiremt season due to the muddy conditions of the road. The road served until the Imperial Highway 

Authority (IHA) constmcted a modern road that passed through Hima to Dire Dawa and Harar in the 

1960s65 

When the Italians ruled <;:iiryiir, the road constructed by Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat was repaired for 

further use. The Italians also built a bridge that connected Hima with the adjacent areas beyond Hima 

River. The bridge was constructed by an Italian engineer named Signor Meto. The bridge solved a 

great problem of Hima town in connecting the town with other areas. Before the construction of the 

bridge the people in the town had great difficulty in crossing the river especially during !dremt season 

when the river volume rises. The bridge was abandoned when the new modem road was built with a 

new bridge in the 1960S66 

In the 1960s the imperial government signed a contract for the construction of a new trunk road that 

passed through Hima town, abandoning the old road. The road served as a route through Dire Dawa 

63 Filawrarj Takla Hawariyat , p.210. 
64 Ibid., p.382. 
6S Informant: Alo Tasfaye Zigeta. 
66 Ibid. 
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to Djibouti and after Dire Dawa to Harar and then through Jijiga to the Republic of Somalia. The 

company which constructed the new trunk road passing through Hirna was called Maphlis.67 The 

road was and is an important part of the surface route from Addis Ababa to the eastern and south 

eastern parts of the country. Now the roads have been upgraded and asphalted to serve as 

international routes. 

Following the construction of the new road, the flow of people and materials into Hirna increased. 

By this main road shops, hotels, bars, clinics and other service dealers were established. Buses and 

cars began to stay in Hima for the services. Through its national and international connections the 

road that passes through Hirna was and still is very important for import and export transport. The 

local people in and around Hima also used the road locally, mainly as pedestrians. The most common 

way of transportation has always been people, especially women and children carrying loads on their 

back and on their head between their home compounds and agricultural fields, water points, the 

market place or any other destinations. Along the Hirna road there are hundreds of women and 

loaded donkeys every morning and afternoon heading to Hirna to sell fuel wood for the urban 

households.68 

3.4.5. Telecommunication 

The first telecommunication usage in Hirna was in 1912. He introduced a telecommunication service 

to his house. He telegraphed to Addis Ababa and Harar for different reasons. However, during that 

time there was no telecommunication service in Hima except in his house. The extension of a 

telecommunication service in the town was started after the period of liberation. Following the 

formation of the Ministry of Posts, Telegraph and Telephone Hirna town started to get a 

67 Ethiopian Road Authority, "Environmental Impact Analysis .. ,p.17. 
68 Ibid., p.20. 
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telecommunication service between 1954 and 196869 It was during this time that the people in Hima 

were connected with other regions and towns. Informants underscored that there were many users of 

telecommunication and postal services in Hirna70 The above development and growth of service 

sectors in Hirna influenced the educated groups who need more changes in the town which provoked 

them to make a movement that was started by students and a few government employees and joined 

by the town's population. 

3.5. The Student Movement in Hirna and the Fall of the Imperial Regime 

Opposition against the imperial regime in Hirna was initiated by students and teachers in 1969. But 

until 1974 there was no really serious challenge and opposition against the autocratic regime in 

Hima. This was because there was no factory in Hima which had workers who could challenge and 

oppose the regime." Moreover, the town's people were dependant on trade activities and among 

merchants it was difficult to form opposition organizations. However, there was one elementary 

school in Rima that gave education from grade 1-8 called Hima Number One School. Therefore, in 

the absence of other organized opposition in the town, students of grade seven and eight and teachers 

were the main activists in opposition against the imperial regime in Himan This as seen below was 

at its quite primitive political level and was also motivated by a school education question in national 

politics. 

Students of grade seven and eight first raised the issue of the socio-political and economic condition 

of the people in Hirna in the mid-1970s. The students decided to quit education and to show their 

opposition against the imperial regime and grievances against the local officials73 A few students 

organized themselves and stoned the school and they forced others not to go to class. They did this in 

6' Ali Amin, p.20. 
70 Informant: Ala Masarat Alamu. 
71 Informants: Ala Kasaye BiJelegn and Ala Dababa Tafara. 
72 "H irna Municipal Administration", p. IO. 
n Informants: Ala Masarat Alarnu and Ala Kasaye BileJegn. 
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order to show they were dissatisfi ed with the government and the local government officials in Hirna. 

Soon other students joined the group and they gathered at Bullalle Mountain in front of the schoo!.74 

The local police commander and the students' parents went to the students to ask what their problem 

was. All the students replied together they had serious grievances against the imperial government in 

the country as a whole and in Hirna in particular.75 

The wiiriida governor then formed a committee from the parents of students and community elders in 

order to investigate the damage to the school from the stones thrown by a few students and to 

convince the students to return to class and resume their education. The committee found that there 

was no big damage to the school but failed to convillce the students to return to class76 This was 

because the students raised questions to the committee concerning the policy of the Ministry of 

Education. The students complained that the Ministry of Education had issued a new regulation 

regarding the passing mark of the Grade 6 and 8 Ministry Examinations77 The pass mark for Grade 6 

had previously been 20% while for Grade 8 it was 40%. However; the new regulation fi xed pass 

marks of 80% and 60%, respectively. 78 The students were concerned that the new pass mark would 

reject many students who could not score the new pass mark. 

74 Archive of Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No 2/62/10, a letter written from the school director 
(Ala Dasta Wadajo) on February 5, 1974 G.C to the wiiriida administrative office saying that students had quit their 
educat ion and gathered at Bullalle Mountain. 

75 I bid., Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
76 Informants: Ala Masarat Alarnu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
77 Desta Asayehgn, Socio-economic and Educational Ref orms in Ethiopia (/942-1974): Correspondence 

and Contradiclion, (International Institute for Educational Planning. Paris, 1979), p.78; Informants: Ala Kasaye 
Bilelegn and Ala Masarat Alamu. 

78 "Hirna Municipal Administration", p.l 0; Informant: Alo Kasaye Bilelegn and Ala Masarat Alamu. 
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The driving forces behind the students' movement in 1973 were teachers, government employees in 

the town, students of university who quit education because of opposition to the regime and 

University Service teachers who had been assigned in the school from Haile Selassie I University and 

Alemaya Agricultural Coll ege.79 The above individuals raised many issues that instigated the 

students for opposition. For instance, one of the teachers in the school raised the issue of the name of 

the town Asaba Tafari to arouse the students of Hirna Number One School to oppose the Imperial 

regtme. 

""9"liC 1"t'1.'i' li.et\"'Li'tl>.t:I nO'LfM·9"Cn·)· 1.11 Mn -",I.t "'lilt 9°1 "'lilt jeD'? Mn ·nf 

h,en:l'9"? 1'tI.t 119"1 .em""t-t:l? ... Mn ·hl.t ""~t:I rIlM'9" n"'IM' lI1''''It9'1' ""'l'C;: 

hCM ""~m.pl hhl.!:' 1''''16 .!:'9"b 1'il9";tt:l::" 

Teacher YoseJ Haile Mikael asked students whal Asaba TaJari meanl, while he 

was leaching in class. Wasn'l it enough to name Ihe town Asaba? Why was il 

necessary 10 add TaJari? ... It should not be called Asaba TaJari. 

Student opposition in Rima increased strongly when the monthly sa lary of teachers was delayed for 

two months. This was made teachers obviously join the students and the opposition soon spread in 

the town. Then violence and disturbances occurred in Rima. The warada governor immediately 

ordered the nae labas (local police or militia with uniform) to protect the civilians and restore peace 

and order. The nae labas, however, were too few to restore peace and order since the town youth and 

unemployed were also involved in the opposition. The students and teachers together prepared a 

pamphlet about the bad conditions of the period, which enabled them to be supported by the people 

in the town. Some of the issues in the pamphlet included the following . Learning means knowing 

what is good and bad but we don 't learn thi s, learning means comparing the life of poor and rich in 

the town and seek solutions, learning means to know why the town municipal administration did not 

79 Archive from Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No. 1/819/87/92 a letter written from the 
wiiriida governor on February 2 1, 1974 to the awraja governor saying the University Students (Alamaya 
Agricultural College and Haile Selassie I University) in the town agitated the students to continue their 
demonstration until the regime fell. 

80 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p. ll. 
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use money for public services (stop corruption), mitigate the effect of increase in the price of fuel ill 

the daily life of the townspeople and address the lack of pipeline water in the town.SI 

Moreover, teachers who taught in Hirna Number One School decided stage labor strike. They 

decided to stop working because they had not been paid salary for two months. Th is escalated the 

opposition movement in the town. Then the school director, Ato Gizaw Haile Mariyam, condemning 

the teachers, wrote a letter to the Governorate General of the Awraja on March 21, 1974 that teachers 

nO?hnc h<;'ODl'lh;h'l1,, ::82 .. . we would bring to your attention that they [teachers} not only stopped 

working but they also absented themselves/rom their respected duties. 

The Awraja and Wiiriida Governorate Office then reached a decision in 1974 that teachers and 

students who were involved in the violence and disturbance should be punished by dismissal from 

education opportunity (for the students) and payment of fines for destroyed or damaged materials in 

the school (for teachers and parents of students). Some of them also faced imprisonment. Nine 

students and two teachers were found guilty and the students' families were required to pay 600 birr 

for material damage in the school, while two teachers were put in prison for two months. The 

community elders and the wiiriida police chief attempted to return students to class on Apri l 12, 

1974. Moreover, the emperor announced on the radio that schools must restart soon and all students 

in the country should return to class. However, students in Hirna refused and rejected any order 

calling for a return to school. The students in Hirna even asked their parents not to send their children 

back to school until the university was reopened. "hfrt.,} (IJ"?:ff'}: ,\'.~1icflt Mth,(,~' h'}!l'}11l 

8]"Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.18. 
82Archive from Tullo Wiil'tida Administrative Office, File No. 2185112/35 a letter written from Ala Gizaw 

Haile Mariyarn, the school director on February 21, 1974, to the wiirtida administrati ve office saying teachers in 
Hima Number One School boycotted. 
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parents; we have reached an agreement not to return to school until university has been reopened. In 

the coming days do not send our brothers and sisters to school. Please do not send your children to 

school to avoid danger. 

The student opposition in Hirna then became out of control and led another demonstration. The 

demonstrations of the students were then joined by many people in the town. It was alleged that 

students of Hirna Number One School, mainly Zakariya Abdulai and Kalifa Ahmed, were suspected 

of having secret relation with university students and one of the most well known and rich merchants 

of the town, Mohammad Abdella Oksede. (See Appendix Xl Mohammad Abdela Oksede was 

allegedly suspected of supporting the demonstrations with financial resources. But the university 

students and Hirna Number One School teachers were the main actors in the demonstrations. 84 

There were many demonstrators who participated in the opposition up to the final end of the regime 

of the Imperial government in Hirna town. The demonstrators expressed their deep grievances and 

dissatisfaction against the regime. The demonstrations showed that the people of the town had 

suffered long years of oppression from the government officials in the town. The demonstrators 

asked the wdrdda governor to answer their questions immediately. However, the wdrdda governor 

failed to answer the questions of the demonstrators and the peaceful demonstrations soon changed to 

violence and disturbances. The violence and disturbances caused the destruction of government and 

private properties in the town. For instance, the house of the head of the Municipal Administration of 

the town, Ato Zewdu Ejigu, was destroyed by the demonstrators and one man called Ato Adam Sali 

was shot and killed by unidentified gunfire. Therefore, the wdriida governor wrote a letter to the 

83 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.18; Informant: Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
84 Informants: Ato Masarat Alamu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
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Awraja governor stating material damage and a few casualties in Hirna because of the 

demonstration.85 

The suspected leaders of the demonstration (30 individuals) were arrested by the police and detained 

in prison. The arrest and detention of individuals again caused another demonstration for the right of 

free speech, and a demand for release of detained individuals and explanation about the constitution 

of the country on May 23 , 1974. The governor of the Awraja, Fitawrari Asfaw Habta Mariyam, 

wrote another letter to the wdrdda governor on means of restoration of peace and stability in the 

town. With the help of the Awraja governor, the wdrdda governor restored peace and order by using 

police forces from the Awraja. But the people in Hirna and its environs continued their opposition 

against the regime. Representatives of the people chosen by the demonstrators in the town then 

formed a committee called "Hirna and its Environs People' s Committee" (See Appendix Xl) with its 

own rules and regnlations. The committee was intended to improve the socia-economic and political 

conditions of the town. The goals of the committee included strengthening the unity of the 

community, empowering the people by creating job opportunities and creating peace and harmony 

among the people in Hirna. 86 

However, the new committee faced opposition and the wdrdda as well as the Awraja governor 

rejected the formation of the organization. The wdrdda governor wrote a rejection letter against the 

newly established committee in Hirna to the Awraja governor in Asaba Tafari. 

85 Archive from Tullo wiidida Administrative Office, Fi le No 2/1065/ 191 /66 , a letter written from the 
IViiriida governorate office on March 8, 1974 to the Awraja governorate office saying that material destruction and 
human casualties happened in Hima from the demonstration. 

86"Hirna Town Municipal Admi nistration", p.35. 
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... according to their philosophy they illtended to establish a new principle. But it is 

believed that their principle is not acceptable by law. Their goal was not for 

improvement and change of the socio-economic problem of the people but power. 

All their goals are 1I0t compatible with government values and principles in many 

government offices. 

The above rejection of the committee's principles and goals forced the members to cease political 

activities in Hirna. However, the committee played a significant role in the downfall of the Imperial 

regime in the town. Because of the popular revolution all over the empire and the defection of the 

armed forces the government of Haile Sellassie collapsed. The news of the downfall of the "feudo-

bourgeois" government in September, 1974 was transmitted by radio and the people of Hirna 

rejoiced and made jubilation in the town.88 The fall of the Imperial government was then fo llowed by 

the formation of a new military regime over the country in general and in Hirna in particular. 

87Archive from Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No 2/ 16621124/40166 a letter wri tten from the 
wiiriida governor to the Awraja governor, Fitawrari Gasasa Zalale, on August 2911974 saying that the se lf-made 
committee were established in Hirna. 

88 Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Gulelat Fanta. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Hirna under the Diirg Regime and Socio-Economic Changes 

4.1. Hirna under the Diirg Regime 1974-1991 

As stated above, the imperial government under Emperor Haile Selassie I faced serious challenges 

and opposition across the empire during his last years. The main groups that challenged and opposed 

the imperial government were teachers, students, taxi drivers, urban dwellers, unemployed youths 

and soldiers.' This challenge and opposition reached its peak in February I 974 when popular 

revolution erupted in the country. When popular revolution to the imperial regime escalated, a group 

of army officers gathered in Addis Ababa and agreed to form a committee. Nationwide popular 

revolution and opposition continued and ended the autocratic rule of Haile Sellassie, in September 

1974, starting a new epoch in Ethiopia. Then a military junta usually called the Diirg (Committee) 

was formed and took power in the country. The Committee chose its leader Major Mengistu Haile 

Mariam and began to take new measures against the ex-imperial government officials? 

Old high ranking officers were arrested and Emperor Haile Sellassie was deposed and this was the 

beginning of a new political era in Ethiopian history.3 When the imperial government was removed 

from power, people all over the empire and in Hirna were excited because they had grievances 

against the imperial government and its officials. The Ddrg committee also promised to answer the 

question of rural and urhan land and to make improvements in the life of the people in the town. The 

Diirg government soon formed the PMAC (Provisional Military Administrative Council) and those 

who opposed the new provisional government faced severe punishments. The end of the imperial 

regime and the beginning of the Diirg regime was followed by proclamations and declarations that 

dealt with socio-political conditions of the country. The people of Hirna who had serious problems 

I Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY of Modern Ethiopia 1855-1991, Second Edition, p.229; Adejumobi,p. 119. 
2 John Markakis and Nega Ayele, Class and Revolution in Ethiopia , (Trenton: The Red Sea Press, 1986), 

p. 128; Adejwnobi ,p. 119. 
3 Bahru Zewde, A HistOlY of Modern Ethiopia 1855-/991, Second Edition p.236. 
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with the imperial regIme, as stated above, welcomed the new government officials III the town 

although this satisfaction was only short lived4 

The Darg period made some contributions to the formation of urban services in Hirna. In fact, rapid 

growth of Hirna which was still quite a small town in <,::aryar Awraja was recorded after the Darg 

period. It is also true that the imperial government had attempted the establishment of some social 

services in the town. However, the Darg period had a more significant contribution to the expansion 

of social services in the town. After the Diirg government exerted its authority and administration in 

Hirna, the social changes and infrastructures of the town were improved. Following these 

improvements, Hirna attracted people from different parts of the surrounding areas for urban 

services.5 

As stated in chapter three, in the mid-1970s the Imperial Ministry of Interior formed a new 

administrative region from Hararge Taqlay Gezal called <,::ar,ar Adal and Gara Guracha Awraja. 

Although this Awraja was formed as a new socio-political administration, Asaba Tafari remained the 

administrative center of the newly formed Awraja. Tullo district, where the administrative center 

Hirna was found, remained in the governorate of <,::aryar Adal and Gara Guracha Awraja. This 

administrative arrangement continued throughout the Darg period. Following this administrative 

division throughout the years of my thesis favorable conditions were created for Hirna for its rapid 

growth as a town. For instance, Municipality under the Darg governrnent established small qiibiites 

shops in the town and distributed the running of the shops to jobless youths in Hirna.6 It was also 

under the Darg regime that Hirna got 24 hours hydroelectric power and piped water, etc. This urban 

growth of Hirna under the Diirg regime was due to the facilitation of transportation between Addis 

Ababa and Harar in which Hirna was a resting place for passengers. 

4 Informants: Alo Tasfaye Mama and Alo Tasfaye Zigeta. 
5 Informants: Alo Solomon Mama and Alo Mustafa Abdo. 
6 Informants: Ala Girma Ayele and Ala Gulilat Fanta. 
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The Provisional Military Government drafted proclamations and declarations to be implemented in 

the country. The proclamation that dealt with towns nationalized urban lands and extra houses in 

Ethiopian towns. ' On July 28, 1975 the Diirg government proclaimed that all extra houses and urban 

lands should be in the hands of government under the responsibilities of qiibiiles. Hirna town was 

therefore, also included in these changes. Before the Diirg government balabats, higher ranking 

officials and rich individuals owned more than one house in the town. 8 After the Diirg took power, 

all extra houses in the town, which is above one house for his own residence, were confiscated. They 

were put under qiibii!e administration and rented out the surplus housing stock to those in need. 

Simultaneously, all rents were reduced, reflecting the official ideology of social justice and 

socialism' which was also applied in Rima. Since the rent was discounted from 15% up to 50%, the 

high rent payment was solved in the town for some timeW 

Another proclamation of the Provisional government was the ziimiica (Development through 

Cooperation Campaign) which was applicable to all parts of the country and also included Rima. 

University and high school students were sent out into the rural parts of the country to propagatc the 

policy and ideology of the Diirg government. 1I The members of the ziimiica who were sent out into 

Hirna area reached the town on February 8, 1976. The people of the town and its environs warmly 

received the campaigners and accompanied them to the rural areas of Rirna. A welcoming ceremony 

was prepared even for those who went on the ziimiica to Doba and Massala wiiriida. The campaign in 

7Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, "Developmental Towns, Special Edition to the 
Establishment of the WPE and the 10" Anniversary of the Revolution", September, 1985, p.19. 

' Informants: Alo Tesfaye Zigta; Alo Masarat Alamu; John Markakis and Nega Ayele, p. 140. 
9 Negaril Gazela, Proclamation to the Ownership of Urban Land and Housing, proc.47/1975, 38. 
IO"Hirna Town Municipal Administration",p.53; Ya Mastawaqiya na Ya Propaganda Committee, 

"Ethiopia: Ya Katama Bota na Terf bet Tenant na Zare", Addis Ababa, September 1981, pp.9 -12; Baker, p.216; 
John Markakis and Nega Aele, p.141; In formant: Alo Tasfaye Zigeta. 

II Dawit Walda Giorgis, Red Tears: War, Famine and Revolution in Ethiopia, (Trenton: The Red Sea Press, 
fNC., I 989),p.23; Adejumobi,p.120; Germa Amare, " An Appraisal of the Literacy Campaign in Ethiopia during the 
Military Regime, 1974-1991", Journal o/Elhiopian Sludies, Vol.39, No. v" 2006; p.1 01; Informant: Alo Masarat. 
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and around Hirna was not opposed by anyone in the area l2 This was because the people were well 

informed about the policy of the Diirg that would transform the town. Temporary shelters or camps 

were built in Hirna and each household also contributed food and money for the campaigners in and 

out ofHirna. 13 

These campaigners who went on the ziimiica were regarded as the apostles of change in the socio-

political conditions of the period l4 The real motive of the campaigners was to transfer their 

knowledge and understanding of the political and economic system of Diirg to the mass of the people 

and enhance progressive developments. They were also expected to educate the illiterate people as 

the Diirg policy of education called for biherawi yamiisiiriitii temeheret ziimiica (basic education) 

both in the town and rural areas 1
'. The people of the town were given the education by the 

campaigners. Many elders in Hima remembered the biherawi yamiisiiriitii temeheret ziimiica given 

during the period. They also enhanced political awareness and cooperation among the people. The 

people in Hirna were also formed cooperation that they helped each other. The mission of the 

campaigners in Hirna came to an end on July 18, 1976. The apostles of change who had stayed in 

Hirna and its environs then returned whence they came after they completed their mission in Hirna l6
. 

In 1977 another proclamation was adopted by the Diirg government. This proclamation called for 

defending Ethiopia from aggression. 

12 Germa Amare, pp. 1 02-1 03; Informant: Ata Gulilat Fanta. 
13 Germa Amare. p.! 0 1; Informants: Alo Mustefa Abdella and Ala Solomon Marno. 
" Randi Ronning Balsvik, "Addis Ababa University in the Shadow ofDarg, 1974- 1 991 in Proceeding afthe 

16
1h 

Intel'flational Conference of Ethiopian Studies Volume 2", ed. by Svein Ege and others, Trondheim, 2009, 
p.260. 

15 Germa Amare, , p.93; Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Tcsfaye Zigta. 
16 Informants: Ata Mustefa Abdella and Ata Masarat Alamu. 
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Somalia claimed parts of the territories of Ethiopia as far as the Awash l
? in which Hirna was a part, 

following Somalia's irredentist policy. IS (See also Appendix XV) 

Following the Somali aggression the Darg government called on all Ethiopians to defend their 

country from the Somali invasion. The Darg government then proclaimed Ya Enal Hagar Teri (Call 

of the Motherland) in 1977. The people of Hirna and its environs like other parts of the country 

accepted the appeal of Ya Enal Hagar Teri and responded to enroll as volunteers to fight in the war 

against Somalia. According to a letter written on September 24, 1977 by the warada secretary office 

to the awraja governor, around 171 volunteers (See Appendix XII) were enrolled for Ya Enol Hagar 

Ted within a day. Yh'Ot h7';''} 1'6 novtotl nm-t'l° ml!l ... Yh-t"'lllr ('teC;)l'P6 u'If·n Yh7t.f'} !Ie ,\!''}oe 

nH.~.e 'ifV"' {it'l,} h'}tuv1'V"' n"'lt'l·} Mh hir'} ,\!'In 171 119'1: tenm· -tov'lf"ln'PtI: :'9 Taking the Call oflhe 

Motherland in Tullo district, the townspeople responded that they were not to become silent when the 

sovereignty of the country was violated and up this time around 171 individuals have been enrolled 

voluntarily. 

The Darg in Hirna faced challenges from opposition groups immediately after it established its 

system of administration in the town. The opposition by different groups in the town escalated in the 

1980s. The strongest opposition groups in Hima town were the supporters of EPRP (Ethiopian 

People's Revolutionary Party), ONDF (Oromo National Democratic Front) and OLF (Oromo 

Liberation Front) . The above opposition groups were joined by youths of the town, students, 

government employees and urban rich people who wanted to force more urban changes and 

improvement in Hirna. Slogans such as "Democracy!, Revolutionary Youths!, and Biffissuma/" 

17 Markakis and Nega Ayele,p. I 73. 
18 Gebru Tareke, "The Ethiopia-Somalia War of 1977 Revisited", The International Journal of African 

Historical Studies Vol.33. No.3, (Boston University African Studies Center, 2000), p.637. 
J9 Archive from Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No 4/35/42 a letter written from the wiiriida 

secretary (Ato Solomon Walda Tsadik) on September 261 1978 G.C with reference no. 2174/2463 to the alVraja 
Administration office saying that 171 vo lunteers registered for the ya enal hagar teri. 
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(Liberty) were adopted by these opposition political groups and there was violence as well, involving 

material destruction. Criminal elements used political opposition as a cover for these bad actions. 

Around 1340 students and 26 teachers of Hima High School demanded the Diirg wiiriida governor to 

improve the socio-political condition of the town otherwise they would stage demonstrations like 

they had done during the imperial period.2o 

It was alleged that the ONDF and OLF had financial support from rich people of Hirna town. But the 

supporters and those who assisted the opposition groups in Hirna were easi ly crushed. The Diirg 

government officials in Hirna made serious and strict repression against the above opposition groups 

and their supporters. There were a few casualties in the town although not in large number. One of 

the local governors of ada Balina Farmers Association, Ala Legesse Arado, was shot dead by one of 

the unidentified opposition groups. And Ala Taddassa Janberu was the leader of sijta (bandits) 

around Hirna who looted and destroyed the properties ofrich people in the town.21 But the leader of 

the sijta, Ala Taddassa Janberu, was arrested and put in jail and his group was dispersed. However, 

unlike many other towns in Ethiopia the advent of the 1977178 Red Terror was not severe in the town 

because the EPRP opposition was not as strong as in other places. Those who were suspected of Red 

Terror were taken to Asaba Tafari, where the Red Terror was strong. Asaba Tafari was the center of 

detention for the Red Terror in t;:iiryiir Adal and Gara Guracha Awraja where summary executions 

were conductedn 

Then in 1987 a new committee was formed from public and government organizations to investigate 

members of the above opposition groups in Hima. This was intended to weaken the opposition 

groups in the town. The committee found that there were over 46 members of the above opposition 

20"Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.42. 
21 Info rmanls: Alo Dababa Tafara; AID Masarat Alamu and AID Kasay. Bilelegn. 
22 Informant: AlO Fuad Ahmed (As he to ld me, he lost one of his brothers who was taken to Asaba Tafari as 

a Red Terror suspect who was ki lled in the town). 
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groups in Hima itself. These individuals were then listed as the most wanted individuals in Hima. All 

of the wanted individuals disappeared from Hima. Like the national level, some fled to neighboring 

countries like Somalia23
, while others stayed in hiding in Jijiga and Dire Dawa and the opposition 

parties ceased their political activities in Hirna.24 

Then until its downfall the Diirg officials in Hirna did not face such serious challenges from 

opposition political groups. However, when the Diirg collapsed in 1991 the OLF controlled the town 

for a few days until the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) marched into 

Hima. Informants recall that there was an exchange of fire between the OLF and the EPRDF in the 

town. As my informants underscored, after the EPRDF controlled the town, the OLF withdrew from 

Hima and stationed itself on the highland of the town looking down on the town. They fired against 

the EPRDF soldiers who were stationed in the town in the area called Gomaxa. People of the town 

were remained in their houses during the fire exchange and no one was shot or died. Then the power 

of the EPRDF became stronger than that of the OLF and the OLF was forced to leave the highland of 

Hima in 1991.25 

4.2. The Livelihood of the People in and outside Hirna and its Impact on the Town 

4.2.1. Agriculture, Trade and Services 

Small cities and rural towns have had important role in relation to the surrounding agricultural areas. 

Small towns (like Hima) and other rural towns also provide local markets for agricultural products 

mainly for small-scale farmers . Hima provided large demand for agricultural goods and labor. Urban 

settlers in Hima make their livelihood from trade, service sectors and also crafts, while agriculture 

was the mainstay of the people out of the town. The area near Hima town has very fertile soil and 

23 Samuel Tasscw, "The Legal Aspect of the Ethiopian Student Movement: 1960-1 978". (BA Dissertation, 
Faculty of Law, July 1992), p. 37; Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu; Ala Balay Hailu and Ala Fuad Ahmed. 

24 Informants: Ala Dababa TaraTa; Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
2S Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu; Ala Balay Hailu and Ala Fuad Ahmed. 
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produced a variety of agricultural products. Since the town is surrounded with plenty of river water, a 

few farmers from the town also produced various kinds of vegetables and fruits." Despite the Diirg's 

socialist policies, production of crops for sale continued and markets were still important. In fact, 

agricultural production of crops for sale continued to be a mainstay of life for farmers around Hima 

and the town continued to be closely linked through its market with the countryside. 

A few people in the sub-urban area of Hima have been practicing irrigated and rain-fed cultivation of 

agricultural products such as vegetable and fruits , renting and/or buying land (except in the Diirg 

period). Hima's central position to Doba, Biyo Karaba, Hadas and Masala enabled it to be the main 

gateway in the exchange of agricultural products from those areas. For instance, Doba was the major 

producer of sorghum, Hadas was an important supplier of wheat, barley and maize and Masala was 

noted for its coffee, avocado and mango. On market days these grains and crops were brought into 

Hima and purchased by the people of the town.27 

Farmers outside Hima did not adopt mechanized agriculture. The best farming in the area was by ox-

drawn implements. Farmers who had no ox-drawn implements used hand hold hoes and sickles. 

Most farmers produced sorghum which was locally called bisinga and it is the staple grain most used 

for food in the town. Farmers also supplied cash crops to the wholesale dealers or individual dealers 

for consumption or profit. Khat and avocado were consumed within the town itself. However, there 

was a man named Mohammed Abdella Oksede who processed coffee in the town for export28
• He 

had had contribution to the town' s development but the town has not shown urban progress. 

Consumption in Hima and the Hima market meant that agricultural products came to Hima both 

from the surrounding (nearby) and distant areas. The most important nearby areas which brought 

26 "Rima Town Municipal Administration", pA3; Informant: Ato Balay Hailu. 
27 Informants: Ala Balay Hailu; Ala Masfen Baheru and Wayzaro Abarash Habtc. 
28 Informant: Ala Yohanis Bisrat. 
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agricultural products into Hima were Galeti, Amansis, Tullo, Burqa, Gara Negus, Dabaso and Doba. 

Every market day various kinds of crops and grain entered Hirna. In addition to the nearby areas, 

there were a few wholesale grain dealers who brought agricultural products from distant areas. The 

famous wholesale grain dealers in Hima included Alo Biru Gabra Wald, Alo Ahmade, and later Alo 

Gosaye?9 They had their own grain storage in Hirna . Therefore, people in the town purchased grains 

for food either from storages of the wholesale grain dealers or from the weekly market days in Hima. 

On Saturday farmers of the surrounding areas brought their agricultural products and sold them either 

to the wholesalers or individuals who bought their own for food consumption JO 

In addition to the above agricultural products, spices and condiments like red pepper, ginger and 

coriander were produced in very small quantities around Gara Nugus, Burqa and Galleti. The amount 

of spices and condiments produced around the town was not enough for the number of buyers in 

Hima. Therefore, most of the residents of Hima bought spices and condiments from the distant areas 

of Baddessa, Machara and Galamso. 31 

The production of honey in and around Hima was not common. However, there were a few farmers 

who practiced a traditional beekeeping in and around Hirna. Most private farmers and individuals 

were producing honey for their own consumption. However, there were a few farmers who brought 

their honey production into Hima and sold to the town consumers. Most town consumers who bought 

honey in the town were government employees and other relatively well off groups. However, there 

were a few individuals who bought honey to prepare an Ethiopian drink called liijj or mead. Wayzaro 

Tiringo Kabbada, Wayzaro Simrete Tafara, Alo Lagassa Ayale and Alo Yemane Amde Berhan were 

well known liijj sellers in Hima.32 My informants told me that the lajj sold by Wayzaro Tiringo 

29 Informants: AlO Masarat Alamu and Wayzaro Momina Kadir. 
)0 Informants: Ala Zaballa Yilma and Ala Engida Haile. 
31 Informant: Alo Mesfin Bahiru. 
32 Informants: Alo Fuad Ahmed and AID Masarat Alamu. 
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Kabada was tasty and customers loved it more than other Iii)) makers. To show her Iii)) was very tasty 

customers praised it in the following poem. 

h) 9"c.h·i' ID.e 1 M .l:Jr·'far, 

I."'l"'l ~'C1~ n9"·n )ID' mJr'fID· ::3J 

There is a grape as a sign at the gate oIher door 

The la)) oI madam Tiringo is like a grenade 

The most important customers of this drink were peasants who came from rural areas for market in 

Hima and few residents of the town. According to my informants, she was the most notable of the 

men and women who were locally well known for selling Iii)) for the people in Hima and the 

surroundings.34 

There was limited livestock production in and around Hima. Those who lived outside Hima were 

involved in cash crop production which adverse ly affected livestock production, because their plots 

of land were used for grain and vegetable or fruit. However, there were a few farmers who were 

actively involved in fattening one or two oxen for distant market sale. Alo Lulu Endashaw was the 

most well known man in Hima who was and sti ll is involved in fattening oxen and transporti ng them 

to Addis Ababa and Nazreth [Adama] up to 199 1. There was one weekly market in Hima that 

brought livestock to the town. The main livestock sold in Hima market were goats, oxen, calves, 

chickens and donkeys supplied from Doba and surrounding areas of Hima.35 

Since there was no manufacturing industry in most parts of Hararge except a few crafts, people in 

towns were invo lved in trade activities. They traded in local commodities and items brought from 

other areas. The well known and prominent merchants in Hima were both foreigners and migrants. 

Those foreign merchants in Hima came from Yemen and Arab countries, while Ethiopian merchants 

mainly came from Gurage, Sawa, Argoba, Silti and Ethiopian Somalis. Therefore, most shops, tea 

3l Informant: Ala Fuad Ahmed. 
34 Informants: Wayzero Turunesh Abebc and Wayzero Abarash Habte. 
35 "Hirna Town Municipal Administration", p.4i ; Informant: Ala Abdu Abrahim. 
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rooms and hotels built in the town were owned by migrants (Gurage and Sawa) and foreigners 

(Yemenis and Arabs) mainly dominating the trade activities in the town up to 1991.36 

4.2.2. Cash Crop Production outside Hirna 

People in Hirna town were involved in trade activities; there were also a few farmers who practiced 

agriculture as their occupation outside the town. Research shows that many farmers outside Hirna 

town grew cash crops such as khat, avocado and coffee. These cash crops are traditional in most parts 

of Hararge and yiir(:ar areas that also included the area outside Hirna town. Major areas outside 

Hirna that grew the above cash crops are Galeti, Oda and Amansis. The peasants of these areas 

produced cash crops (khat, avocado and coffee) and brought them into Hirna town for market 

exchange. Before 1991 , the current qabiihi 02 was arable land cultivated by urban people who 

worked on this farmland and lived in the town. They worked on their farmland day time and returned 

to the town in the evening.3
) 

Khat as a cash crop has economic significances and social values in Hirna and the rest of former 

Hiirarge region. The people in Hirna of both sexes, young and old chewed the khat plant for different 

purposes. Some people chewed khat in rural areas for physical strength at work place and still others 

chewed khat to forget hunger. 38 This was because chewing khat reduces appetite for food. Khat is 

also used in towns and cities as mainly pastime habit. Urban people when asked about it some 

answer "we don't have anything else to do so we sit and chew khat". On the other hand students 

chewed khat to produce vigor to stay a long time studying39 Some families of the students in Hirna 

gave money for their children to buy khat. Some students who chewed khat have become successful 

in their exam while a few of them were negatively affected since they could not sleep for long hours 

36 Informants: Ala Tesfaye Zigeta and Ato Berhan Hai le Maskel. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ezekiel Gebissa, ed., Taking the Place of Food: Tchat ill Ethiopia, (Trenton: Red Sea, 20 I 0), p. 38. 
39 Amare and Krikorian, p.374. 
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which led them to mental disorder4o Khat has had also economic value in most parts of Hiiriirge41 

including Hirna. Most peasants outside the town sold khat and purchased food commodities 42 

In 1977178, the khat market in Hararge in general and in <;ar,ar and Hima in particular faced 

opposition from the local government officials. This was because before the actual Somalia's 

invasion, Somalis had come in disguise into Ethiopia attacking people in the khat market and 

creating disturbances and chaos that involved killings. As a result of this, khat was more heavily 

taxed or if the tax was not paid, it was not allowed to be exported from Hirna to Dire Dawa and 

Jijiga.4J This measurement was proposed in order to discourage khat market in Hirna in order to 

reduce the Somali attack at khat market in Hiirarge. The measure affected the farmers outside the 

town who made money from khat and khat merchants who made life on khat trade. This was the 

second time that the khat market was opposed in Hirna and its environs. Therefore, again, as 

happened a long time ago under Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, a high khat tax was imposed on Hirna 

merchants in order to discourage them from trading as far as Somalia and Djibouti. Nevertheless, the 

town mWlicipality had collected had collected 143,190 Ethiopian birr from December 1980 to 

February 1980 from khat taxation.44 Khat was too good source of government revenue to stop the 

trade, which continued strongly after the war. 

Avocado was another staple cash crop outside Hirna. Avocado became a principal cash crop in 

<;ar,iir in general and in Hirna in particular after the arrival of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat. Each 

farmer outside the town of Hirna owned avocado trees on his farmland. Since it is a big tree a few 

40 Informants: AID Masarat Alamu and Ala Fuad Ahmed. 
4! Gessesse and Kinlund, p.198; Amare and Krikorian ~ p.370. 
42 Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu; Ala Fuad Ahmed and Ala ShimeJes Haile. 
43 Archive from Tullo Warada Administrative Office, File No. 1/23/70, a letter wr itten from the wiiriida 

administration office on 18/0711977 G.C for two individuals (Wayzera Halima Abdullahi and Ala Kedir Bakar) who 
traded khat from Hima to Dire Dawa and Djibouti saying that they were obliged to pay high khat tax more than they 
had payed before or to stop trading khat in Hirna. 

" Archive from Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No. 12/34/23 a report written from the 
municipality administration office on 18/07/ 1976 G.C to the wiiriida administrative office saying that the total 
amount of money collected from khat market was 143 , 190 birr and large amount of money was in default. 
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farmers planted it around their farmland as a fence . However, avocado production was used only for 

household consumptions for many years. From 1974 onwards, however, many households began to 

use avocado as a means of income, selling it in the market. A few individuals also began to collect 

avocado fruit from each fa rmer to sell it as far as Dire Dawa, Harar, Jijiga and Asaba Tafari's 

Hirna became the most prominent avocado growing area in Caryar Awraja. However, as noted above, 

avocado producers at first used the fru it for their own consumption. A few individuals, mainly 

women, used the fruit as a face lotion believing that it would protect body skin. Alemaya University 

opened an agricultural research center called Hirna Central Experiment Station at Hima in the 1980s 

for research on a new avocado seed and its use for the local people. However, Hirna Central 

Experiment Station as part of Alemaya Universi ty of Agriculture did not conduct valuable research 

for farmers until recently.46 

Coffee has been grown in different parts of Ethiopia including Hararge and Hima for a very long 

time.47 In Caryar Awraja the leading areas producing coffee outside Hirna were Galeti and Amansis. 

These areas brought their coffee production to Hima market which is the center of the coffee market 

for the surrounding areas. Coffee was generally brought from farms to Hima market by donkeys or 

on people's heads. The farmers who brought their coffee production into Hima sold it to wholesale 

dealers and the wholesale dealers in turn sold to one of the most well known coffee merchants, 

Mohammed Abdalla Oksade '8 

Coffee trade in Hima was entirely in the hands of Mohammed Abdalla Oksade followed by few other 

coffee merchants until the 1990s. Mohammed Abdalla Oksade was by far a well known coffee 

45 Informants: Alo Mohammed Abdella and AID Masarat Alamu. 
46 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella and AID Masarat Alamu. (They know that the Experiment Station in 

Hirna was not conducted valuable agricultural researches to the surrOlmding farmers.) 
" H.P. Huffange l,Agriculture in Ethiopia. (Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), 1961). p.211 

and Informant: AID Yohanis Bisrat. 
48 Informant: Alo Yohanis Bisrat. 
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merchant in Hirna li censed by the National Coffee Board (NCB). The NCB gave exporting quality 

standard for Mohammed Abdella Oksede in 1978. Mohammed Abdella Oksede had his own coffee 

milling machine in Hirna. Coffee was milled by him in small mechanized hullers and he sold coffee 

of exportable standard. Nowadays, the milling machine is nm by his famil y. There were many 

laborers who spent their life time in coffee processing for the export standard and this created job 

opportunities for many jobless women in the town.49 

4.3. Growth of Services Sectors in Hirna Town 

4.3.1. Education and School 

During the Diirg period the number of modern schools in Hirna showed progress. As the Diirg 

government intended to expand modern schools across the country, more government schools were 

established in Hima. In 1975 one primary school was built in the village of Fitawrari Takla 

Hawariyat (a village outside Hirna) by the people with the material and financial support of the 

government and the school was named Maadoo Primary School but its name was soon changed to 

Hirna Number Two Primary School. The school enrolled students up to grade six levels. However, 

when the need of education increased the school was upgraded from grade six to grade eight. In the 

same year the Diirg government established the first government controlled Kindergarten School in 

Hirnaso 

The Diirg government also nationalized Hailu Primary School following the proclamation of 

nationalization and the school was renamed Etiyopiya Tekdem Primary School (Ethiopia First 

Primary School). The school was also upgraded to grade eight in 1983 . However, until the year 1983 

Hirna had no Secondary School. Since the cost to construct secondary schools was so great for the 

people, international organizations like SlDA (Swedish International Development Agency) played a 

49 1nformant: Alo Yohanis Bisrat. 
50 Informants: Ala Fuad Ahmed; Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Kasaye Bilelegn. 
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leading role in the establishment and expansion of Secondary Schools in many parts of the countrySl 

According to my informants, Hirna Secondary school was also constructed by SIDA in 1982 and it 

received the first batch of students from Hirna, Dobba and Masala in 1983. The number of students 

enrolled in Hirna Secondary schools increased every year. The number of government schools in 

Hirna increased from one to five by the end of the Darg period in 1991.52 

4.3.2. Health Services 

Following the Darg government's coming to power, Hirna Health Center was upgraded to Hirna 

Clinic in 1978 and the services given in the clinic were improved. However, the number of patients 

in the town was much more than the services given in the clinic. There were only five beds and one 

room to stay for patients. There was also lack of supply of medicines in the clinic. Therefore, the 

warada governor wrote a letter that facilitated the establishment of two private drug houses 

(pharmacies) in Hima in 1981.53 The two pharmacies were opened in Hima and started their work at 

Chafiee village. The opening of these two pharmacies in the town gave relief for patients to get 

medicines within the town rather than going to Asaba Tafari. However, until 1991 the government 

clinic in Hirna remained only one and the pharmacies were restricted to two private pharmacies. 54 

4.3.3 Water Supply Services 

The people in Hirna town highly depended on Hirna River (Laga Postaa) for water supp ly services. 

The Hirna River was used by the townspeople for various household purposes. The people used the 

river for drinking, washing clothes and bodies and preparing food. However, the river was and sti ll is 

'I Bahru Zewde, A Histmy o/Modern Ethiopia 1855-1991 Second Edition, p.22 I. 
s2 lnformants: Ato Tasfaye Zigta and AID Berhane Haile Maskel. 
" Archive from Tullo Wiiriida Administrative Office, File No. 17/31/8, and a letter written from the 

lViiriida governor on October 23 1198 I to the town municipality saying helping individuals for the opening of 
pharmacies in Hirna and the two pharmacies were opened in 1982 and started to give service in the town. 

" Informants: Ato Tasfaye Zigta and Ato Berhane Haile Maskel. 
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subject to pollution by animal and human wastes. As a result of this many people in the town 

suffered from a variety of water-borne diseases such as cholera, hookworm, amoebic and typhoid. 55 

Pipe water service in Hirna was a recent phenomenon in 1978. In 1978, a well known merchant of 

the town, Ala Mohammed Abdalla Oksede, fenced (protected) the source of a small stream and the 

water was stored in a small pond dug out and fenced with stone wa lls. The people of the town then 

started to use piped water services from this source for the first time. The water was piped to birka, a 

standpipe, in the Ganda Sumalee area of the town. In 1979, another pipe was constmcted by the 

government on Laga Postaa for temporary water supply services. This piped water supply was near 

the postal service of Hi rna. 56 

In the same year the wiiriida government office ordered a search for ground water in the town. Then 

it was reported that ground water was available in Gandaa Sumaale (qabiile 0 I) in the western part of 

Hirna. Then on November 21, 1979 the constmction of a water supply system for Hirna was signed 

between the municipality and a government organization responsible for drilling water. The 

organization agreed to drill the ground water and then pump it directly into the distribution system. 

The constmction was completed in 1981 and a reservoir which could hold 150m' of water was built 

on a higher ground of the northern part of Hirna below mount Abdurazak. From 1981 onwards, 

therefore, people in Hirna got safe and clean pipe water service. Until 1991 the municipality of Hirna 

registered clients for water supply and public birkas were constmcted in different parts of the town.57 

55 Informants: Ala Tasfaye Zigta and Ala Berhane Haile Maske!. 
56 Informant: Ala Masarat Alamu. 
57 Rirna Town Water Resource Office, File No 3/12111 /66 a report written from the water resource office 

on January 12, 1984 to the wiiriida administrative office stating that the water resource office has registered 860 
clients in both qiibiile 0 I and qiibiile 02. 
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4.3.4 Electricity 

In 1978, the municipality bought the diesel operated generator from Ala Biru and power supply was 

provided by the municipal office until 1984. After the municipality began to operate the diesel 

generator, the number of customers increased. Then in 1984 (EELPA) the Ethiopian Electric Light 

and Power Authority extended hydroelectric power service to Hima from Asaba Tafari. As my 

informants told me, the diesel operated generator was delivered to another wiiriida (Masala) that had 

neither a diesel operated neither generator nor hydroelectric power.'s Nevertheless, the hydroelectric 

power service in Hima was not available to all residents of the town until the 1990s because many 

households could not pay electricity bills. 

4.3.5. Transportation 

Afterl974, Hima town municipality spread roads in the town after Saliiqa Dajane held the municipal 

administrative post of kanliba in the town. As more roads were built in the town some petty shops 

and bars began to appear along these new roads. Freight trucks and buses ran on this road in 1976 

bringing goods, merchants and customers to Hirna. This made Hirna a more vibrant town.'9 During 

the Diirg period transportation from Hirna to other towns was wel l established. Mini-buses and buses 

that carried passengers from Hima to Asaba Tafari and Harar had already started from 1969. From 

Hirna to Asaba Tafari, the tariff was fixed as 1.50 birr and from Hirna to Harar the tariff was fixed as 

3 birr in the 1970860 The road that connected Hirna with Masala and Doba was also constructed 

during the Diirg period which played a sign ificant role in the development of Hirna61 This fixed 

tariff continued to the end of the discuss ion period of my thesis. 

58 Hirna Town Water Resource Office, Fi le No 3/ 12/ 11 /66 a report written from the water resource office 
on January 12, 1984 to the wiirtida administrat ive office stating that the water resource omce has registered 860 
clients in both qiibiile Oland qiibiile 02. 

59 Informants: Ala Tasfaye Zigta and Alo Masarat Alamu. 
60 Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Peopling, Religion and Voluntary Associations of Hirna Town 

5.1 The Peopling of Hirna Town 

The Haria people were the oldest settlers of Hiiriirge that also included <;iiryiir Mountain. Both oral 

tradition and written sources signify that the Haria were the dominant people of Hariirge for a long 

period of time.' Then Itu clan settled in some parts of Hararge following the Oromo population 

movement around the l6'h century2 Since then, Itu Oromo people have made up the largest linguistic 

and ethnic group of <;iiryiir Mountain. The Itn Oromo were also found in Tullo wariida in large size. 

Because of their large scale settlement in Tullo wiiriida, the area is often called "Ona ltu" in Afaan 

Oromo; this is to mean "the homeland of ltu." The sub-tribal group ofItu Oromo that occupied Hirna 

town and its environs was the Alga3 

After Hirna was founded as a town by Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, various linguistic and ethnic people 

began to move into Tullo wiiriida from different parts of the conntry. The increasing demand for land 

and job opportunity has attracted many people with different ethnicity to Hirna.4 This made Hirna a 

town of multi-ethnic people . Among the earl iest people of Him a people the Amhara and Somali ethnic 

groups were the largest in numbers in the town. s The Amharas began to settle Hirna and other towns6 

of Hariirge following Ihe imperial conquest of Menelik. They originated from all over the northern 

regions of Sawa, Wallo and Gondar. However, Sawans were the largest number of settlers in Hirna. 

The Amhara from Sawa then began to be involved in different occupations, mainly agriculture. They 

, Labahn, p. 146; Informants: Wayzero Momina Kadir and Seik Burqa Abdulqadir. 
2 Mohammed Hassen, The Oromo of Ethiopia: A History 1570-1860, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, (990), pp. 4-6. 
3Biro Aadaa Ii Turizimi Oromiya, Seenaa Oromoo Hangaa Jarraa ]{jfiw Gli/aallii Sadaffa (Seecii Lamaffaa), 

(Fin finne, 1998). p. 263. 
4 Informants: Ala Abdurahman Usso and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
5 Informants : Ala Abdurahman Usso and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa;"Hirna Town Municipal Adm inistrat ion" 

p.1. 
6 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat, pAl . 
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owned vast plots of land outside Hirna town. They were considered as active farmers in Tullo wiiriida 

with ox-drawn agricu ltural implements.' The Somali people came to Hima following the construction 

of the hard surface road that linked Hima with Harar, Dire Dawa and Jijiga. They came to Hima for 

commercial purposes and controlled business activities in the town. They settled at the oldest part of 

Hirna, qiibiile 01 which was called by the town people Ganda Sumaalee (Somali Village). 

There were also other ethnic groups (Gurage, Arsi and Gonder) that settled in Hirna with the 

occupation of handicrafts and artisanship. The local people called these skilled persons niijjaar 

(persons with different skills). They came from different parts of yiir,iir area with their occupations. 

The Itu Oromo had their own skil lful craftsmen and artisans before the arrival of these groups. The Itu 

Oromo using their own skills produced various kinds of tools used for agricultural purposes. After 

people of other ethnicities came with various skills into Hima, the Itu Oromo leamt several new kinds 

of occupations. The skilled persons made knives (a/bee) , spears (eeboo), spade (haakaafaa) and axes 

(qottu) . The tanners in Hirna town produced locally made beds and leather harness for oxen ploughing 

land. However, there were only a few weavers in Hirna, mainly those who came from Sliwa 8 

With the expansion of government offices in the town after 1941, administrative officials, different 

people with different ethnic and linguistic background, came into Hima with their families. This also 

created multi-ethnic and multi-lingual people in the town. In early the period of Italian colonial rule 

over the town some these multi-lingual and multi-ethnic groups resisted the colonial administration for 

a short time. Moreover, after the period of liberation the ethnic diversification in Hima and other 

towns of the region was increased: The ethnic diversification of Hima was mainly because of its 

strategic location between Addis Ababa and Harar as a cross road. 

7 Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Fuad Ahmed. 
, Ibid. 
, Ibid. 
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Mainly after the 1950s and 1960s there were movements of population from various ethnic groups into 

Hirna because of improvements of transportation from Addis Ababa into eastern Ethiopian towns and 

also Hima. With the improvement of life in the town additional linguistic and ethnic groups came into 

Hirna and remained as permanent settlers. In this case, the Gurage and Argoba came into Hirna to earn 

money mainly trade and improve their life style.lo 

The Gurage (both the Muslims and Christians) and Arsi contributed a significant number of new 

language and ethnicity groups in Hirna town. The Gurage came into Hima hoping for profitable 

business activities and better social life. II The Gurage were the chief suppliers of various kinds of 

clothes and other materials which they carried round the town to sell. They were engaged in retail 

shops and as merchants in the town and periodic markets. They still operate most of the retail shops in 

Hirna. They were also involved in every occupation in the town indiscriminately including shoe 

shining and selling tea and bread. Some of them were successful and became wealthy business owners 

in the town but others were not successful at all in transforming their li fe . As my informants 

underscore, the Gurage intermarried with the local people in the town and settled permanently.12 

Relationship among the neighboring communities of diverse ethnic and linguistic groups was said to 

be good until the end of the period of my thesis. 13 

Oral informants recall that a limited number of foreign people also settled in Hirna from 1941 -1 974. 

The oldest part of Hirna, qiibiile 01 above Hirna River (Lagaa Postaa) was the area where a few 

Yemenis, Arabs, Pakistanis, Armenians and Greeks had settled, some of whom were even present 

during the Italian invasion of 1935. The Yemen is, Arabs and Pakistani were engaged in wholesale and 

retail trade activi ties in market areas of the town. They were also the pioneers of big shops in the 

10 Informants: Seik Burqa Abdulkadir and Wayzero Momilla Kadir. 
II Informants: Ala Fuad Ahmed and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
12 Informants: Wayzero Momina Kadir and Seik Burqa Abdulkadir. 
J3 Informants: Wayzero Aberash Habte; Ala Tafara and Ala Masarat Alamu. 
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center of Hirna with varIOUS kinds of commodities.14 The most famous and well known Yemeni 

merchants in Hirna were Saliho and Mohammed Abdo. These individuals were involved in trade 

activities of the town for a long period of time. According to some of my informants the Yemen is and 

Arabs came from Dire Dawa and Harar into Hima following the opening of the new hard surface trunk 

route that connected Hima with Dire Dawa and Harar. Through a long stay they adopted the culture 

and language of the people around the town. They speak Amharic and Afaan Oromo as fluently as the 

native speakers. However, their life style was unchanged althongh they were influenced by some of 

the customs of the people of the town. IS 

The other foreign people to come to Hima were a few French clerics. They came as Franciscan 

missionaries in the imperial regime in 1954 under Abba Andreas to preach Catholicism and settled in 

Jaaraa area 8km north east of Hirna town where they built a Catholic church in 1954. 16 They settled 

outside Hima town. They converted some mral people to the Catholic religion, mainly after the 

coming of Abba Daniel. The converted Catholics sti ll occupy their own areas in and around Jaaraa. As 

informants told me, Abba Daniel left the area in the mid-1980s but had visited the area in the 1990s." 

Nowadays, there are no French in Jaaraa but the converted Catholics are still present in the area. 

Generally, the number of foreign people who settled in and around Hima was very small when 

compared with other towns of Ethiopia. Some of the above foreign residents in Hima left the town 

after the coming of Darg government. Some of them sold their properties such as houses for only a 

small amount of money. As my informant told me the Arabs sold their big houses having two storeys 

for only 10,000 birr. 18 Informant recalls that the total number of Arabs who sold their properties 

J4 Informants: Ala Fuad Ahmed and Ata Masarat Alamu. 
15 fbid. 
16 Addisu Ayalew, "A History of Cathol ic Religion in Hirna 1954-199S",(BA Thesis, Department of History, 

Wollaga University, 20 12), p.9. 
17 Informants: Wavzero Sara Birhanu and Ala Masarat Alamu. 
18 Informants: Af~ Fuad Ahmed; Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
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during their departure was two. Even he recalled that he had blood relationship with those Arabs. The 

total numbers of houses sold at that time were three each having two storeys. 

5.2 Religion in Hirna 

The people of Ethiopia have had long centuries of religious experience. Ethiopia (Aksum) was one of 

the earliest states to experience Orthodox Christianity and Islam. Unlike other countries, these 

religions were introduced to Ethiopia mainly through peaceful ways rather than using force. For the 

introduction ofIslam, Arab Muslim merchants who traded in the Red Sea and coastal parts of Ethiopia 

had a leading role." In the same way Orthodox Christianity that has a long history in the country was 

introduced peacefully due to commercial and maritime ties with the Chri stian world.2o 

Hiiriirge is the best known Islamic land in eastern Ethiopia. Islam came first in Hiiriirge. Hiiriirge is 

also inhabited by the followers of other religions such as Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity and much 

more recently Protestantism. Since the Itu Oromo were the earliest settlers of Hirna and its environs, 

(since the 16' h century) thei r traditional religious institution waaqeJJalllla was also the main religion in 

and around Hirna 21 For the Itu of the area waaqeJJanna was the first religion than the others. 

The ltu Oromo in <;;iiryiir and Hirna were influenced by the nearby Hararis and by the Egyptian 

conquest of Hiiriirge in 1875-1885 to accept Islam.22 However, they were not influenced by Orthodox 

Christianity like other parts of Ethiopia . Orthodox Christianity only expanded into the area following 

the imperial conquest of Hiiriirge as a whole in 1887. However, Protestantism was a recent 

phenomenon in <;;ii ryiir and Hirna. Protestantism was introduced in Hirna mainly by the in-migrants 

who came for various reasons . The followers of this religion faced oppression and persecution until 

19 J. Spencer Trimingham, islam in Ethiopia, (London: Oxford University Press, 1952) ,p.22. 
20 Steven Kaplan, "Kingship, Ethnicity and Christianity in Orthodox Ethiopia", Ch urch His/DIY and 

Religious Culture, Vol. 89, No. 113, Religious Origins of Nations The Christian communities of Middle East, 2009 , 
pp.294-295; Dale H. Moore. "Christianity in Ethiopia", Church His/oIY. Vol.S No.3 (Sep.1936), pp.27 1-272. 

21 Addisu Ayalew, p.2. 
22 Trimingham, p.3 1. 
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the 1990s which restricted its foll owers to practicing the religion in their own houses . Generally, 

studies show that the majority of the town' s population was reported to have been followers ofIslam. 

And it was estimated that at the end of the period of my thesis, from the town's population 76% were 

Muslims while 34.05% were Orthodox Christians. The remaining per cent were Protestants and others. 

The majority of Orthodox Christianities were speakers of Amharic language23 

5.2.1. Indigenous Religion (Waaqeffalllla) 

The Oromo people had their own religion and cultural tradition in the socio-economic, political and 

spiritual lives organized under the Gada system. The groups of Oromo who moved to Hariirge like 

other parts of Oromo used to practice the indigenous religion called waaqefJanna24 until they were 

influenced either by Islam or Orthodox Christianity. In this traditional belief, there was no elaborate 

and complex set of rules and obligations to be performed regularly, as the case of the universal 

religions Orthodox Christianity and Islam.25 

The ltu Oromo in Hirna and its environs pray to their waaqa (supreme God) to give them enough rain 

for their crop, to let their ch ildren grow and keep their health good. They also express their grati tude to 

waaqa for giving them what they asked for and performed this traditional worship of waaqefJanlla 

either individually or in a group. However, in time of great problems such as shortage of rainfall and 

other troubled conditions, they performed the worship gathering at a fixed place and prayed to waaqa 

led by the lead of elders26 

There were also other major indigenous traditional practices in Hima and its environs which used to 

be practiced by the people. These indigenous traditional practices included Wadaajaa, Atete, [rrecha, 

2l Ali Amin, p.22. 
24 Informants: Seik Hassano Boru; Alo Waday Ittu and Addisu Ayalew, p.3. 
" Informants: Seik Hassano Boru; Ala Waday Ittu and Ala Abdurahman Ahmed. 
" ibid. 
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Kitla Qala and Wareega. Wadaajaa was practiced both by the Muslims and Christians of Hi rna and its 

environs. It was common ritual ceremony mainly of thanksgiving for their Supreme God for what 

good He has done for them. Atete, the spiritual power of fertility, was worshiped during July or 

August. Irrecha was practiced near Bullalle Mountain at Hirna River (Lagaa Postaa) during 

September. Killa Qala was performed by using coffee seed and butter to predict the future. The 

Wareega spirit was worshiped by shedding blood or slaughtering a sheep, goats or chickens with 

different colors. It was practiced for good rain and protection from bad luck.27 

Itu Oromo in and around Hima practiced the above indigenous religion under a big oak tree by the 

side of Hima River at a place called Hujjuba.28 Their close economic and social relations with the 

Hararis and the Egyptian conquest of Hiiriirge, however, strongly influenced the Itu to be converted to 

Islam. The contacts of the religious men with the local rulers also had a significant role in the 

conversion of the ltu into Islam. However, the [tu Oromo for some time resisted the Hararis and 

Egyptians in accepting Islam. Nevertheless, through time the Itu Oromo in <;:aryar and Hima were 

converted into Islam though the process of conversion continued until the 1970s.29 

5.2.2. Islam 

The Arab Muslim merchants and a few Muslim missionaries who moved from the Red Sea and Gulf 

of Aden to central Ethiopia as far as north Sawa contributed to the peaceful expansion of Islam in 

many parts of the Ethiopian regions30 As stated above, Islamic religion has a long history in Hiiriirge 

and the Arab Muslim merchants had a leading role in the introduction of Islam. After the Oromo 

moved into Hiiriirge a few began to accept Islam, being converted by Seiks from Harar. However, the 

Itu resisted the expans ion of the new religion into their land because they lived with their gada system 

27 Informants: Seik Hassano Boru; AIO Waday Ittu and Ala Abdurahman Ahmed. 
28 Informants: Seik Hassano Boru; Ato Waday Ittu and Addisu, p.3. 
29 Labahn, p.148. 
30 Jon Abbik, "An Historical-Anthropological Approach to Islam in Ethiopia: Issues of Identity and Politics", 

Jou,."alolAfrican Cultural Studies. Vol. II . No. 2, (Taylor& Francis, Ltd, Oec.1998), p.112. 
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intact. Although they were influenced by the politico-administration of the Hararis, they did not give 

up their cultural gada practice including their traditional religion.3I 

The spread of Islam among <;:aryar and Hima ltu Oromo was related to their contact with the 

neighboring Harari people who had adopted Islam as their religion long years before they did. The 

Harari adopted Islam following the arrival of Muslim communities to the coast of Ethiopia around the 

eighth century. These Muslim communities later began to appear in the interior parts along the trade 

route areas of <;:iiryar, of which Hima is a part. During that time Harar served as a trade and Islamic 

center for the whole eastern part of Ethiopia.32 

As Trimingham noted, the Egyptian occupation of the Hiiriirge region as far as Hirna (1875-1885)33 

consolidated the influence of Islam among the Itu Oromo.34 The ltu Oromo in Hiirarge were forced to 

accept Islam between 1875 and 1885 during the Egyptian occupation35 According to Trimingham, 

"the Egyptians managed to decoy their chiefs into Harar and threw them into prison, then forced them 

to dissolve their parliament, deliver up their Abba Baku, cut off their ... long hair and convert them to 

Islam."J6 The Egyptians destroyed the gada system in Hararge and put pressure on the ltu to accept 

Islam. Following the coming of the Egyptians and their occupation of Hiirarge the socia-economic 

relations and ethnic interdependence between the Itu and Harari declined. This was because the 

Hararis joined with Egyptians to persuade the Itu Oromo to accept [slam. Mohammed Hassen also 

noted that the Hiiriirge Oromo were influenced to adopt Islam by the Hararis.37 

31 Teserna Ta'a, "The Place of the Oromo in Ethiopian History: Oromo History to 1500 " in Journal of 
Dromo Studies. Vol. 11. No.1 alld 2.2004, p.4. 

32Terje Ostebo, "Religious Changes and Islam: The Emergence of Salafi Movement in Bale, Ethiopia," in 
Proceeding of th e Jdh International Conference of Ethiopian Studies Volume 2. ed. by Svein Ege and others, 
Trondheim, 2009, p.467; Trimingham, p.20S. 

J3 Trimingham. pp. 120-121. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Trimingham, p.121. 
37 Mohammed Hassen, "The Relation between Harar and the Surrounding Dromo Between 1800-1887", 

(B.A Thesis, Department of History, Haile Sellassie I University, 1973), pp.6-1 8. 
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Until the Italians controlled <;:iirl'iir the construction of mosques in many towns like Hirna did not 

expand. The Italian colonial occupation (1936-1941) initiated the classical colonial "divide and rule" 

policy to favor Ethiopia's Muslim population over the Christian political elite.38 Italian colonial 

occupation formally recognized and encouraged Islam as the region' s leading religion in the whole of 

Hararge. The Italians favored the Muslims in order to get support from the Muslim communities for 

their rule. The Italians built and repaired mosques in many parts of Hiiriirge39 

During their brief colonial conquest of Ethiopia in order to discourage the Christian former dominant 

elites, the Italians pursued a pro-Islamic policy and the Muslims supported the Italians colonial 

administration mainly for their land policy4o They granted Muslims full freedom of religion and 

encouraged mosque building. In Hirna the construction of the first mosque was begun before the 

Italian controlled the town. The Italian colonial occupation of the town contributed to the 

establishment of the second mosque in Hirna. But before the constmction of the mosque was 

completed the Italians were expelled from Hirna the construction of the mosque stopped for a few 

years. Although the construction of the mosque in Hirna was not completed, the Italians laid the 

ground for the construction of the mosque. Following the restoration of imperial power the Muslim 

communities in the town completed the constmction of the mosque in 1958 and later added many 

more after 1991. The grand mosque of Hirna was and still is found in qabiile 01 around the wariida 

police station. This mosque served for Friday prayers (Jumma). However, the other mosques which 

are found in the center of the town gave religious services for the Muslim daily prayers.41 

38 Caulk, p. 467; Ostebo,p.467; Abbik, p.117. 
39 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella; Ala Fuad Ahmed and Seik Burqa Abdulkadir. 
40 Tesema Ta'a, "The Place of the Oromo in Ethiopian History: Oromo History to 1500 " in Journal of 

Orama Sludies, Vo l. 11, No. 1 alld 2, 2004, p.6. 
41 Informants: Ala Mohammed Abdella; Ala Fuad Ahmed and Seik Burqa Abdulkadir. 
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5.2.3. Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity 

After the establi shment of Orthodox Christianity in Ethiopia it had a slow rate of expansion in most 

parts of Hararge including <;:aryar. Therefore, unlike Islam, Orthodox Christianity was for a time found 

only in some pockets areas of <;:aryar. For instance, around Gaara Mulata after the conquests of 

Yeshaq (r.1414-1429) there were a few Christian communities. Unti l <;:aryar was fully controlled by 

the Christian troops, following the conquest of Diijazmzc Walda Gabrel, most parts of the area were 

controlled by the ltu Oromo who practiced their traditional religion.42 

When the Christian kingdom became powerful , many Muslim states lost their independence and fell 

under the politico-economic domination of the Christian kingdom. This politico-economic domination 

over the Muslim states was cousolidated and reached as far as the Harar plateau which also included 

<;:aryar area. As stated above, during the reign of Emperor Yeshaq (r.1414-1429) the Christian 

kingdom expanded as far as Gaara Mulata, a few kilometers from Hima, and Yeshaq established 

garrisons in the newly conquered areas. The arrival of these Christian settlers and the establishment of 

garrisons led to a small diffusion of Orthodox Christianity to that area.'3 This created the introduction 

of Orthodox Christianity to a few areas of the region that also included Hima although there was no 

fast expansion to many parts of <;:aryar. 

Moreover, the number offollowers of Orthodox Christianity in the whole of <;:aryar area was very few 

until the forces of Diijazmzc Walda Gabrel conquered <;:aryar and the people. However, after Menelik 

conquered Hararge, there was large population movement from north and central Ethiopia. These large 

numbers of people who came into Hararge and <;:aryar had Orthodox Christianity as their religion. But 

except in a few parts of <;:aryar area there was no church. There was Kedest Gabrel church and there 

was Kedest Giorgis church in Qullubi and Quni respectively. Qullubi Kedest Gabrel Church was built 

42 Labham, p.148 . 
43 Ibid. 
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by the order of Ras Makonen44 while QUlli Kedest Giorgis Church was built by the order of Diijazmzc 

Walda Gabrel. Therefore, Christian settlers in <;:aryar, which also included Hirna, made a long journey 

as far as Quni and Qullubi to bury their dead, to baptize children and to join in annual and monthly 

celebration of saints·5 

When Ras Tafari appointed Filawrari Takla Hawariyat as governor of <;:aryiir one of the immediate 

measures Filawrari Takla Hawariyat took was the construction of churches in towns such as Asaba 

Tafari, Hirna and Balbaletti. Therefore, the oldest churches were constructed in Hirna , Balbaletti and 

Asaba Tafari in 1924 by the order of Filawrari Takla Hawariyat. The oldest church in Hirna was 

called Kedest Sellassie church. The local people participated in the construction of the church by labor 

force. The budget for the construction of the church was provided from the Awraja's finance and the 

contribution of each Christian individual in the town: 6 My informants told me that Fitawrari Takla 

Hawariyat himself plarllled the area for the construction of the church and the Yemen is and Arabs 

were employed as day laborers and in turn they were given land in the town as wages for their work 

and they constructed residential house and commercial business in Hirna.47 

The construction site of Kedest Selassie church was related to the location of Fitawrari TakJa 

Hawariyat's house. Informants underscore that the church was constructed in front of the house of 

Fila wrari Takla Hawariyat for his own religious purpose. He ordered the construction of the church 

on the hillside outside the town which could not support agricultural production. The church is still 

situated out of the town in the north. Hoping to be blessed by the Holy Trinity , the labol (ark) and 

priests were brought from Dire Dawa by the orders of Filawrari Takla Hawariyat. Priests and deacons 

were brought from Dire Dawa and started to give the service in the church. Priests and deacons of 

44 Fitmvrari Takla Hawariyat, pp. 35-36. 
45 Informants: Abba Zewde Zarabruk and Mamre Tebebe Haile Maskel. 
" Ibid. 
47 1nformants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Alo Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
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Kedest Selassie church gave religious education to many young children of the town. These young 

children were able to read and write because of the education they received from the church. In this 

case the church contributed to expand education services in the town." 

The second and much more recent church in Hirna was Kedest Mariyam church which is found in the 

heartl and of the town. Kedest Mariyam labal (ark) came into Hirna during the Ethio-Somali war of 

1977-78 from Biyo Karaba. It was brought by Biyo Karaba Christians and the labal stayed in a small 

wood and thatch house lmtil it was taken to Kedest Selassie church in 1981.49 The church of Kedest 

Mariyam was not constructed until recently in 1998. Until that time the ark stayed with the ark of 

Kedest Selassie in Kedest Selassie church. The land where the Kedest Mariyam church was built was 

bought in 1982 from a man named Ala Dababa Tafara for 3,000 birrso Each Christian in the town 

contributed money for the construction of the church. Therefore, Kedest Mariyam labal (ark) came out 

from Kedest Sellassie church into the newly constructed church 1998. After the period of the Diirg, 

part of the land of Kedest Mariyam church was taken away for the construction of government 

offices.51 

5.2.4 Protestant Believers 

The expansion of Protestant religion in Hararge generally and <;:aryar particularly was very low when 

compared with other parts of the country. Protestant religion in Hirna is also a recent phenomenon. 

The first man in Hirna who attempted to preach Protestant religion was Ala Gadas2 He came to Hirna 

as a government employee from Addis Ababa around 1978. He and his family were Protestants of the 

Ethiopian Evangelical Church Makane Yesus (EECMY) church. Informants underscored that this man 

411 Informant: Ala Gashaw Tibebe. 
49 Informant: Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa. 
so Informant: Ala Masarat Alamu. 
S] Informants: Abba Zewde Zarabruk and Ala Masarat Alamu. 
S2 Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu; Ala Dababa Tafara and Ala Tadasse. 
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tried many times to preach the religion and get followers in Hima. 53 However, his aspiration to expand 

this religion was opposed by the people and Darg government officials in the town. Therefore, the size 

of Protestants in Hima was few in their number until after 1991. Until 1991 Protestants in Hima were 

not allowed to practice their religious rituals publicly. They practiced religious rituals and worshipped 

in their own houses and secret areas. 54 

Since Protestant religion was not allowed to be preached in the town there was no Protestant church in 

Hima until the 1990s. As stated above, the followers of the religion worshipped in their houses. 

Evangelization was not conducted in the town, like other parts of the country in the south during the 

imperial period. When the number of Protestants increased in the town because of employees of the 

civil services who were often Protestants, churches began to be constructed in Hirna after 1991. 

Unlike other religions in the town Protestants were not given land for the construction of their 

churches. The followers of the religion bought land in the town for church construction or they rented 

a house to hold their religious services. The earliest Protestant church built in Hirna was Mulu Wongel 

church to be built after 1998 in qabiile 02 behind the wariida police stationS5 

5.3. Voluntary Associations in Hirna 

The settlement patterns in Hirna interspersed without any kinds of distinction. Economic status, 

occupational type and ethnic origin were not taken into consideration in the settlement pattern of the 

people of the town. However, leprous people were segregated and forced to settle out of the town 

around Kedest Sellassie church which was found on the outskirts of the town. The people of the town 

settled in qabiile Oland 02 regardless of any kinds of differences. The residents of qabiile 0 I were 

involved in the sa les of local drinks such as falla, ariike and ta)) and also engaged farming. Between 

the 1950s and 1970s most civil servants in the town also settled in qabiile 0 I since the land of qabiiif" 

53 In formants: AIO Yohanis Bisrat; Ala Tadassa and AID Masarat Alamu. 
54 Ibid. ; Donald Crummey, "Reviews", JOllmal 01 Religion in Africa. Vo1.29, Fasc.4 (Nov., 1999), p.511. 
S5 Informant: Wayzero Israel Balachew. 
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02 was in the hands of farmers and used for arable land. After the 1970s however, Hirna expanded 

into qtibiiLe 02 because of the master plan of the town and land was distributed by the municipality for 

house construction. This created good opportunities for the establishment of residential and business 

houses and increase of settlement pattern in the town 56 (See also Appendix Xlll) 

The people in Hirna fo rmed relationships and networks through the formation of soc ial institutions 

such as idir, mtirtidaja mahbiir and iqub. These social institutions played a significant role in the 

consolidation of harmonious relationsh ips among different people of the town. Idir is a form of self-

help association which is believed to have been founded possibly by the Gurage (Sodo Kistane) 57 It 

was established for the essential purpose of mutual support at times of bereavement but also for 

coordinating efforts to address a variety of community concerns. Idir is formed by communities of 

religiously and ethnically heterogeneous people. Sometimes, however, the community would form an 

idir homogenously mainly in their own vicinity. 58 

The origin of idir is attributed to urbanization and was started by migrants who came to work in the 

town or city. S9 Still some others have associated the large formation of idir to the Italian invasion6o 

which caused mral population to move into urban areas. This displacement and frustration of people 

compelled the formation of institutions to help each other. Urban populations, unlike the rural 

communities, tend not to have such a strong bond in times of difficulties and emergency. Because of 

56 Informants: Ato Ababa Makuriya and Ato Abdurahman Bakar. 
57Soiomon DeJene. "Exploring iddir: Toward Developing a Contextual Theology of Ethiopia", in 

Proceedings of the 16'1 International Conference oj Ethiopian Studies Volume 2, ed. by Svein Ege and others, 
Trondheim, 2009,pp.536-537; Dejene Aredo, "An Informal Insurance Arrangement in Ethiopia," Saving alld 
Development Vol.34 No.1, 20 10, p.59. 

58 Ibid. , p. 535. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Alula Pankhrust and Damen Hai le Mariam, «The "Iddir" in Ethiopia: Historical Development, Social 

Function and Potential Role in HIV/AJDS prevention and Contro'" Northeast African Studies, New Series, Vol.?, 
No.2, (Michigan State University Press, 2000), p.39. 
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this reason the rural migrants In towns organized themselves, which necessitated the creati on of 

associations and institutions· ' 

Jdi,. can be formed in a neighborhood, for people of the same religion or people in the same work 

place. Research has shown that idir was also founded following the displacement of people from one 

place and disruption of social life by enemy attack or natural disaster. In this case people would be 

under social pressure to join an idir. Although idi,.s vary in size, composition, rules and approach, it is 

a widespread institution all over Ethiopia. The number of members in the idir, therefore, varies from 

twenty to one thonsand, depending on the area and the network. People who joined an idir became 

members vo luntarily,62 since they were living in the community they had a reason to become members 

of the idir to be like their neighbors.6l 

The first idir in Hirna was established in the 1950s and people joined regardless of any differences M 

The earliest form of self-help association as idi,. in Hirna was called Hirna Tullo Ber Maractaja 

Mahebar which later changed its name to Tullo Ber Idir. The association was formed in 1952. The 

secretary of this earliest self-help association was Alo Eshete Gabra Wald. The members of this 

association paid 0.10 cents every month. At that time the residents of the town were not divided into 

qaMles and there was only one idir. The Muslims also became members of the association regardless 

of their religious di fference. The members performed the mortuary rites, dug the grave and buried the 

corpse. Following the expansion and growth of the town members were tired of going long distance 

and this forced them to form another association. This led to the formation of Doba Ber Idir in qaMl1i 

o I in 1972 with Alo Abara Wandwasan as secretary·5 

61 Yonas Siefu, p.88. 
62 Alula and Dame, pA l. 
63 Informants: Ala Masarat and Ala Tafara. 
64 Informants: Ala Buzayehu; Ala Tarara and Ala Masarat; Alula and Damen, pAl. 
65 Informant: Ala Masarat Alarnu. 
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After 1972, the most important and well known idirs in Hirna were Tullo Ber Idir, Doba Ber Idir, and 

Tokkumma Idir. The names of Tullo Ber Idar and Doba Ber Idir are related with their location. Doba 

Ber Idir is found in qiibii!e 0 I and got its name after 0 I qiibiile which is located at the gate of Doba 

into Hirna. And Tullo Ber Idar is found in qiibiile 02 at the gate of Tullo area into the town. 

Tokkumma Idir was formed in recent years in the 1980s by the Muslim community in the town. The 

formation of this idir was initiated by the religious clerics in the town. The Muslim community both in 

qiibiih! 0 I and 02 became members of this idir. Membership of Tokkuma ldir was based on religious 

belief and Christians were not members. The three idirs help each other in times of holidays and 

difficulties. They lent materials and tools such as tents, plates, cups, chairs and desks in times of 

wedding and death. They shared happiness and sadness mainly during weddings and mourning 

services. The total number of members in these idirs varies from time to time since newly registered 

individuals come every day. The three idirs have thousands of members in Hirna.66 

Many government institutions and associations in Hima were formed after the Darg took power. 

Following the decree of July 26, 1975 the Darg government ordered the formation of associations and 

institutions to control and eliminate opposition forces in towns. During this time the fOllowing 

associations were established in Hima. These associations were the Women's Association, the Youth 

Association, the Zigita Woodwork Association, Ya Hirna Kalama Samachoche Mahebiir (Hima Town 

Buyers Association) and Hirna qabiile 01 Tailors Association 67 All of the above associations in Hirna 

were established in order to make the people take a pro-government active economic, political and 

social participation and to control everyday life. The Darg associations in Hima were therefore, far 

66 Informants: Ala Yohanis and Ala Tafara. 
67Archive from Tullo Warada Administration Office, File No. 21111 /23 a report written by groups of 

individuals on 12/0811978 to the wiiriida administrative office saying that they established association that supported 
the government policy in Rima. 
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from the voluntary associations originating from and for the purposes of the people themselves but 

were to prevent opposition and create sociali st awareness.68 

There were also many other groups of individuals who helped each other in the form of miiriidaja 

mahebiir (see glossary). The main important miiriidaja maheMr in Hirna included yii miimeheran 

l1liiriidaja mahebiir (Teachers Self-help Association), yii guwada l1liiriidaja mahebiir (Household Self-

help Association) and yii Hirna kiitiima Siimachoche Mahibiir (Hirna Town Buyers Association). As 

stated above many of the miiriidaja mahebiirs in Hirna were formed after 1975. The mahebiirs were 

also formed in different governmental offices and the l1lahebiirs help each other in times of financia l 

problems, sickness and wedding. 69 

Another important voluntary institution in Hirna that consolidated relationship among different groups 

of people was iqub. Jqub can be defined as a form of traditional initial capital rai sing institution in 

which weekly or monthly contributions by members of a fixed amount of money are put together to 

raise capital for personal usc and members take the whole collected monthly sum in turn. /qub is 

formed mainly based on economic status, gender group, occupational group and neighborhood. 

Membership of iqub is based on voluntary and personal willingness. The main objective behind the 

formation of iqub was and still is accumulating and depositing money for emergency or future 

purposes. Based on the interest of the groups, members of iqubs vary in number. However, most of the 

time members of iqub vary from five to hundreds. 70 

The oldest iqllb in Hirna was formed by local drink sellers in qiibiile 01 in 1958. Their number was 

twenty-five. They contributed twenty birr every week. One individual contributed 80 birr per month 

and the total amount of money they contributed was 2000 birr in a month. Like most other iqllb, the 

6K Informants: Ala Masarat Alamu and Ala Buzayehu Dhugasa; "Ya Mastawaqiya na Ya Propaganda 
Committee",pp, 25-26. 

69 Informants: Ato:Solomon Mama and Ala Ababa Makuriya; Ya Mastawaqiya na Ya Propaganda 
Committee", pp, 25-34, p.25. 

70 Informants: Ato:Solomon Mamo and AIO Ababa Makuriya. 
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members had a judge and secretary who had a leading role in the institution. The judge and secretary 

formulated rules and regulations that should be respected by all members. According to their rules and 

regulations the judge and secretary took the first and the second round of collected money.7I The two 

individuals had a great responsibility conceming the money collected and members' discipline in the 

institution. They organized the group and collected the money every week and deposited it until the 

total was reached and given to the individual who took the money that month. However, with the 

passage of time other groups formed more iqubs in Hima. The rich saved a large amount of money per 

week or month while the poor deposited smaller sums based on their own income.72 

The above social institutions had a leading contribution in the development of Hima. Idir had a great 

contribution in the development and growth of Hima town. In the infrastructural expansion of the 

town the three idirs contributed money, labor and materials. Tullo Ber and Doba Ber idirs gave both 

material and financial support towards the construction of developmental projects such as schools, 

roads and health services in the town. Informants underscore that before the 1990s the three idirs 

contributed more than 3,000 birr for infrastructural construction in the town73
. However, this amount 

of money did not change the face of the town. 

Iqub also played a significant role in the development and growth of the people of Hima town. The 

members would save money and improve their livelihood. The members also became alert to manage 

their money property since it was mandatory to contribute the fixed amount of money every week. 

This on the other hand encouraged an individual to be industrious. For many years the people in Hima 

also saved money by iqub since there were no modern institutions like banks until 1980. Because of 

this reason, iqllb as a traditional institution had a significant role in taking the place of banks until 

1980. Generally, the above social institutions had a significant role in the development and growth of 

Hima town. 74 

71 Informants: Ato:Solomon Mama and Ala Ababa Makuriya. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Informants: Ala Tasfaye Zigta and Ala Masarat Alamu 
74 Ibid. 
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Conclusion 

I have attempted to present a history of Hirna town from its foundation in 1924 to 199 1 by exploring 

its social, economic, administrative and institutional areas. Ethiopia has a long hi story of 

urbanization from Aksum onwards. After Aksum many small towns were established in the country. 

These small towns of Ethiopia emerged because of internal and external factors. The main important 

internal factors included contacts of people for trade activities at market places, religious purposes 

and military importance of an area e ither to defend or attack enemies which caused the establishment 

of kiitamas (garrisons). Market areas, religious places and strategic military and political areas later 

grew into small towns. The external factor was mainly related with the Italian colonial occupation of 

Ethiopia from 1936-1 941. 

Small towns in Hiiriirge were also formed because of the above factors. Most towns in Hariirge and 

<;:iirl'iir arose in areas where the caravan merchants crossed and took a rest when they traded between 

Harar and Sawa. However, a few towns like Ga lamso were the centers of Bula ceremonial activity 

and later grew into towns. Hirna town was founded because of the establishment of market and also 

Takla Hawariyat had an immense role in its foundation. This was because it was he who establ ished 

the market in Hima and sold land for merchants to construct shops. 

From 1924-1941 Hima did not show urban progress except from 1924-1 935. From 1924-1 935 the 

church was constructed and a road was built to link Hima with Asaba Tafari and a few urban 

facilities were introduced. In 1930 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat resigned governing <;:iirl'ar and stayed 

in Hirna for the town improvement. He introduced a grain mill operated by a diesel generator and 

constructed a modern house in Hirna. His plan to modernize the town was interrupted because of the 

Ita lian co loni al occupation of Hi rna in October 1936. 
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The Italian colonial occupation of <;:aryar and Hirna was not smooth, as in other parts of the country. 

The Italians were resisted by the leaders of patriots in <;:aryar. The Italians were also resisted by the 

people of Hirna and few other foreign residents of the town. Yemen is dug trenches to fight the 

Italians when they approached the town. However, every attempt to block the Italians from entering 

the town was not successful. The Italians occupation of Hirna did not show urban progress in the 

town. They had only a small role in the creation of Him a as a real town. 

After the liberation , the movement of people both from short and long distances into Hirna increased. 

This was mainly following the construction of the hard surface trunk road that crossed Hima from 

Addis Ababa into Harar and Dire Dawa. People moved into Hima after the formation of government 

and private organizations. This was because various kinds of job opportunities were introduced in the 

town such as handicrafts, commerce, services and others. It was during this time that the town 

showed urban progress. As the town began to show urban progress, multi-ethnic and lingual groups 

settled in Hima. The Sawans, Gurage, Silti and Arsi were some of the ethnic and lingual groups that 

settled in Hima while foreign residents in Hirna included Yemen is, Arabs and a few French. 

From 1960 onwards Hima was administrated by a municipality. The main sources of revenue the 

municipality collected included from private and government organizations, trade activities, service 

sectors and land. Then in 1976 the municipality conducted the Shldy of a master plan of the town and 

Hirna was divided into two urban qiibtiles and four rural qiibtiles. In 1977 Hirna became one of self

administered town in <;:aryiir Adal and Gara Guracha awraja. 

After the mid-the 1960s student movement in Hirna was one of the biggest historical phenomena in 

the town. The movement was started in 1969 and intensified in 1974. The main important activists 

behind the student movement in Hirna were teachers, government employees, rich merchants in the 

town and university students from the Haile Selassie I University and Alemaya Agricultural College. 
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The student movement agitated the town 's population and reached its climax in February 1974 when 

demonstrations were held in Hirna. 

In September 1974 the Diirg took power in the country. The Diirg soon issued declarations and 

proclamations at national level. Following different proclamations of the Diirg at a national level, 

measures were taken in many towns including Hirna. Extra house were confiscated in the town. The 

houses were then rented out for small amounts of money for those who had no house. This solved the 

problem of housing in Hirna for a time. The people of Hirna also welcomed the ziimiica proclaimed 

by the government. The people of the town also responded happily to the Yii Enat Hagar Teri 

(Mother Land Ca ll) during the Somalia invasion of 1977- 1978. However, opposition groups emerged 

in Hima against the Diirg government. These were EPRP, OLF and ONDF. But intimidation and 

repression from the government officials in the town caused the opposition groups to cease their 

political movement in the town. At the end of the Diirg regime the OLF revived and was able to 

control Hirna until the EPRDF arrived in the town. 

The growths of service sectors in Hirna were insufficient. The first modern school in Hirna was 

Hirna Number One School. The school was established in 1946 by the people with the support of the 

government. During the Diirg period the number of modern schools increased to five . Modern health 

service in Hirna was started in 1960 fo llowing the Malaria Eradication Program launched at a 

national level. The Hirna, (Laga Postaa) river was the main source of water supply for Hima until 

198 1. In 1981 ground water was drilled and each household began to get piped water. From 1958-

1984 Hirna had a six hour electric services supplied by a private businessman; Ata Biru Gabra Wald. 

In 1984 Hirna got hydro electric power supply for 24 hours. The modern road transportation in Hirna 

was first made by Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat when he connected Hima with Biyo Karaba. Then in 

1960s the Imperial Highway Authority signed an agreement with Marphlis road contractor and the 
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hard surface trunk road that crossed Rirna to Rarar and Dire Dawa was constructed. Rirna had also 

telecommunication service from 1978 onwards. 

Many of the people outside Rirna got their livelihood from agricultural production. Sorghum was the 

main staple crop of Hirna area while khat and avocado were the main staple cash crops produced 

outside Rirna. The people in the town supported their life mainly from commercial activities. The 

main important religious beliefs in Hirna were Ethiopian indigenous religions, Islam, Orthodox 

Christianity and more recently Protestantism. WaaqeJJana was the oldest indigenous religious belief 

practiced by the ltu before their conversion to Islam. Orthodox Christianity was expanded after the 

conquest of Menel ik into the area. The people in Rirna formed relationships and networking through 

social institutions; idir, iqub and maradaja mahber. There were three idirs in Hirna namely: Tullo 

bar, Doba bar and Tokkuma. Tullo bar idir was the oldest in Hirna that was formed in 1958. During 

the Diirg period a number of associations were formed with the government intention to support the 

government 's political a ims and to maintain central over the people. 
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List of Informants 

No Name of Informants and Age Place and date Remarks 
title of interview 

I Ababa Makuriya (Ala) 65 Hirna He was the member of the committee in 
31-09-2014 the municipality from 1979-1982 

2 Abarash Habte (Wayzara) 54 Hirna She was born and grew up in Hirna and 
06-02-2015 knew about the modern house of 

Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat. 
3 Abdu Abrahim (Ala) 79 Dabbasso He has good knowledge about Hirna 

2-5-2015 market because he bought livestock from 
Hirna and sold it in Asaba Tafari . 

4 Abdurahman Baker (Ala) 68 Hirna 2 Head of Hirna town municipal office 
3-07-2015 from 1986-88. He has good knowledge 

about the foreign residents in Hirna. 
5 Abdurahman Usso (Ala) 78 Dabbasso He has good knowledge about the in-

12-05-2014 migrants in Hirna. 
6 Ahmed Yusuf (Ala) 56 Hirna He is knowledgeable in relation to the 

08-12-2014 commercial activities in Hrna. 
7 Balay Hailu (Ala) 52 Hirna He came to Hirna after 1974 as a teacher 

21-06-2015 and he has good knowledge about the 
development of the town during and after 
Dar?; period. 

8 Berhan HaileMaskel (Ala) 88 Chiro He knows about the private orchard of 
08-01-2015 Filawrari Takla Hawariyat in Hirna. 

9 Burga Abdulkadir (Shiek) 65 Hirna He is a Somali who has a hotel in Hirna 
03-03-2015 and has good knowledge about the 

Somali and Argobas in Hirna. 
10 Buzayahu Dhugaasa (Ala) 68 Hirna He was born and grew up in Hirna and 

21-11-2014 has good knowledge about the condition 
of Hirna during and after the imperial 
period. 

11 Dabbaba Tafara (Ala) 65 Hirna He is the son of a balabal in Hirna and 
22-07-2015 knows about the student movement. 

12 Emebet Bogale (Wayzara) 43 Hirna She has good knowledge about the 
07-08-2015 municipality because she was typist there 

and her husband was the mayor of Hirna 
from 1988-1989 

13 Engeda Haile (Ala) 64 Hirna He has good knowledge about Hirna 
08-07-2015 market. 

14 Fuad Ahmed (Ala) 58 Hirna He is a knowledgeable person in qabiile 
21-04-2015 Oland he knows the Darg period and its 

impact on the town. 
15 Gashaw Tebebe (Ala) 47 Hirna ~e has good information from his father 

15-05-2015 ~bout church education in Hirna. 
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No Name of Informants and Age Place and date Remarks 
title of interview 

16 Germa Ayale (Ala) 68 Hirna He has good knowledge about Hirna 
12-06-2015 during the Diirg period. 

17 Gizaw Ababa (A 10) 44 Baddessa Born In Baddessa and has good 
7-8-20 14 knowledge about Galamso town. 

18 Gulelat Fanta (Ala) 45 Hirna He was born and grew up in Hirna has 
16-12-2014 good memory of the Diirg period in the 

town. 
19 Israel Balachew (Wayzaro) 48 Hirna She has good knowledge about 

12-01-2015 Protestantism in Hirna and churches built 
in the town. 

20 Kadir Abrahim (A 10) 52 Hirna He was born and grew up in Hirna and 
12-7-2015 knew many of the in-migrants in Hirna 

who came from the nearby areas . 
2 1 Kaasaayee Bilelegn (Ala) 70 Hirna He has good memory of the student 

2 1-05-2015 movement in Hirna. Since he was one of 
the participants of the movement in the 
town, he told me much information. 

22 Lagasa Wondemu (Ala) 63 Maxaqasha He has a good knowledge about Hirna 
23-04-2015 from 1974-199 1. 

23 Lamma Dadi (Ala) 45 Hirna He has good knowledge about the 
26-06-2015 formation and progress of Hirna town 

municipal administration. 
24 Lulu Endashaw (Alo) 68 Hirna He has good knowledge about livestock 

27-11-2014 production and fattening oxen in and 
outside Hirna. 

25 Masarat Alamu (Alo) 58 Hirna Born in Hirna and participant of the 
13-08-2015 student movement in Hirna. He has good 

knowledge about the town. 
26 Masfen Babiru (Ala) 56 Hirna He came to Hirna during the last period 

23-04-20 15 of the imperial regime and has good 
knowledge about the diirg period and its 
rule on Hirna. 

27 Mohammed Abdalla (Ala) 42 Chiro He has good information about the Italian 
20-01 -2015 occupation of Hirna. Currently he is the 

head of tourism office in Hirna. 
28 Mohammed Mume (Sheik) 76 Hirna He has good knowledge about the early 

11-05-2014 history of Hirna. 
29 Momina Kadir (Wayzaro) 84 Hirna She IS an old woman with much 

02-11 -2014 information about the town and the 
people of Hirna. 

30 Mustafa Abdalla (Ala) 65 Dabasso One of the participants of the ziimiicha 
11-05-20 15 program in Hirna and its environs. 
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No Name of Informants and Age Place and date Remarks 
title of interview 

31 Sara Berhanu (Wayzara) 52 Jaaraa ~he has good knowledge about the 
22-07-2015 ratholic who lives in Jaaraa and she was 

~isited by Abba Daniel in the 1990s. 
He has good information about Hima 

32 Sentayehu Aklilu (Ala) 52 Hima town from elders . And he collected 
15-10-201 4 historical information from elders. 

33 Shemelis Hayle (Ala) 67 Hima He lived a long time in Hima and has 
12-03-2015 good knowledge about khat and khat 

merchants in the town. 
34 Solomon Mamo (Ala) 56 Hima He IS a history teacher at Hima 

23-05-2015 Secondary School and has good 
knowledge about associations formed 
during the DiirJ< period in the town. 

35 Taddasa Tasfaye (Ala) 64 Hima He was one of the in-migrants who came 
15-11 -2014 to Rima and owned a private business in 

the town. 
36 Tafara Baqqala (Ala) 72 Rima Re came to Hima from Wallo as a 

21-3-2015 government employee and stayed In 

Hima for 30 years. He has good 
information about the relationsh ip among 
the people ofHima. 

37 Tebebe Raile Meskel 78 Hima He has served at Kedest Se1assie church 
(Mamre) 17-04-2015 and has good knowledge about the church 

in Rima. 
38 Terunesh Ababa (Wayzara) 75 Rima She came to Rima with her husband 

23-02-20 15 following the Malaria Eradication 
Program and has good memory of the 
town after the I 960s. 

39 Tesfaye Zigta (Ala) 84 Hima He was the son of a balabat around 
2 1- 10-20 14 Rima. He had good knowledge about the 

settlers at Chitu Mountain and the town 
in general. 

40 Y oharUles Besrat (Ala) 44 Rima Re IS a knowledgeable person about 
15-05-2015 Hima after the period of imperial 

government. 
41 Zabbana Yelma (Ala) 63 Rima He has a good knowledge about Hirna 

25-03-2015 and its surrounding. 
42 Zewde Zarabruk (Abba) 73 Hima A priest at Kedest Selassie church and 

07-04-2015 was teaching young boys for the status of 
deacons. 
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Photo 3 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat who founded Asaba Tafari and Hirna as towns 

Photo taken from the autobiography of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat 



Photo 3 Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat who founded Asaba Tafari and Hirna as towns 

, 

Photo taken from the autobiography of Fitawrari TakJa Hawariyat 



Photo 2 The second house of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat in Hima 

, 

Photo taken by Chala l emal on June 20 J 5 



Photo 1 The House of Fitawrari Takla Hawariyat built In Hirna that people called Mana 

Faranjici1a (foreigner's house) 

Photo taken by Million Yelma on June 2015 
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From 1960-1983 the municipality registered the following organizations to facilitate tax collection. 

Table 1 Lists of government, private and public organizations in Rima and a title. 

0 Name of government and private Private Government 
Public Total Z Organizations organizations Organizations 

I Grinding mills 5 2 - 7 
2 Tea houses 26 - I 27 
3 Drinking house 32 - - 32 
4 Butcher house (Christians and Muslims ) 10 - - 10 
5 Bars and restaurants 50 - - 50 
6 Taj, la/a and arake houses 7 - - 7 
7 Abattoirs - I - I 
8 Skin and hides collector 2 - - 2 
9 Grain storage 2 - - 2 
10 Barber houses 4 I - I 
II Pharmacies 2 - - 2 
12 Gas station 2 - - 2 
13 Shops 34 I 2 37 . . Sources: Rima Town Municipal Adrnll1lstratlOn, Ya Rima Katama Tank, 1983, p.3 

AppemLlx \l C 
Table 2 Land sold or issued in square meter for the construction of private and government 
organizations from 1960-1983 

Land distributed ill Kinds and quantity of houses constructed 
0 square meter 

Private residence house Private organizations Government office Z 

1 67,228.38 388 - -
2 17,254.20 - 55 -
3 79,257.24 - - 35 

'Ei 163,739.82 388 55 35 
0 

f-< 

Source: Rima Town Municipal Administration, "Ya Rima Katama Tarik, 1983", pA 



Table 3 The fundamen tal works done from 1960-1983 by the municipality after its establishment 

Year and month urban 
en 

development .... 
" .D accomplished Ei Urban development accomplished by the municipality ::l Month Date Year Z 

I June 14 1960 The town municipality was establ ished and the total number 
of the population was registered at 5,6 17 male 29 19 and 
female 2698. 

2 June 14 1961 The town municipality built its own office in Hirna 

3 March 10 1961 The municipality bought a horse drawn cart to clear wastes 

4 January 23 1962 The municipality constructed one medium scale abattoir 

5 June 18 1964 The municipality upgraded the stream into a pipeline for 

urban water 

6 April 12 1967 The municipality built water pipeline around the town post 

office 

7 February 18 197 1 The municipality built the market with building materials 

8 February 23 1971 The municipality conducted master plan study of the town 

which was put into action in 1976. 

9 October 18 1974 The mlmicipality built bridges in the town around qiibiile 02 
library 

10 August 30 1974 The municipality surrounded the livestock market with fences 

11 November II 1974 The town municipality constructed roads within the town 

12 November 11 1974 The roads in the town were paved with gravel stone 

13 December 14 1976 The road that led to the municipality office was paved 

14 December 14 1978 The road in qiibiiie 01 was paved and repaired 

15 January 8 1979 The municipality introduced electric services for the town 

people 

16 June 10 1980 The municipality conducted road repairing in the town 

17 April 15 1983 The municipality built water tank for the town and water 
distribution areas (bono) were constructed. Each individual in 
the town were also able to get pipeline water in their house. 

Source: Hirna Town Municipal Administration, "Ya Hirna Katama Tarik, 1983",4 
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